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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to explore the impact of teachers’ social capital on
their professional performance. Furthermore, four related research questions; how does
social capital impact teachers’ professional performance, how does teachers’ social
capital impact school culture, how is students’ educational aspiration affected by
teachers’ social capital, and how teachers' identity construction is revealed, through their
narratives, by the social capital were also addressed.
A narrative design was adopted for this research study. The participants were all
teachers, who were willing to share their lived experiences in the field of teaching. Ten
male subject specialists from government higher secondary schools of District Malakand,
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan, and the method of data collection used one-on-one in
person in-depth interview with the participants.
It was revealed from teachers’ narratives that teachers who have stronger social
capital perform better than others. Schools are more than learning factories where inputs
are used to generate outputs; they are fundamentally social environments. Teachers
possessing high social capital are more willing to initiate and participate in curricular and
co-curricular activities leading to enhanced performance. All the participants seek
collegial opportunities inside and outside of their school building through their social
capital. There is a strong bond of good relationship between teachers and students an
efficient solution to meeting the different needs of a classroom collectively as well as
individual students which impacts on students’ learning and teachers’ performance.
Parents or guardians support in contributing the success of their students is negligible.
Teachers play their role in the educational aspirations of their children but family support
is negligible which is very important. Their parents expected them to occupy
employment, a job, and part time job to contribute them in financial matters. Department
of Elementary and Secondary Education, authorities and principal of the school may pay
attention to the factors that create the conditions by which teacher social capital may
flourish. It was recommended that teacher may be encouraged to build their social capital
within and out of schools’ environment that improve their professionalism.
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CHAPTER 01
INTRODUCTION
Social capital emphasizes the importance of social factors that are generally
underestimated or ignored in the modern society with increasing focus on individuality,
competitiveness and economic priorities. The term social capital was not until the 1990s,
Balti & Falk 2002), but it widely used during the 20th century and began to spread rapidly
in the social sciences, physical sciences and scientific research (Balti & Falk 2002).
Social capital is a complex, multifaceted concept that has different implications on
different contexts (Shiell et al., 2020). Social capital is a connection that people have with
themselves, their neighbors, and their external relations in society as a whole (Aldrich &
Meyer, 2015; Nakagawa & Shaw, 2004). In organizations, social capital has been
conceptualized as a benefit to both the individual and the organization, and has been
shown to facilitate trust, knowledge transfers and the development of intellectual capital
among the organization’s members (Inkpen & Tsang, 2005). Additionally, it also
facilitates trust, norms and social links between individuals (Yoon & Lee, 2019).
However, the potential use of social relationships can use the social capital process
positively to ensure demands on those who are in power for the provision of services,
resources and support (Campbell, 2020). Moreover, importance is given to the real and
potential benefits achieved through formal or informal relationships of an individual with
others (Gharbi, 2020). Therefore, societies are glued together by social capital. In its
absence, societies may collapse (car, 2011). School is also a part of society that consists
inside on principal, teachers, students, and parents are its outer part. There is a gap of
research work on impact of social capital for this society in the research literature.
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According to Daren (2010), polls show that teachers are the most important predictors of
educational performance and system quality. He backs up the idea that any educational
system's validity is inextricably linked to the quality of instruction and the availability of
qualified teachers. As a result, teachers are an essential part of any educational program,
and every effort should be taken to ensure that the educational system recruits and retains
the best minds available. Teaching is a two-way relationship between the teacher and the
learner in which the teacher guides the process of assisting the learner in acquiring skills,
behaviors, information, ideas, and abilities. Teaching is considered effective only when
the learner exhibits the desired changes (Eboatu, Ozigbo & Matthew, 2015). The
education sector has come under fire from the public, with teachers being blamed in
particular for the alleged deterioration in educational standards. The teacher is only
considered successful if the desired improvement in the learner is achieved; otherwise, if
the students do not learn, the teacher has failed to teach, necessitating the establishment
of a success and development culture in all schools. The teacher is only considered
successful if the desired improvement in the learner is achieved; otherwise, if the students
do not learn, the teacher has failed to teach, necessitating the establishment of a success
and development culture in all schools. A performance and development based culture is
characterized by a clear focus on improving teaching as a powerful means of improving
student outcomes. A growing body of research suggests that school leaders, policymakers
and teachers may attend to the social conditions within schools that promote instructional
improvement and students’ achievement.
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This research thesis addresses two perceived gaps in the research literature. First,
though the importance of teaching standards and quality has been increasingly
recognized, but little attention has been paid to a wide range of factors that significantly
impact the quality of teaching and learning. One of these factors is social capital. An
ample body of literature suggests that strengthening teachers' social capital holds promise
as a means to improve the quality of teaching (Fullan & Hargreaves, 2013; Leana & Pil,
2006). Second, to analyze properly the relationship between teachers' social capital i.e.
the relationships between teachers to teachers, teachers to students, teachers to head of
the institution, teachers to parents and vice versa. Therefore, in response to these gaps,
this narrative research study has been designed to explore the impact of teachers’ social
capital on their professional performance.
1.1

Statement of the Problem
Social capital is an asset that contributes to the growth and development of a

society. Communities benefit from collaboration, connection and communication
between its members (Cao et al., 2012). To Aslandogan and Cetin (2007), improving
social capital in an educational context refers to three-party educator-parent-sponsorship
relationships and networking. In this context, parental expectations and responsibilities,
social networks through family, school and community lead to social capital and in turn
improve professional development and academic aspirations.
Contrary to the idealistic impact of social capital on teachers’ professional
performance, the researcher observed a dismal picture of social capital in educational
institutions in schools at District Malakand, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan. As per the
researcher’s observations, the social capital is negligible in terms of teachers to teachers,
3

teachers to head of the institution (the principal/headmaster), teachers to students and
teachers to parents of students.
Therefore, the current narrative study is aimed at exploring the impact of teachers’
social capital on their professional performance. Similarly, school culture that impacts
learning environment will also be explored in the context of social capital of school
teachers. Teacher identity and student’s aspiration is also explored in this study.
1.2

Research Questions
This research study investigated the following research questions:

1. How does social capital impact teachers’ professional performance?
2. How does teachers’ social capital impact school culture?
3. How is students’ educational aspiration affected by teachers’ social capital?
4. How teachers' identity construction is revealed, through their narratives, by the social
capital?
1.3

Significance of the Study
In the light of the findings of various researches in education, it is evident that the

surrounding context partly determines the quality of teaching. Assessing and improving
the quality of teachers, the central human capital in school, is merely one part of the
dilemma because various other factors must also be considered while gauging the quality
of teaching. These factors have significant influence on the teaching-learning process.
One of those important factors is the teachers’ social capital: the relationships of teachers
with their colleagues, principal, students and their parents. Therefore, the way these
relationships significantly affect teaching-learning process in the achievement of the
desired goals.
4

Social capital consists of the extent of personal network of teachers which helps
them in sharing with and learning from each other skills, teaching strategies and
experiences (Leana and Pil, 2006). The presence or absence of positive values of trust
and care for the formation of teacher relationships, for example, to increase or decrease
the chances of constructive acceptance of criticism and effective or ineffective group
decision-making, the level of skill that is available to a teacher through their networks, to
assist them in accessing relevant and available knowledge, and the level of skill that is
available to a teacher through their networks, to assist them in accessing relevant and
available knowledge (Jackson & Bruegmann, 2009; Coburn et al., 2012; Taylor &
Tyler, 2012), and the intensity of contact that occurs in opportunities of cooperation and
collaboration, either brings a better and an in-depth understanding of students’ learning to
teachers or allow the teachers to schedule their groups of intervention (Horn & Little,
2010; Coburn, Mata, & Choi, 2013). Furthermore, it is also suggested by scholars that
consolidating and prioritizing social capital of teachers is the powerful and effective way
of improving social capital in academic institutions (Hargreaves & Fullan 2013; Liana,
2011). It is evident from the findings of researches that better social capital tends to
achieve better performance in teaching-learning (Frank, Xhao, & Borman, 2004; Kraft &
Papay, 2014), motivation and encouragement (Kraft, Papay, Charner-Laird, Johnson &
Reinhorn, 2012) all of which may contribute to better teaching-learning.
This research thesis further provides insight into the strengths and impact of the
relationships among teachers to teachers, teachers to head of the institution, teachers to
students, teachers to parents and vice versa, teaching methods, teachers’ identity
construction and student outcomes and aspirations. Similarly, this research study is also
significant because it has tried to explore the lapses in teachers’ social capital and its
5

possible impact on their professional performance and students’ outcomes, educational
aspirations and academic achievements. The concept of "social capital" provides the
context for understanding the phenomenon and is therefore, appropriate for analyzing the
social impact of teaching. The paramount importance of social capital in the teaching and
learning process, its impact on teachers’ professional performance, school culture,
students’ educational aspirations and teachers’ identities make this study significant.
1.4

Conceptual Framework
Social capital in this research thesis is conceptualized on the literature review on

social capital (Leana & Pil, 2006), analysis of social network and social network
analytics (Coburn, Russell, Kaufmann, & Stein, 2012; Horn & Little, 2010), trust in
schools (Bryk & Schneider, 2003; Tchannen-Moran & Ho, 2000), and working
conditions of teachers (Ladd, 2000; Kraft & Papay, 2014), also with a focus on
distributed leadership and involvement of parents and community which might be viewed
as focusing on the social capital involving principal/headmaster-teachers, parents-teacher,
teacher-students, principal/headmaster- teachers- parents network.
To help elicit the teachers’ narratives on experiences of impact of social capital on
professional performance, this research focused on three categories of social capital i.e.
bonding, bridging and linking. Furthermore, many researchers and social scientists also
break down social capital into three categories bonding, bridging and linking (Nakagawa
& Shaw, 2004; Aldrich & Meyer, 2014; Cao, et al., 2012; Grootaert & Bastelaer, 2001).
These categories are based on the involvement and outreach of individuals. The social
capital of teachers within the school environment and community can impact teachers’
professional performance that contributes to the achievement of goals of organization
6

through social networks, stock of active connections, norms, obligations, and other
patterns arising from social interactions (Minckler, 2011).
Developing social networks in schools, that share capital (e.g., resources,
information, knowledge, etc.) clearly benefits students, but also teachers. Further,
research into social capital in schools has shown the increase in students’ engagement &
achievement (Meire, 1999; Croninger & Lee 2001; Garcia-Reid, 2007; Uekawa,
Aladjem, and Zhang, 2006), and teaching quality in schools (Leana & Pil, 2006;
Minckler, 2011) forms the conceptual framework guiding this study.
To help elicit the teachers’ narratives on experiences of performance that are
impacted by teachers’ social capital, this research focused on the factors of performance.
Performance is a person's overall job outcome or success rate in performing tasks over a
period as compared to different possibilities, such as predetermined and agreed-upon
work requirements, goals, or parameters (Kuncoro & Dardiri 2017). One's performance is
determined by the everyday activities and obligations that have been allocated to them.
Teachers' job performance is thought to be one of the most important variables that
defines and influences school outcomes. This can be assessed by evaluating teachers'
behaviors in the classroom, such as lesson planning, teacher engagement, co-curricular
activities, supervision, successful leadership, motivation, and morale (Adejumobi &
Ojikutu, 2013).
The following diagrammatic representation of the conceptual framework explores
teachers’ social capital and its impact on their professional performance (Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1: Diagrammatic Representation of the Conceptual Framework
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1.5

Research Methodology
A narrative inquiry paradigm is used in this study to explore the impact of

teachers’ social capital on their professional performance. As a research methodology,
narrative inquiry requires a point of view on the phenomena; one must follow a specific
point of view on the phenomenon under investigation (Connelly & Clandinin, 2006).
Stories are useful in narrative design because they help us to see what an event does to
the people who are experiencing it (Webster & Mertova, 2007), while also offering
insight that can be applied in the real world.
1.5.1 Participants
For the present study, the researcher identified ten male subject specialists,
comprised government higher secondary schools of District Malakand, Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan, and the method involved in-depth interview one-on-one in
person with the individuals.
As this is a qualitative inquiry seeking to understand the meaning of a
phenomenon from the perspectives of the participants, it is important to select
participants who can give ample time and share in-depth information and experiences.
Ten participants were thoroughly interviewed of five government higher secondary
schools Kot, Ghani Dheri, Sakhakot, Khar Batkhela, and Dheri Julagram of District
Malakand.
1.5.2 Data Collection Tool
Moen (2006) argues for the use of narratives in the field of education. Narrative
research comprises many procedures; including gathering data through the collection of
individuals’ stories, reporting their experiences, and chronologically ordering the
9

meaning of those experiences (Creswell, 2013). In an academic research endeavor, a
narrative study is used to explore an individual's experiences. Narrative design was
appropriate for this study as it allowed the researcher to explore the effects of teachers'
social capital on their professional performance. For a narrative researcher, it is crucial to
remember that the stories offered by participants are true accounts of their lives
(Clandinin & Rosiek, 2007). Narrative research involves many procedures; including
collecting data through a collection of individuals' stories, reporting on their experiences,
and chronologically interpreting those experiences (Creswell, 2013).
For this qualitative research study, the sole type of data collection was in-depth
interviews with participants. Participants were Subject Specialists currently working in
government higher secondary schools of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan. For this study,
the researcher has an established close bond with the participants (Creswell, 2012).
As a subject specialist in higher secondary school for more than a decade, the
researcher had access to many subject specialists in higher secondary schools. With the
researcher's background and experiences in education as a subject specialist, professional
role as a subject specialist in many educational institutions, the researcher could relate to
the participants’ stories, built credibility with participants, and understand the context
when interpreting data. Since a researcher is a primary data collector, developing a bond
with the participant becomes an inevitable task.
1.5.3 Data Analysis
According to Reismann (2002), traditional analysis can be useful in providing
additional forums to non-dominant populations or cultures to express their views and
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perceptions. Historically, narrative analysis has been used as a powerful tool to affect
changes for underrepresented populations they represent.
The researcher paid careful attention to the representation of what was heard and
communicated with participants, and strengthened the boundary between speech and
writing. The researcher carefully reviewed the audio and written files and created the
transcripts with great care not just what was being said, but how it was being said.
Transcription included participants’ and these aspects of the interview added dimension
to the spoken words based on lived experiences. As Clandinin, Pushor and Orr (2007)
suggest, narrative is the phenomenon studied in the inquiry. Therefore, a particular view
of experience as phenomenon under study and teachers’ narratives through individual life
experiences guided by the study’s research questions and narratives of teachers’
individual biographies were analyzed.
1.6

Definition of Terms
This section gives a brief overview of the main terms used throughout research

study. The main terms of this research study are Teacher, Social Capital, Professional
Performance and Teaching Identities.
Teacher: In this research study, teacher refers to those people who are employed as
subject specialists in Government Higher Secondary Schools for teaching a specific
subject.
Social Capital: Social relationships between teachers, students, parents and principal
make up a social unit of school. It also refers to access to resources that an individual
gain through their relationships with others. It reflects the extent of social relationships,
which contribute to the achievement of goals of organization through social networks,
11

stock of active connections among people, norms, obligations, and other patterns arising
from social interactions.
Identity: In this research study, identity refers to a combination of many aspects of life
including instructional activities, command over the subject, formulation of objectives,
organizing the classroom and instructional resources, setting homework to consolidate
student learning, using appropriate assessment strategies, maintaining complete and
accurate school record. It reflects the degree to which the teacher shaped as a community
member of teachers within the school and a mutual influence and shared emotional
connection in the community.
Professional Performance: The ability of teachers to combine relevant input for the
enhancement of teaching and learning process. It also refers to duties performed by
teachers at a particular period in the school system.
Trust: Extent to which teachers trust one another and feel trusted.

12

CHAPTER 02
LITERATURE REVIEW
The primary focus of this literature review is to explore social capital, teachers’
social capital, impact of teachers’ social capital on their professional performance, impact
of teachers’ social capital on school culture, students’ educational aspiration, teachers’
professional performance, students’ educational aspiration affected by teachers’ social
capital, and teachers’ identities. This chapter summarizes the literature on which the
study is based.
2.1

Roots and Meanings of “Social Capital”
Social capital is the combination of two words “Social” and “Capital”. The root of

the word social is found in Latin, where "Socius" means “component," conduit, "rather,
by extension:" sharer, partner and companion. The adjective "socialis" means
"companionship or affiliation; sociable, social." Another related word in Latin with
“Socius” is “Socio” means to do or to keep, to join together or to unite, to attach, shared,
for sharing” (DuPlessis, 2002).
The root of the word capital is found in Latin “capitals” which means, "Heads”,
"belong to life” or “through association”. In Latin, the noun of “capitilis” is "caput"
which means "Source of" or “investors” (other forms based on "capit"): "head." and
"Caput”. DuPlessis (2002) and Pawar, (2006) offered several provocative definitions: An
indispensable thing; the starting point of the development; an important motivator, leader
of an action and a sum of resources or principals. All gave a start to the beginnings,
importance, and generic authority. In this way, "caput" can mean capital itself.
13

It was in the classical texts of sociology and political economy that for the first
time, the concept of social capital was illustrated by Tocqueville, Durkheim and Weber
(Healey & Cote, 2001; Schuller, 2004). The existing concept of social capital can be
traced back to 20th century (Balti & Falk 2002). The growing literature on social capital
in academic field, scholarly articles and policy documents reflect its increasing
importance (Schiller, 2004).
2.2

Social Capital
In the social sciences, social capital is widely used as a concept or conceptual

framework, but it is a competing concept, which lacks a generally accepted definition.
(Moore, 1999 & Withaka, 2014). It has been explained and defined by various
researchers like Fast (2016) explains as goodwill, fellowship, mutual sympathy and social
intercourse among a group of individuals and families who make up a social unit.
Similarly, social capital describes access to resources that an individual gain through their
relationships with others (Adler & Cowen, 2002). In institutions, social capital has been
conceived as a benefit for both the individual and the enterprise, and has been shown to
facilitate confidence, the transfer of knowledge (Inkpen & Tsang, 2005). Social capital is
reflected in the extent of social relations that help to achieve the goals of the organization
through the social networks, principles, obligations and other patterns generated by social
relationships. According to Cohen and Prusak (2001), social capital is an organic
phenomenon. Their definition of social capital is practical because they defined social
capital as the standard of working relationships among the people that include
confidence, mutual understanding, and shared values and practices that bind members of
human networks and communities and enable collaborative processes. Therefore, social
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capital is the binding force that tie human societies and communities together, without
which society may vanish away (car, 2011).
Social capital is the relationships that people have with themselves, their
neighbors, and their external relations in society as a whole. It refers to the networks that
affect the social and economic activities, and the social norms that create strong
relationships within the community. Social capital is an asset, which helps community
development and enhancement (Aldrich & Meyer, 2015; Nakagawa & Shaw, 2004).
Communities mutually benefit from collaboration, connection and communication
between its members (Cao, et al., 2012). Many of the existing literature reiterates that
social capital is effective in improving the performance of the society because social
capital is made up of a fabric of social relationships and networks based on trust,
cooperation and others’-respect which collectively facilitate integrated initiatives in the
society (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Westlund & Bolton, 2003).
The role of social connections in the process of organizational change, learning,
and improvement has been accompanied by both support and obstacles (Balkundi &
Kilduff, 2005; Kilduff & Krackhardt, 2008; Mehra, Dixon, Brass & Robertson, 2006;
Weinbaum, Cole, Weiss & Supovitz, 2008). However, strong relationships can also
prevent organizational changes, and can become risky over time, limiting opportunities
for recycling of missing information and developing novel connections. In addition, nets
of negative or difficult relationships (such as gossip, avoidance, disapproval) can exclude
people from information and information transfer, and may be even more rewarding for
organizational improvement than positive relationships (Labianca & Brass, 2013). In this
way, teachers 'social capital can be influential because it reflects the support and
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constraints of teachers' social relationships through which they can access resources to
strengthen their processes (Pil & Leana, 2009).
However, it has recently been suggested that more work is needed to find
teachers' networks (Coburn & Russell, 2008 & Penuel, et al., 2009). Even lowperforming elementary schools and students look for these networks in their relationships
with the results. Our research study is based on recent scholarship that emphasizes the
importance of understanding relative relationships in support of organizational outcomes
(Balkundi & Kilduff, 2005) and those who identify the importance of these relationships
in terms of student outcomes (Pil & Leana, 2009).
According to Adler and Kwon (2002), one of the basic implications of guiding
social capital research is that the good that others have with each other is a valuable
resource. Good will implies certain feelings like, trust, sympathy and forgiveness that
human beings offer to other fellow beings.
Social relations and social inclusion result in social capital. Social capital refers
to access to resources that one obtains through relationships with others (Lin, 2001; Adler
& Kwon, 2002). Mutual links make people communities and role players within the
network; enable themselves to make a pledge. This is to foster a sense of belonging and a
social network experience, build trusting relationships that bring more benefits to the
partnership. Similarly, physical capital refers to physical goods, human capital refers to
the characteristics of people, and social capital refers to the relationships between people
- social networks and the mutual trust they generate (Putman, 2000). Similarly, Tseng et
al. (2014) highlighted that network members effectively build social capital through
communication and mutual trust. Trust is an important element of social capital. Work
carried out by the economists in the World Bank argue that social capital is not costless
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as it requires an investment in terms of time and effort (Grootaert & Van Bastelaer,
2002). The work done by economists at the World Bank argues that social capital is not
logical because it requires investment in time and effort. Regular face-to-face meetings
share information in a timely manner, participate in programs, interact online, and
"spend" on a continual reflection of social capital.
2.3

Categories of Social Capital
The World Bank (Grootaert, et al., 2004) accomplishes that social capital is often

defined by groups, networks, principles and he trust that people have available to them
for fruitful results. As well as the generally accepted definition, Grootaert, et al. (2004)
pointed out that shared discrimination is "Bonding", "Bridging" and "Linking" to social
capital. Many people broke social capital into three types of bonding, bridging and
linking (Nakagawa & Shaw, 2004; Aldrich & Meyer, 2014; Cao et al. 2012; Grootaert &
Bastelaer, 2001). These categories are based on the participation and access of people.
2.3.1 Bonding Social Capital
Bonding social capitals are close – knit ties. This means that there are high level
of similarity between individuals. It can be considered as a horizontal relationship
through which members of the same group or community strengthen their relationships
(Putnam, 2002). Bonding social capital refers to social relationship between the people
who have close relationships and know each other very well such as family members,
friends and neighbors. Furthermore, they have trust over each other, high level of local
participation, sharing of information, socially established norms and communication. It
also helps in controlling conflicts between them (Nakagawa & Shaw, 2004; Aldrich &
Meyer, 2014; Cao et al. 2012; Grootaert & Bastelaer, 2001). Bonding social capitals are
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within, intra, exclusive, closed, inward looking, horizontal, strong ties, thick trust, people
who are alike, getting by and network trust. Generally, social capital, which is either
bonded or bridged, describes the nature of social relationship. When the relationship is
with an individual like yourself, who keeps relationship in alike social spheres, such kind
of relationship is called as bonding. Bonding social capital could be conceptualized as
ascribed trust (Staveren & Knorringa 2007).
2.3.2 Bridging Social Capital
It refers to members of a particular group who form "bridges" with other groups
or organizations, for example, a business partner or groups of different people (Narayan,
2002). This type of relationship occurs between the people who have equal social status
in the community, social group or organization. Moreover, these are the relationships of
individuals in the community or communities and various stakeholders for various
resources and sharing of information. These relationships are not as strong as compare to
bonding social capital (Nakagawa & Shaw, 2004; Aldrich & Meyer, 2014; Cao et al.
2012; Grootaert & Van Bastelaer, 2001). Bridging social capitals are between, inter,
inclusive, open, outward looking. Vertical, weak ties, thin trust, people who are weak,
getting ahead and structural holes. Bridging social capitals are between, comprehensive,
mutual, open, outward search. Vertical, weak relationships, weak trust, people who are
weak, getting ahead and structural holes. If this relationship is with someone dissimilar
from yourself, who revolves around different circles, then it is called as bridging social
capital.
According to Staveren and Knorringa (2007), generalized trust abridges social
capital. The relationship and connectedness between divers groups is described as the
source of bridging social capital (Putnam 2000). Furthermore, Woolcock (2001) argues
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that social capital found on two levels: vertical and horizontal, therefore, the same group
loses the important feature of the use of authority that is important in vertical relations
(Evans & Syrett, 2007).
Bridging social capital is that type of social relationships which consists upon the
values of respect and trust among relationships between people who interact with each
other through explicit, formal and institutionalized authority or power hierarchy in
society (Szreter & Woolcock 2004). Bridging type of social relationships are “vertical
relationships” because they are organized through different social positions or power. The
example of relationship between a community-based organization and sponsors or
government may better illustrate vertical relationships.
Bridging social capital may have many benefits, which include access to
gathering extensive information and access to exercise of power or getting better
placement in the network and access to new opportunities (Adler & Kwon, 2002). As
bridging social capital is the contact among diverse people, therefore, social capital
surpasses social limits and boundaries and tends to inculcate tolerance and mutual
acceptability of diverse people, norms and values and beliefs (Paxton, 2002).
Developing social capital by making social relationships enhances exchanging
and sharing ideas, information which help in building consensus among groups from
diverse backgrounds with diverse interests. Various networks of people possess a
different kind of resources and opportunities, therefore, contact of various networks of
people provide each network of groups of people access to resources and opportunities of
other networks (Stone & Hughes, 2002). It is obvious that the bridging of social capital
between networking and social capital works as a social. The bridging form of social
capital works as a social mediator with the ability to follow social relations (Putnam
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2000); bridging of social capital is an all-embracing phenomenon with a very delicate
trust in light and consistently changing networks (Wulff et al. 2008). Here the
interpretation of the word weak is different from its normal use because the delicacy in
the ties actually helps in strengthening the social capital. Social relationships are often
spontaneous and voluntary that leaves space for replacing ties or breaking up due to lack
of strong social sanctions (Staveren & Knorringa 2007).
Some scholars have argued that urban area are likely to have strong bridging but
often weaker capital in terms of bonding while it is the opposite in rural areas where
bridging capital is weaker but bonding capital is often stronger (Woolcock, 2002). Within
schools, Dinda (2016) describes, bridging social capital might be found among
classmates, between teachers, other professionals, or among cross-curricular groups.
2.3.3 Linking Social Capital
It refers to the relationships of different social classes between individuals and
groups in a hierarchy where power, social status and wealth are acquired through
different groups (Woolcock, 2001). Furthermore, it is the networks and contacts between
individuals possessing different categories of power or social status (Aldridge et al.,
2002). It is the connection between members of the community and their officials or the
authorities, Non-Government Organizations and private sector (Nakagawa & Shaw,
2004; Aldrich & Meyer, 2014; Cao et al. 2012; Grootaert & van Bastelaer, 2001).
Social capital has various types; linking-social-capital is its third type that is
different form common network theory of social capital surpassing the popular social
capital of bonding and bridging. This approach of linking social capital is described as an
expansion of bonding social capital because it involves networking and making ties with
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people or groups of people or cooperate actors with representation in public agencies,
academic institutions, business interests, legal institutions, religious and political groups
(Healy, 2002).
The credit of adding the approach of linking-social-capital goes to the scholars
working at the World Bank who illustrate the ties between people or institutions from
different angle of power hierarchy in society. Difference is found between linking social
capital and bridging social capital on the grounds power differences between the two
partners are a conscious part of relationship in linking social capital. On the contrary,
bridging social capital establishes horizontal trust among different groups while linking
social capital involves classic patron/client or mentor/mentee relationships (Schneider,
2006).
Linking social capital embodies relationships and ties between people or groups
of people within different social strata where hierarchy of relationships is established
through access to social status, power and wealth of different groups (Healy & 2001). In
such case individuals or groups of individuals within an institution often tend build
relationship with others having similar or relative social status or power such as
providing access to services, jobs or resources (Woolcock, 2001; Szreter & Woolcock,
2004). Linking social capital is also based on mutuality. For example, financiers expect
efficient and better quality services for their grants and counselors and guides expect
positive reflections from those with whom they work with by doing good deeds in their
lives or work with by providing support others in a similar way (Schneider, 2006).
Linking social capital also embodies relationship with people in authority who
nay help in accessing resources or other means of power (Stone & Hughes 2002).
Linking social capital have many indirect advantages such as linking of the officials of
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government to common people who may help them by providing skills and job-related
knowledge but this side of linking social capital is often ignored in literature (Jordan,
2015).
Linking social capital demonstrably ensures well-being in poor communities and
countries, where usurious interests rates are charged by the bankers, the police are
involved in corrupt practices and teachers do not demonstrate performance in their work.
Therefore, linking social capital brings economic opportunities to people from less
powerful or marginalized groups (Jordan, 2015).
All the three types of social capitals are very close to each other and it becomes
essential to differentiate and keep balance between all types of social capital. It would not
be appropriate to concentrate on mere linking social capital and ignore the remaining two
types bonding and bridging. Scholars have found that only bonding and bridging social
capitals in the absence of linking social capital will not render development in the
community. Similarly, Onyx (et al., 2007) explored that those communities, which
maintain all types of social capitals, express better mobilization besides faced difficulties
and miseries and negative outcomes are negligible to occur.
Talking of linking social capital, it occurs over a period of time, which involves
sharing cultural values in respect of service provision and long-lasting trust in
relationships. It is evident that establishing trustworthy relationships across power
dynamics needs tine and often third party (Schneider, 2009). Control and accountability
are very essential for linking social capital. In the absence of other mechanisms of control
and accountability, the accumulation of linking social capital may take the shape of
nepotism or internal trade and political nepotism. (Grootaert et al. 2003). Other scholars
and researchers have also proved causal relativity between nepotism and linking social
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capital, oppression and corruption (Szreter & Woolcock 2004). From these arguments,
the importance of balancing various types of social capital and their context specific
natures can clearly be highlighted.
Within schools, Dinda (2016) describes that linking social capital concerns
relationships between people with differentiated powers and allows access to resources,
ideas, information and knowledge in a community or group.
Although, all these three types bonding, bridging and linking of social capital are
important for the success of any institution or business, some researchers have declared
equally important its sources viz. norms, trust and networks (Kim & Aldrich, 2005).
2.4

Division of Social Capital
There are many questions regarding social capital. A fundamental question about

social capital is that where or at what level of society it belongs. Moreover, also it is a
human capital which belongs to an individual or more commonly, is it the property of a
society or, whether social capital is a public or private good? There has been a growing
consensus among researchers that social capital consists of both "civil" components and
"government" components.
2.4.1 Civil Social Capital
Levels of generalized confidence, norms of collaboration, and networks of
association are all part of civil social capital. There is also evidence that having a strong
civil society will help organizations grow and become more successful (Aron, 2000). At
the micro level, civil social capital refers to the ideals, opinions, behaviors, and
behavioral norms that are expressed through ‘strong relations' or ‘bonds' among family
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members, close friends, and colleagues; ‘weak ties' or ‘bridges' among more distant
associates and acquaintances; and ‘linkages' with resources (Woolcock 2000).
2.4.2 Governmental Social Capital
The efficacy of institutional institutions in promoting collective action is referred
to as governmental social capital (Aron, 2000). Political social capital refers to the ‘rule
of law,' ‘contract compliance,' and ‘efficient administrative structure,' both of which are
indicators of ‘state capacity and reputation' (Meier 2002).
2.5

Social Capital - Public Good or Private Good, or Both
It can be deduced from the described reasons given above that the fact that

maintaining social capital not only has relevance to individual but also to associations
and renders good both to private and public lives of people. Social capital is characterized
by private good because investment in social capital by individuals possess control and
ownership and derive benefits out of it as their private property exclusively (Alguezaui &
Filieri, 2010). Social capital also renders public good as certain components of it are
social in nature and out of the control of individuals which not only benefit the individual
who create it but also affect and benefit groups of people at large (Kostova & Roth,
2003).
Social scientists have been differently claimed regarding the nature of social
capital.

According to Coleman (1988), social capital renders public good while

Fukuyama (Fukuyama, 2001 & 2002) is of the view that it is private good. Fukuyama
(2002) further explains his position that social capital favors private because it creates a
wider positive and negative exterior. Others argue that adapting private or public good
depends on the level of social capital (Aldridge, Halpern & Fitzpatrick, 2002), while
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Onyx and Bullen (2001) recognized that social capital seems to generate both public and
private good.
2.6

Levels of Social Capital
There is a large scale literature available which describes the various aspects of

the nature of social capital but a general agreement is found in the recent years on the
embodiment of individual and aggregate component of social capital (Buys and Bow
2002; Slangen, Kooten, and Suchanek, 2003). This is so because an individual may have
good control over certain aspects of social capital but other aspects may be out of
individual’s control.
An individual has the authority over investing in personal ties in order to develop
their social capital. An individual has open choice to attend certain social events, become
part of various community or other groups of their interests. Individuals can also spend
their time voluntarily in the community. Joining such groups of participation in such
social events provide individuals an opportunity to meet new people and develop
relationships. Such relationship develops out of friendly behavior in social events,
offering assistance to each other, favoring someone, or show trustworthiness or kindness
to someone which build good will and develops positive reputation of individual among
other members of society. Having developed such relationship, individuals share their
experiences and perspectives with their new friends or colleagues. From these activities
emerges various aspects of social capital such as networking, trust, reciprocity and other
aspects like commonality of language and understanding of other aspects of life, which
cover all the three essential aspects of social capital namely structural, relational and
cognitive.
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Similarly, social capital cannot be restricted to only positive actions among
individuals; rather negative action among individuals may have far-reaching impact on
social capital especially those actions, which may embody exploitation and deception.
Such negative actions mark significant and far-reaching impacts on social capital. It is a
proved fact that true relationships, mutual trust and goodwill develop over a long period
but they take a short moment to vanish.
Although an individual has the authority to develop or destroy their social capital
but an individual does not own their social capital per se. Instead, social capital is only
found in social relationships of individuals. In fact, social capital can be defined as a
shared ownership of individuals but it demands availability and realization of others as
well. In this way, social capital is different from other typical forms of possession.
Regardless of the recognized essentials of social capital, which are goodwill, or trust, an
individual may or may not respond in the desired manner to the other party in social
capital in certain times. For example, if the interests of an individual conflict with others’
interests or if one does not possess what other needs or something is not available at the
moment of need or even if individuals out of no reason decide to provide the required and
desired assistance to others at a certain moment.
In this respect, social capital is regarded intangible as compared to other forms of
capital because it cannot be put in a bank account and drawn whenever it is required.
Despite of that one can develop a potential stock of it that one may be able to increase it
and be able to draw upon it wherever desired. Consequently, it is obvious that a person
may have a certain degree of control over his social capital as well as a certain degree of
control, regardless of the fact that social capital exists among social actors.
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At any level of social grouping, the identity of social capital is recognizable from
the individual level to the nation level, and it exists at any level where identity and
belonging exists, i.e. social grouping. This may include identifying or belonging to
factors such as location, class, race, religion, occupation, hobby, interests, and a range of
other elements.
2.6.1

Individual Level of Relational Social Capital

Social capital is found at different levels: it remains among individuals, informal
groups, within formal organization, the social community, the association and at nation
level at large (Bankston & Zhou 2002). However, there is one exception to this broad
level of social capital that is the bridging social capital which is the structural aspect of
social capital and is primarily concerned with the individual because individual is central
to bridging. Therefore, bridging social capital can be considered a private (Taylor 2007).
At the individual level, social capital is primarily concerned with the individuals
and their relationships with each other’s. Social capital at individual level is therefore,
conceptualized as the possession of a person and therefore, it renders private good
(Yasunobu & Bhandari, 2009). Distinction between the three levels bonding, bridging
and linking social capital is made that bridging social capital is the micro level where the
structural dimension and analysis are focused in bridging and linking social capital. The
above arguments do not mean that the other aspects or dimensions of social capital are
left out, but they are conceptualized because they belong to the individual.
In simple words, an individual who has access to a variety of resources tend to
have good relationships with many people. A good relationship tends to have strong
norms of trust and reciprocity.
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2.6.2

Group Level of Relational Social Capital

At macro or group level, social capital tends target, investigate and analyze the
context and relationships among a social group. Such social groups can be an
organization, stakeholder group, sporting league, or any other social grouping. At this
level, the analysis emphasizes internal social capital, external social capital, or can focus
collectively on both internal and external.
Akram et al. (2016) and Huber (2009) defined internal social capital as the
relationship between members of a group or an organization. In contrast, external social
capital refers to the relationships of individuals with external factors or forces such as
individuals to other individuals or to other social groups (Wu, 2008 & Zahra, 2010).
Making distinction between internal and external capital, provides a useful analytical tool
for analyzing social capital at the group or organizational level. This group is a means of
creating a collective process, sharing experiences and sharing a sense of belonging and
devotedness for a common cause.
As previously mentioned that social capital can be an individual asset as well as
collective asset, therefore, social capital at macro or group level is normally
conceptualized to be both individual asset and collective asset and thus renders private
good as well as public good (Yasunobu & Bhandari, 2009). Taking a social group or
organization as the context for analysis of social capital reduces the complexity of social
environment and other factor significantly by identifying the target area of analysis
within the broader and complex social phenomenon.
At the group or organizational level, social capital is conceptualized as a public
good rather than a private good where norms of trust and reciprocity are focused
(Aldridge et al., 2002). The presence of high levels of relational social capital results in
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trust and associability which render public good than private good, because these aspects
are available to all members of the group or organization (Oh et al., 2006). Similarly,
cognitive social capital also produces public good because of shared aspects like shared
language, narratives, values, beliefs, and attitudes which are characteristics of a group
rather than an individual (Taylor, 2007).
2.6.3

Structural Level of Social Capital

Social capital involves certain rules and procedures, which is an important aspect
of its structural dimension. An individual has typically little control over structural
dimension. Similarly, an individual also has the least control over social norms and
sanctions, especially in larger social groupings.
Diagrammatically, existence of individual, group and cultural/societal level
relationship can be shown as under:

Individual

Micro

Group

Meso

Structural / Societal

Macro

Micro focuses on the social interactions of individuals or very small groups, Meso
focuses on the social interactions of groups, communities and institutions while, Macro
focuses on the social interactions of societies.
2.7

Benefits of Social Capital
Fall (2001) has compared social capital with oil that helps in easily rotating the

economic and social wheels of a society. He further compares it with “glue” that social
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capital like glue brings togetherness and collaboration between individuals or groups of
individuals, which keep the society together. Apart for these a number of other studies
have explored the relationship of social capital with social, political and economic
developments and benefits. Westell (2015) argues that social capital is an essential
component for maintaining a healthy and productive society.
As discussed in previous paragraph that social capital is an essential need of a
good and healthy society, therefore, its absence in a society has the reverse effects on
society too. Absence of lack of social capital in a society may drags its people back from
achieving their desired goals and may badly affect their lifestyle and quality. Bourdien
holds social capital as a root of material as well as symbolic profit and is therefore, a
significant resource for individuals, families, groups, and social classes (Preston, 2004).
Two major concepts evolving related to social capital are culture and institutions.
Culture is shared values and beliefs Culture and institutions are two major concepts
associated with social capital. Culture is shared values and beliefs (Casson & Godley,
2000). In this context, social capital can be defined as a social, informal network filled
with routines, values, preferences and other social attributes and characteristics through
the nodes (actors) of the networks. Indeed, here social capital is seen as a kind of
infrastructure with nodes and links. Nodes are made up of individuals and organizations
that establish links between each other. Institutions, social relations, networks and
principles shape the quality and quantity of society's social interactions (World Bank,
2003).
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2.8

Measuring Social Capital
A common and unified definition of social capital on which all scholars agree is

not available to date Instead, multiple definitions, different dimensions, and subtypes of
social capital have been used to investigate and theorize on different scales. There is no
such instrument that universally measures social capital. There is no standard unit of
social capital. Therefore, there is no widely accepted, widely applicable, valid, reliable,
and robust measure of social capital. Therefore, measurement of social capital is a
challenge and ongoing problem for anyone who wants to utilize the concept. It cannot be
measured like a thermometer to measure a temperature. The nature of social capital
makes this impossible. There is no instrument that can be applied to a social context that
gives a meaningful result of measurement. Social capital is more than an umbrella
concept, multi-dimensional with complex relationships between dimensions than a
unified theory. However, it is possible to measure social capital where the process is
informed by theory and carefully related to the context of interest.
One challenge is to understand how to measure teacher’s social capital. Two types
of data can be used to measure social capital. These are primary and secondary data..
Primary data is strictly collected for social capital services. Many factors people look at,
which may be individual or include other questions (Stone, 2001). One of the popular
ways to obtain primary data on social capital is with surveys. Methods other than surveys
may include observations, group discussions, or historical community records (Stone,
2001; Grootaert, Jones, Narayan & Woolcock, 2004). Research proposes that networks
(including family, friends, organization, diverse, government, type and quality,
community and individual), trust (for family, friends, neighbors, community and
institutions), and mutual coordination and collaboration are the best indicators to look for
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when to measuring social capital (Stone, 2001; Foxton & Jones, 2011; Seigler, 20014).
Similarly, Stone (2001) describes that there are three factors that can be used to
determine social capital for a community, network, trust, and interactions. Networks can
be formal (associations, community organizations, institutional, etc.) or informal (family
bonds, neighborhoods, etc.). The networks, when linked to customs and traditions, show
the social capital for a community. Routines include trust and mutual support for the
community. Trust can be divided into various types, such as trust for institutions,
neighbors / families and familiars and families. Cooperation, coordination and
collaboration or good or general exchange of services is seen in every network. It can be
short-term or long-term and can be determined either by asking questions about the
behavior of society or by direct observation (Stone, 2001; Grootaert, Jones, Narayan &
Woolcock, 2004; Foxton & Jones, 2011). Another salient point in this review and
repeated in other literature is that, given the complexity of the concept and the various
definitions, it is not likely to be represented by any single measure or figure (Claridgem,
2004; Grootaert, 1998). In this vein, it has been suggested, that social capital measures
should be:
1.

Possibly comprehensive regarding its capacity to cover all the major aspects or
dimensions, namely networks, values and norms.

2.

Aimed at balancing the attitudinal/subjective and the behavioral aspects of social
capital.

3.

Inclusive of cultural context wherein the measurement of attitudes and behaviors
take place (Harper 2001).
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People interpret different things happened or expected to happen. Therefore,
literature on social capital also discusses people’s interpretations about what has
happened and what may be expected to happen (Claridge, 2004). Such analysis of
people’s interpretations and other dimensions of social capital demand a collective
approach of both quantitative/qualitative methodology and the incorporation of multimethod, multi-disciplinary approaches (Hartley & Horne, 2006).
2.9

Social Capital in Education
For Aslandogan and Cetin (2007), improving social capital in an educational

context refers to tripartite educator-parent-sponsorship (community) relationships and
networking. In this context, as well as parental expectations and responsibilities, social
networks through family, school and community lead to social capital. Differences in
student or educational achievement can be attributed to varying levels of existing social
capital that develop in the networks and connections of families that occur in schools.
Social capital supports success and education in the form of discipline and an
academic climate at school, as well as support for cultural principles and values that
motivate students to have the right to strive for higher goals. Similarly, Putnam (2000)
states that the development of children and youth is strongly shaped by social capital in
school. Furthermore, networks that generate community capital within children's
families, schools, peer groups, and communities positively impact academic achievement
and, consequently, student behavior and development. This in turn reflects positively on
low dropout rates and high graduation rates (Israel et al., 2001), high college enrollment,
high test success, and increased participation in school and community organizations.
Family structure, family discussion, parental supervision, parental relationships, family
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expectations and responsibilities, and parents' interactions with their children's school and
friends (Dika & Singh, 2002) contribute to students' academic achievement in a variety of
ways. Similarly, Aslandogan and Seton (2007) exemplify the benefits of social capital in
students’ behavioral development and success. He says that teachers who are fully
committed to education, dedicated to academic success, self-sufficient and pious in their
etiquette towards students help attract parents and sponsors (community) towards proper
schooling and education. This attraction also contributes to overall success in positive
advertising and education, resulting in more parents, community and support.
Aslandogan and Cetin (2007) also noted that if students were observed for sincerity,
truthfulness, trust, generosity, and respect for the law and for human rights from teachers
and other networks within the family and school, then clear guidelines on principles and
values will not be required. Furthermore, they argue that teachers who exemplify and
reflect the above-mentioned universal or moral values are far more effective than
textbooks and instruction. Sil (2007) looks social networks within parent groups between
parents and teachers that produce common positive results for each in school. By
focusing on social capital in the form of parental participation, it transcends a functional
view of social capital theory. Therefore, Sil claims that family and school partnerships
are more important to student success than family structures, such as marital status,
parents' educational and income levels, race or family size. However, it should not be
construed that they do not matter from the parents' background and the above factors if
parents really need it, they should really recognize it and be served. These in fact should
be recognized and served if parents need such.
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2.10

Social Capital in Schools
The quantity and nature of people's experiences and social relationships affects

their access to knowledge and information, as well as their feelings of expectation, duty,
and trust, and how likely they are to follow the same norms or codes of conduct
(Hargreaves & Fullan, 2012). There is a growing body of research that looks at how
teachers' social capital and social network relationships affect how they build, evolve,
and collaborate in order to shape professional learning groups and improve student
achievement (Molinari & Sleegers, 2014; Deal, Purington, & Waetjen, 2009). In schools,
social capital has been discovered to play an important role in predicting organizational
success and instructional efficiency (Leana & Pil, 2006). Teachers communicate with
school leaders and develop relationships with them, and these interactions may include
the transfer of resources such as work-related knowledge, guidance, and social support
(Moolenaar & Sleegers, 2015; Leana & Pil, 2006). The resulting social capital enhances
teaching practice by increasing teacher confidence, increasing teacher engagement, and
allowing teachers to collaborate on new instructional strategies (Leana & Pil, 2006).
Students, as well as teachers, profit from the development of social networks in
schools that share capital (e.g., resources, information, knowledge, etc.). Further research
into social capital in schools has shown that it increases student participation and
achievement (Meire, 1999; Croninger & Lee 2001; Garcia-Reid, 2007; Uekawa,
Aladjem, & Zhang, 2006) as well as teaching efficiency in schools (Leana & Pil, 2006;
Minckler, 2011).
School social capital is described as a variety of relationships between students,
teachers, and parents that promote academic achievement and have implications for
overall well-being (Coleman, 1988, 1990; Parcel et al., 2010). School social capital has
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been linked to higher academic achievement, according to research (Haghighat, 2005;
Tsang, 2010). Several studies have found a connection between higher social capital at
school, at home, or both, and improved academic performance (Dufur et al., 2013; Parcel
et al., 2010). Supporting and building social capital as a culture and every-day practice in
the school context should be a priority for schools and particularly school management.
Social capital improves teacher awareness. Supporting and building social capital as a
culture and every-day practice in the school context is something that schools,
particularly school management, and should focus on. Social capital improves teacher
awareness. Literature on the analysis and assessment of the social capital and social
networking that result from relationships between teachers and leaders in school is
growing because such relationships form learning communities in professional setup and
help in improving students’ academic achievements (Molinari & Sleegers, 2014; Deal,
Purington, & Waetjen, 2009). Leana and Pil (2006) have found that better social capital
in schools play an important role developing and predicting organizational performance
and instructional quality of schools. Relationships between teachers and head of the
school develops from their interaction with each other for transferring work-related ideas
and information, resources, advice and for getting social support in certain matters
(Moolenaar & Sleegers, 2015; Leana & Pil, 2006). The interaction between leader and
teachers results in social capital, which helps in improving teaching-learning process
because it develops trust among teachers, which enhances motivation level of teachers
and creates a productive environment for teachers to work in and develop new
instructional techniques. Therefore, Leana and Pil (2006) have identified that teacher’s
social capital as an approach that helps in improving schools’ productivity and students’
academic performance when developed across teachers and staff.
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Hitz (2012) describes the teacher social capital when teachers and administrators
collaborate to improve students' learning in a school, they are creating social capital,
which means that they are learning from each other and directing their efforts toward
common goals. Teachers seek out other teachers and other staff for guidance, modelling
teaching, or as a mentor in schools, and the resulting social network of instructors fosters
connection and support systems that help teachers and children as they exchange
resources and solve problems together (Deal, Purington, & Waetjen, 2009). The resulting
relationships may help to create a school atmosphere that promotes professional
development and sharing, which helps to enhance teacher knowledge, skills, and
resources, and has been found to be a successful school improvement strategy (Eakers, &
DuFour, 2005).
Kilpatrick et al., (2010) describe that social capital is particularly important in
terms of education. Social capital plays a major role in education. Without social capital
in the area of education, teachers and parents that play a responsibility in a students’
learning, the significant impacts on their child's academic learning can rely on these
factors. With focus on parents contributing to their child's academic, progress as well as
being influenced by social capital in education. Without the contribution by the parent in
their child's education, gives parents less opportunity and participation in the student's
life.
Improvement of social capital in the educational setting, according to Aslandogan
and Cetin (2007), refers to the formation of a tripartite educator-parent-sponsorship,
partnerships, and networking. In this context, social capital is formed by parental
expectations and obligations, as well as social networks formed through family, school,
and community. Further, Acar (2011) describes that the tangible benefits of social capital
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for education include: (1) higher test scores, (2) higher graduation rates, (3) lower
dropout rates, (4) higher college enrollment, and (5) more participation in school and
community groups.
Schooling, according to Dinda (2016), can help us explain what social capital
means in broad terms at the home, school, and individual pupil levels, especially when it
comes to the interaction of human capital, cultural capital, and social capital at each level
of influence on young people.
2.11

Family Social Capital and Educational Aspirations
Society and education are two interdependent phenomena. The development of

both is inseparable from each other. Society through a variety of social contexts and
characters aspire students’ educational motivations. Unfortunately, the way students
develop their social capital out of social context and matter like, which social context is
beneficial for them are often neglected but context deeply influence students’ educational
aspirations which consequently shape their educational career.
Family setup, especially parents’ social condition, is of paramount importance for
students. Therefore, if a family provides favorable environment to its children, the
children are likely to aspire. A family having higher level of social capital tends to
produce better educational aspirations by creating better and favorable academic
environment for their children.

As a result, it can be concluded that a family's

socioeconomic situation has a significant impact on the development of the family's
social capital, which in turn influences and boosts pupils' educational aspirations.
(Shahidul, Karim, & Mustari, 2015).
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2.11.1 School Social Capital and Educational Aspirations
Relationships between teachers, head of the school, students and their parents also
tend to influence students’ academic performance and aspirations. Various studies have
found a close relationship between school social capital and academic aspirations of
students. They have also found that school social capital enhances students’ educational
performance and aspirations. Some scholars and researchers have even blended family
social capital with school context. For instance, Parcel, Dufur, and Zito (2010) have
explored that close communication between school and parents of students’ influence
students’ educational outcomes positively. They further argue that involving parents in
students’ academic activities at school has significant on students’ academic
achievements and educational aspirations. Dellar (2003) demonstrate that social capital in
school improves the learning performance of students.
2.12

Teachers’ Social Capital
The resources that teachers can access through peer collaboration to support their

ongoing learning refers to social capital. Pedagogical concepts and structured
conversations both are the potential sources of teachers’ social capital. The resources are
shared but its utilization depends on the individual teacher (Johnson, Lustick, & Kim,
2011). The impact of teachers’ relationships on their professional performance can easily
be understood through the lens of their social capital. Similarly, applied research has also
proved impact of teachers’ social capital on their students’ academic achievements. In the
same manner, study on teachers’ social capital further show that the head of school can
positively influence relationships among the staff that add to teachers’ social network and
consequently leads to students’ better academic performance (Coburn & Russell, 2008;
Penuel, Riel, Krause, & Frank, 2009).
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Social capital of teachers is defined in terms of their relationships with other
professional and other staff, Teachers’ social capital refers to teachers’ relationships with
other professionals and stakeholders through various circles and networks either within or
outside school which improve their teaching practice and help in achieving the
professional and academic goals of school (Fullan & Hargreaves, 2012). Similarly,
teachers’ effective teaching practice and better performance is also sometimes linked
with teachers’ social capital. By combining social network analysis and qualitative
interviews, Penuel Riel, Krause and Frank (2009) has found that teachers’ social capital
help teachers in realizing English language learners’ reform objectives. It was further
validated by Achinstein that students’ academic performance is positively impacted by
teachers’ cohesiveness (Achinstein, 2002). Research on teacher collaboration
(Achinstein, 2002) and learning communities (McLaughlin & Talbert, 2006) shows that
intimate network among teachers play an important role in improving the effectiveness of
school.
Mutual collaboration among teachers for developing a professional community
provides a base for improving their professional practice. Fellowship affects
their relationships with school colleagues. Although such relationships among teachers
are important, yet teachers are often distanced from each other because of the structure of
schools and separated classrooms. Despite such constraints, teachers connect with each
other in various productive ways in terms of their teaching and learning. The network
among teachers in school’s community is very much important because such
relationships among teachers help them in accessing each other’s expertise, resource
materials and other productive counseling that improve their teaching. These resources,
available through social interaction with colleagues, are known as teacher social
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capital (Coburn and Russell, 2005). Improvement of education is often linked with
tighter or looser selection criteria of teachers and teachers’ preparation; higher academic
etc. skills, experience and knowledge are categorized as human capital factors that belong
to individuals. Human capital is important in terms of knowing their subject matter and
relating their subject matter with students. Contrary to it, certain studies have denied
human capital as the sole driving factor for improving educational goals because studies
have shown that social capital is a better driving factor that influences students’
achievement than the characteristics and behaviors of individuals, i.e., human capital (Pil
& Leana, 2009; Daly, Moolenar, Der-Martirosian & Liou, 2014). Establishment of
collaborative practices among fellows in schools influences the development of social
capital.
To conclude, teachers who assume central position in teachers’ network or higher
social capital is likely to have better access to resources such as information, resource
material and reform-related knowledge which support them in achieving better
professional and academic performance (Penuel, Riel, Joshi, Pearlman, Kim, & Frank,
2010; Pil & Leana, 2009).
To summarize, teachers with higher social capital can have greater access to
resources (such as information, reform-related expertise, and materials) that can help
them improve student success (Penuel, Riel, Joshi, Pearlman, Kim, & Frank, 2010; Pil &
Leana, 2009).
2.13

Dimensions of Social Capital
There are three dimensions of social capital. These dimensions are structural,

cognitive and relational. These dimensions are conceptually different but interrelated in
practice with each other. Structural social capital is found in the form of a network of
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accessibilities to people and other resources while relational and cognitive social capitals
is the reflection of capability for exchanging resources (Andrews, 2010). Therefore, high
levels of social capital contain string connections, existence of high level of trust and
having a shared goals and desires. In other words, level, quality, nature and the extent of
shared goal or vision of interconnectedness between individuals or groups of individual
determine the quality and social capital (Akram, et al., 2016). From the
interconnectedness various dimensions of social capital are related like, structural which
is connections among actors, relational that refers to trust between actors and cognitive
that refers to shared goals and values among actors (Claridge, 2018). These three
dimensions of social capital are distinguished and explained below.
2.13.1 Structural Dimension of Social Capital
Structural social capital is defined as the network of people which is known to an
individual and to which an individual refers for benefits such as getting information or
assistance in certain matters. Structural social capital thus typically refers to the density,
connectivity, hierarchy and appropriability of the network of relationships in any given
context such as a group, organization, or community (Davenport & Daellenbach, 2011).
Structural social capital has certain importance aspects like the range of ties of a person,
the level and nature of those ties and the people with whom the person has ties with
(Taylor, 2007). Normally a network approach is used to study the structural social capital.
In research, a web-like diagram is formed from the network of the frequency of contacts
and the social distance resulting from the contact among actors in a groups or
organizational field, which illustrates the patterns of interaction among the actors
(Edelman et al., 2002). Similarly, according to Lefebvre et al.

(2016), structural

dimension of social capital can be analyzed from various perspectives, which embodies
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the strength or tie, its centrality, size, and stability of network. Properties of social system
and the various ways of social organization, which form the society, are related with
structural dimension of social capital. Structural dimension of social capital is purely
related to the network of relationship rather than the quality of relationship because
quality of relationship is concerned with relational dimension of social capital. Structural
dimension of social capital produces the required environment, provide accessibility to
individuals or groups of individual to exchange and transfer knowledge, and increase
opportunities for such exchange (Ansari, Munir, & Gregg 2012). Providing opportunities
for getting access to relevant peers who possess their desired knowledge and expertise is
the major concern of structural dimension of social capital (Andrews 2010). Therefore,
structural dimension of social capital lowers transaction costs and improve social learning
by engaging people in mutually beneficial collective action (Uphoff & Wijayaratna,
2000).
2.13.2 Cognitive Dimension of Social Capital
Cognitive dimension of social capital is chiefly concerned with relating resources
through developing shared representation, interpretation things and a mechanism of
understanding and meaning among groups or parties (Nahapiet & Ghoshal 1998).
Cognitive dimension is related to cognitive schemes and mechanism of understanding
among individuals or groups of individuals, which includes shared vocabulary and
narratives (Davenport & Daellenbach 2011). Cognitive social capital is thus, referred to
the means of communication, which include shared language and codes (Gooderham,
2007). Anderson and Jack (2002) argue cognitive domain of social capital develops a set
of mutually acceptable norms and behaviors. Therefore, cognitive dimension of social
capital can be described as a set of shared values, paradigms and norms, which develops
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mutual understanding among individuals and groups of individuals for communicating
with each other and acting in certain ways.
2.13.3 Relational Dimension of Social Capital
Relational dimension of social capital is chiefly concerned with the underlying
qualities of relationships among individuals or groups of individuals, which includes
trust, obligations, mutual respect and even friendship (Gooderham, 2007). Trust and
trustworthiness, norms and sanctions, obligations and expectations, and identity and
identification are the major aspects of relational dimension of social capital.
Development of relationships require a period. Therefore, relational dimension of
social capital requires a period of interactions among individuals and concerns with the
nature and quality of the relationships that they have developed (Lefebvre et al., 2016)
and plays out in behavioral attributes such as trustworthiness, shared group norms,
obligations and identification (Davenport & Daellenbach, 2011).
Relational dimension of social capital is a commitment of mutual trust, the
existence of shared principles and rhetoric in matters of identity with others. It is
concerned with the nature or quality of networks or relationships (Cabrera & Cabrera,
2005). Furthermore, relationships developed with shared norms and values can be
expected to be stronger (Moran, 2005).
2.14

Performance
Through the literature, researchers and scholars claim that performance is a

multidimensional concept and there is no standardized or uniform definition of the
performance present. Through the literature, scholars continuously insist that no
standardized or uniform definition of performance exists, and they argue on how it is a
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multidimensional concept. Still Samsonowa (2011) describes that there is one
characteristic common after reviewing various delimitations of performance; all they are
related to two terms effectiveness and efficiency. Effectiveness is an indicator for the
attainment of a goal and efficiency is an indicator of the consumed resources to reach the
degree of achievement.

Similarly, Linda (2010) describes that performance is output

derived from processes, human or otherwise. Performance is a type of behavior of an
individual or organization with acquisition familiarity. Furthermore, Krause (2005)
describes that performance refers to the degree of the achievement of objectives or the
potentially possible accomplishment regarding the important characteristics of an
organization for the relevant stakeholders. Performance is therefore, principally specified
through a multidimensional set of criteria. The source of the performance is the actions of
players in the business processes. Moreover, Kuncoro & Dardiri (2017) states that
performance is the degree of success of an individual’s work tasks compared to various
possibilities such as work standards, targets or criteria as a whole over a certain period of
time, which have been predetermined and agreed. An individual’s performance is based
on daily tasks and responsibilities assigned to him/her. Similarly, performance according
to Shah et al. (2011) is considered as a function of ability, opportunities and motivation.
Performance is a behavior associated with the accomplishment of expected, specified, or
formal role requirements on the part of individual organizational members (Bos-Nehles,
Riemsdijk, & Looise, 2013). It refers to behaviors that bring value to an organization's
competence, achievement, and accomplishment, either directly or indirectly, and one of
the most important components of effective performance is a well-trained and motivated
workforce.
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The definition of performance has led Folan (2007) to highlight three priorities or
objectives of performance governance in his research.
1. To begin, each entity should assess its performance within the constraints of the
environment in which it chooses to operate. For instance, a company's success
should be evaluated in the markets where it operates, not in markets that are
unrelated to its operations.
2. Second, performance is always tied to one or more goals set by the entity whose
performance is being evaluated. As a result, internal objectives and targets
measure a company’s performance rather than those set by external organizations.
3. Finally, performance is reduced to the most important and recognized
characteristics.
According to Matei (2006), in the public sector, the concept of performance lies at
the crossroads of three concepts:
1. Implementation of the institutions’ guiding principles using its own policy tools.
2. Focus on target groups, clients, users, and other stakeholders in the institute's
public services.
3. Making the best use of institutional resources in order to accomplish the intended
outcomes.
Another author is in favor of including environmental and social equality targets
in the concept of public sector efficiency. This is Chai's (2009) approach to the need for a
transition from the 3E (efficiency, effectiveness, and economy) system to a 5E-type
system (economy, efficiency, effectiveness, environment and equity. Similarly,
assessment, piloting, reliability, effectiveness, and consistency, according to Bartoli and
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Blatrix (2015), should all be considered when defining results. To sum it up from one
author to the next and from one country to the next, one may notice a different viewpoint
on the idea of organizational success, that is why we need this study for practical
interpretation and understanding and appreciate the usefulness.
2.15

Teachers’ Performance
The ‘term teaching success,' according to Rao (2001), refers to the conduct of

instruction: asking questions, offering explanations, giving instructions, showing
approval, and engaging in the various instructional acts that a teacher conducts in the
classroom. Teacher performance is linked to the amount of time teachers devote to
educational tasks (Chisholm et al., 2005). Similarly, Mohanty (2000) goes on to say that
in the field of education, teacher success is a critical feedback. Teachers are, without a
doubt, the most important part of any educational system. Motivation, qualification,
experience, preparation, aptitude, and a variety of other variables all play a role in how
well they teach, not the least of which is the atmosphere and management systems in
which they work.
Furthermore, according to Adeyemi (2010), teacher performance refers to the
duties that teachers perform at a specific time in the school system. It also refers to a
teacher's ability to integrate relevant information in order to improve the teaching and
learning process. Similarly, Riaz (2000) describes that teacher performance play an
essential and pivot role in teaching and learning process. Performance means doing
something successfully; the act of performing; to use knowledge beyond mere
knowledge. The development and progress of a nation depends upon education, which is
possible only through the performance of teachers.
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Teachers' performance is described as their ability to consistently impart relevant
skills and knowledge using effective methods to improve students' learning and
achievement over time. According to Corcoran, Evans, and Schwab (2014), the quality of
teachers and teaching are the most important factors that influence large-scale learning.
Furthermore, teachers’ performance refers to a teacher's ability to perform effectively in
his teaching tasks with high skills and effort in relation to his subject matter, using sound
pedagogical material that contributes to student comprehension and successful learning.
To achieve these goals in teaching, teachers must master their subject matter, understand
the characteristics of good teaching, be familiar with various and acceptable pedagogies,
learner learning styles, and recognize their own teaching strengths and weaknesses.
Organizations have long regarded job performance as the final goal. It is
important for managers to remember in order to achieve the efficiency goals set. In the
context of schools, teacher job performance is strongly linked to student outcomes
because of education. When teacher output deteriorates, student results deteriorate, as
well. The two parties are related one to the other, consequently when attempting to
enhance graduate quality; it is therefore, the teacher quality and performance need to
improve appropriately. It is important to understand job-performance determinant
variables, such as organisational culture, work motivation, and job satisfaction, in relation
to teacher job-performance change (Hutabarat, 2015Teachers are the cornerstone of every
educational activity, according to Amin et al. (2013). The success or failure of
educational program is largely determined by how well they are carried out. Their
success is inextricably related to the educational process and outcome. Moreover, Panda
and Mohanty (2003) state that it is widely acknowledged that teachers' instructional
success has a significant impact on students' learning and academic achievement.
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Teaching is considered a noble and esteemed profession because teachers always
render better services in the development of society. The process of education is the total
amount of intentional contact between a teacher and the material he or she teaches
Therefore, teacher’s role in molding students’ educational aspirations is crucial and
direct. As teacher acts as a role model for his/her students, therefore, job satisfaction and
teacher’s performance is central in educational field (Chamundeswari, 2013). It is
thought that one of the most important factors determining and influencing school results
is teacher job efficiency, which can be assessed by observing teacher behaviors in real
classroom teaching performance, such as lesson planning, teacher engagement, extracurricular activities, supervision, successful leadership, encouragement, and morale
(Adejumobi & Ojikutu, 2013).
2.16 Factors of Teachers’ Job Performance
Teachers' success is one of a handful of variables influencing school effectiveness
and learning outcomes in all educational systems. Teaching, according to Sarital and
Tomer (2004), is one of the most prominent professions in society. Any educational
system's lifeblood is its teachers. Without teachers, the school, books, and classrooms are
useless. Similarly, describe that over the last decade (Rivkin, Hanushek, & Kain, 2005;
Hattie, 2009), A number of educators, parents, and policymakers have expressed a
renewed desire to ensure that every child is taught by a highly skilled and professional
teacher. This may be due to empirical evidence that teachers are a significant schoolbased determinant of student achievement, as well as philanthropic initiatives.
Teacher Performance is an area suitable for policy makers whose mission is to
improve student learning success (Aee, 2008), classroom environment management,
instruction (Danielson, 2013; Tournicki, Lublinskaya & Carolyn, 2009) and professional
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responsibilities (Danielson, 2013). Similarly, Gordon, Kane, and Steiger (2006) say that
teacher performance in the classroom predicts students' success more than anything else,
and if taught consistently by teachers who perform effectively.
Motivational skills, honesty in grading, and the teacher's attitude toward the
students were chosen by MacDonald, Swartz, Ferris, Jahangir, and Riaz (Ahmad, et al.,
2012). Similarly, Tehseen & Hadi (2015) also noted that poor teacher performance
contributes to poor student quality because of the society. Teachers' success is a global
phenomenon that cannot be ignored, so what influences them should be examined.
Expectations regarding incentives, encouragements, skills, needs, and traits, perceptions
of assignments, internal and external rewards, perceptions of reward levels, and work
satisfaction, according to the partner-lawyer model suggested by Donnelly, Gibson, and
Ivancevich (2008), are the factors that affect success.
According to Warastuti (2013), teacher performance standards refer to the quality
of teachers' work in areas such as working with individual students; planning and
preparing lessons, assessing student progress, using instructional media; involving
students in a variety of learning environments; and displaying active leadership. Teacher
output can be observed and assessed using competence specifications/criteria that must
be met by any teacher. Teachers are the foundation of every educational endeavor. The
success or failure of educational programs is largely determined by how well they are
carried out. Their success is inextricably related to the educational process and outcome.
Many factors influence a teacher's performance. The following are some of these factors:
1. Providing learners with a positive learning experience through his teaching
style and consistency.
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2.

In addition to teaching, you will be responsible for completing other tasks as
assigned by the Principal and the department.

3.

Maintaining class discipline, motivating pupils, and increasing achievement,

4. Performing his duties on a daily basis, and Interaction with students, parents,
colleagues and high officials (Amin et. al., 2013).
Bluyssen et al. (2011) looked at how buildings, as well as social and personal
factors, affect worker comfort. The findings revealed that working environments had a
greater impact on perceived comfort and wellbeing (e.g. perceived indoor air quality,
noise, and lighting and thermal comfort responses). Furthermore, perceived comfort and
wellbeing were strongly linked to personal and social influences. The findings of this
study emphasize the importance of taking into account the social context as well as the
role of psychological processes in determining the possible effects of the physical work
environment.
A teacher is, without a doubt, one of the most important aspects of education.
Five primary factors that provide a basis for good teaching, according to Philip (2007),
understanding, excitement, and accountability for learning on the part of the teacher;
learning experiences in the classroom;

assessment exercises that promote learning

through experience; effective feedback that develops learning processes in the classroom;
and

effective teacher-student interaction, all of which contribute to a learning

atmosphere that supports, promotes, and stimulates learning through experience. Great
teachers lay a solid basis for learning. They can also foster positive interaction between
teachers and students, as well as encourage students to take responsibility for their own
learning, be inspired to learn more, and learn by doing.
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Similarly, Emmanue (2012) discovered that workplace features and a good
communication network influenced the welfare, fitness, morale, performance, and
productivity of employees. It was suggested that industrial social workers collaborate
with management to establish a positive work atmosphere and effective communication
network that will attract, retain, and empower employees to live healthier lives and
increase productivity.
Similarly, Linda (2010) defines performance as "production derived from
processes, whether human or otherwise." It can be inferred that success refers to a
person's or organization's achievement-oriented actions. Several factors influence one's
success, including skill, power, and held, motivation, atmosphere, and validity. Teacher
performance is evaluated in order to increase curriculum comprehension, learning quality
and achievement, and teacher professional growth. According to an increasing body of
evidence, there is a connection between educator social interaction and student
achievement. Teacher needs more resources to enhance the students’ learning and make
their teaching effective. Teacher social capital is the best strategies that provide the
related materials for effective performance. Strong networks between and among teachers
play a crucial role in school effectiveness and change, according to research on teacher
collaboration (Achinstein, 2002) and learning communities (McLaughlin & Talbert,
2006). Social capital consists of trust, social networks among people, organizational
values and norms, interaction between people, participation of people in social activities
and loyalty with organization that collectively help in bringing people together around a
shared vision or goal. Human relationships in an organization determine the efficiency of
an organization. Therefore, social relationships are equally important for schools’
efficiency (Creemers & Reezigt, 1997). It can possibly be concluded that higher level of
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social relationships at school renders greater benefits. Developing social relationships
between individuals through establishing social networks, interaction, reciprocity,
coordination, cooperation, and efficiency in collective tasks with higher sense of trust are
the possible positive impacts of social capital (Woolcock, 2001). Teachers and managers
are the major actors achieve the positive outcomes of social capital by deploying the
essential elements or components of social capital such as, social network and interaction,
mutual trust and cooperation, maintenance of social values and norms, active
participation of individuals and high level of group and organizational loyalty
(Fukuyama, 2005; Putnam, 1993).
2.17

Identity
Generally, the concept of identity was developed by interpreting human behavior.

In order to understand the concept of identity, it is essential to define and explain it
properly. There are two basic questions “Who am I?” and “Who are you?” In language
teaching, while defining identity, the fundamental problem is related to these two
questions. These questions may include a self-concept which is the reflection of
contemplative aspect “Who am I?” Similarly, it can be an answer to another person or
groups external question. Such as pointed out by Gill (2000) that identity is formed when
an individual participates in social life or when he works as a member of a group.
Furthermore, Cote and Levine (2002) has been described that identity is the result of
external social, political and economic forces.
2.18

Concept of Teacher Identity
What determines the apparent and invisible scopes of work and life can be used to

determine the significance of being a teacher. The visible domain is concerned with what
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teachers do in the classroom (classroom interaction, materials design, evaluation, and so
on), while the invisible domain is concerned with personal phenomena like emotions,
beliefs, and cognition. Both the internal (self-) and outward (social) worlds inform and
complement one another (Borg, 2009). Teacher identity is described as "relational,
negotiated, produced, enacted, altering, and transitory" (Miller, 2008). The primary goal
of this study is to use narrative inquiry to investigate the instructors' outward and internal
identities. However, before delving into this concept, it is necessary to consider the
theoretical framework of identity and teacher identity.
The idea of the 'looking glass,' according to Day (2008), sees the construction of
the self as part of a mandatory, training process in which principles, viewpoints,
behavior, aspects, and identities are enhanced over time. He established three
fundamental premises to illustrate his point: personality (mind), interaction (self), and
social structure (society). A teacher's role can be divided into two categories: visible and
unseen. The first is concerned with teacher-led activities in the classroom, such as
classroom interaction, assessment, and task execution, while the second is concerned with
personal phenomena such as cognitions, beliefs, and experiences. These two domains
appear to be described in the long-running debate over whether identity is a subjective
(self) or extrinsic (social) condition, as briefly examined in the preceding section. The
external element denotes macro-cultural frameworks that are affectionately linked to the
contracted experienced performances in fulfilling their duties. Individual and social
learning and development are mutually beneficial. Expected instructors might form a
preset perspective of what constitutes a teacher based on the knowledge gained in
classrooms, the sense of what teaching is about, and the ability to compare patterns of
good and terrible teachers. Teachers have been encouraged to return to their profession at
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various phases in their careers in order to figure out who they believe they are (Farrel,
2014).
2.19

Teachers’ Professional Identities
The questions “Who am I?” and “What kind of teacher do I want to be?” have

been asked and addressed by teachers for many years, but researchers recently recognized
the importance of such questions for teaching profession as whole (Thomas and
Beauchamp, 2007). These scholars describe identity as establishing personal perception
of the world and teachers’ perception of themselves in interaction with others. Palmer
(2007) reiterates the importance of identity that all good teachers possess a strong sense
of identity. An alternate definition is given by Beijjard, Verloop and Vermunt (2000),
who say that identity refers to who or what someone is, or the various meanings one
attaches to themselves or attributed to them by others. Identity is also considered as the
interpretation one’s self being a distinct person and being recognized the same by others
certain contexts (Beijjard, Meiger & Verloop, 2004). These authors further elaborate
identity as an answer to the question “who am I at this moment?”
Danielewicz (2001) as the understanding of who we are and what we think other
people are defines identity. Identity is not only one’s own understanding of others but it is
reciprocal in nature because it also refers to others’ understanding of their own selves and
the other which include us. Sachs (2001) replaces “teacher identities” with the term
“professional identities”. She elaborates identities as all the attributes associated to the
teaching profession by either the teachers themselves or other people out of the
profession. Educational institutions and the decisions related to the teaching made by
teachers determine the Individual professional identities. Soreide (2006) suggests
teachers construct and negotiate their identities by sharing their stories with others.
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Danielewicz (2001) defines professional identity in a similar way that teaching identity
refers to our understanding of who we are as teachers. Teaching identity revolves around
an essential element of knowing and presenting oneself as teacher and an understanding
of how teaching contexts essential to the construction of teachers’ identity.
Professional identity establishes a framework where teachers identify their role
and responsibilities as teacher and as an educator. When a teacher answers the question,
“who am I?” he/she identifies his/her manners, beliefs, values through the lens of
children’s learning manners. In the current scenario, teachers’ identity is formed and
regulated by people outside educational profession such as legislators, educational boards
because of the current education climate of mandates, standardization and directives
(Graham & Phelps, 2003). Although teachers develop their own identities but besides
these identities, they are also assigned certain identities by others (Thomas &
Beauchamp, 2007) or as suggested by Sachs (2001) that someone else writes the new
identity of the educators. Graham and Phelps (2003) also note that the roles of teachers
are constantly changing which place further demands and expectations on them.
Teachers are often required to use mandated programs of instruction, which constrict
their decisions about teaching. In addition, a teacher’s sense of identity persuades him or
her to integrate innovative and learning oriented changes in classroom and will also
enable him or her to manage the novelties in education. A teacher’s identity determines
her ability to take risks in implementing innovative ideas and strategies into the
classroom (Cohen, 2010).
Cattley (2007) argues that understanding teachers’ identities is of paramount
importance in respect of evaluating the high dropout rate of beginner teachers. Cattley
further argues that a beginner teacher is supported by strong sense of identity if he or she
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experiences disenchantment in the teaching profession because a strong identity may help
a beginner teacher in meeting or facing the challenges, demands and complexities of the
profession. Alsup (2006) claims that teachers entering into teaching profession without
strong sense of identity are likely to quit teaching in his/her early days or he/she will find
the profession unattractive and personally unsatisfying even if he she remains in the
classroom.
However, identity is rarely highlighted as a key factor in shaping teachers'
understandings, knowledge, attitudes, values, and sentiments about their work life in this
writing. Over the course of their teaching careers, the focus remains on how instructors
acquire, retain, and grow their teacher identity. Another word used in the literature is
"teacher professionalism," which is often linked to identity since it implies that teacher
professionalism is based on a set of professional norms that may affect teachers'
professional identities (Sachs, 2001Much of the writing on identity falls into the second
group, which includes life histories, narratives, stories to live by, and biographical
attitudes. This includes writers like (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). The literature on
identity falls within the third of these categories, which is teachers' professional life. In
actuality, the situation is reversed. The importance of teachers' identities in their teaching
practices, experiences, and reactions is acknowledged in the literature on teachers' work
lives, with authors admitting the importance of teachers' identities in their teaching
practices, experiences, and reactions (Danielewicz, 2001). Similarly, Zivkovic (2016) has
identified four factors, teaching practice, schools and professions, student development
and personal development were among the topics he mentioned.
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2.19.1 Teaching Practice
It depicts the teaching profession’s self-perception, which is evolving and being
implemented in collaborative conduct and cooperation with colleagues (respect for
differences and diversity in dealing with colleagues, students, and parents).
2.19.2 Student Development
It is a love and concern for pupils' well-being, as well as faith and confidence in
their ability to learn. Teachers assess their students' progress by looking at their
accomplishments and learning outcomes.
2.19.3 Personal Development
It entails a commitment to the profession and the professional community, as well
as ongoing professional training and development and the attainment of personal and
professional goals. Similarly, Zivkovic (2016) has also proposed four approaches to ask
about how identity functions for a specific person in a given setting or across a range of
situations. These are the following:
1. Nature Identity
We are whom we are essential because of our natures, which is a state that is shaped
by natural factors. This could be due to gender, twindom, or being blonde.
2. Institution Identity
We are who we are because of the positions we occupy in society positions‖
authorized by authorities within institutions. This might involve being an early childhood
teacher, a student or a dentist.
3.

Discourse Identity
We are who we are essentially as a result of our individual achievements as they

are perceived by others, an individual trait recognized in discourse/dialogue with/among
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sensible humans. This could entail being charming, a leader, or having an excellent
relationship with children.
4. Affinity Identity
We are who we are because of the experiences we have had in particular types of
affinity groups, as well as the experiences we have shared in affinity group practice (Gee,
2000).
With regard to learners, teachers, and teacher educators, there has been an
explosion of study on language and identity (Block, 2006b; Liamas & Watt, 2010; Riley,
2007). There are aspects of our lives that are inextricably linked. Others and we view
these characteristics as each person’s identity. Genetic composition and temperament,
personality, physical attributes, familial experiences, religious contacts, gender
preferences, educational background, ethnicity, and culture are all factors to consider.
Our perceptions, knowledge, beliefs, values, and emotions work in tandem with these
(Gee, 2000).Many scholars have concentrated on professional identity as a significant
aspect of the identity of a person (Beijaard, Meijer, & Verloop, 2004; Gee, 2000; Geijsel
& Meijers, 2005).
2.20

Process of Identity Making
Identity development is a complex and multi-dimensional process that affect and

is affected various social factors. Smeby (2007) says that individual’s desires of
becoming someone affect the process identity formation. Although, differences are found
among researchers on the definition of teachers’ identities but all of them are agreed that
identity formation is a process (Beijaard et al, 2004). Majority of researcher are of the
view that identity is not a fixed or constant attribute rather it is continuous process of
individual’s interpretation of himself or herself as a certain kind of person. Identity is
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continuously reformed, eroded, added to, constructed and reconstructed, integrated,
expanded and dissolved Danielewicz (2001).
Alsup (2006) also consider identity as a process and says that identities pass
through shaping and reshaping because of teachers’ engagement in various discourses.
Alsup further says that a teacher possesses a number of identities where some are within
the school circle while some are outside the school. We normally get engaged in
discourses on the basis of our membership or status in various communities or groups
which in turn contribute to the identity formation process. He further explains the matter
that each community to which we belong establishes its own peculiar discourse. Where
Alsup (2006) talks about borderlands of discourses, these authors argue that identity is a
reflection of two different tensions because teachers inhabit two different worlds or
contexts: the world or context of the college pre-service teacher and the classroom
teacher. Teachers’ response to these tensions construct their identities (Smagorinksy et
at., 2004). Construction of professional identity is a continuous and dynamic process that
results from one’s interpretation and making sense of his or her own values and
experiences (Thomas & Beauchamp, 2007). Similarly, Clarke (2009) while discussing
identity as a continuous process identifies that learning about teaching comes from
getting knowledge and considering themselves as teachers.
2.21

Teacher Identity and the Role of a Teacher being a Teacher
Teaching identity and teacher’s role as teacher are different from each other.

Clarke (2009) adds that learning to be a teacher simply means acquiring certain
knowledge and a set of teaching skills. Therefore, becoming a teacher is to develop selfperception or what is called teacher identity.
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Scholars often describe the role of teacher and teacher identity as two distinct
phenomena. Adding to this discussion, Danielewicz (2001) describes the roles of teachers
that roles are delicate and superficial, temporary and can easily be easily adopted or
casted aside. Moreover, roles tend to be absolute having a set of recognized set of
attributes in contrast to identities, which continuously develop. In contrast to roles,
identities involve a sense of one’s self in such a way that roles may not fulfill. Sexton
(2008) draws a comparison between the role of teacher and identity of teacher that role of
teacher is actually an answer to “what it means to be a teacher in a specific context?
Roles of teacher are constant and evolve from history, which are maintained by schools
and other educational institutions. Public demands and perceptions shape teacher’s roles.
On the other hand, Sexton (2008) argues that the teacher requires active participation in
social context for creating teacher identity. Teacher’s identity enables the teacher to act in
his or her chosen ways in certain social contexts and enable him or her to remain
responsive to others.
2.22

Teacher Identities and Emotions
Identity is an ongoing process that changes with the social contexts and

conditions. One of the factors that cause transformation in identity is one’s emotions and
reactions to the prevailing social contexts. Emotions of teachers resist social contexts and
causes self-transformation that leads to changes in identity (Zembylas, 2003b). Identities,
“fraught with emotions”, constantly change while embedded in social interaction, power
relations, and culture. Therefore, teacher’s identity can better be understood through the
association between emotions and teacher’s knowledge of him/herself.

Zembylas

(2003b) further describes the phenomenon that emotional aspect of teacher’s identity is
the least investigated side in research studies but emotions remains the eminent aspect of
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identity which deserve more investigation and attention in research studies. Educators
and researchers have recently taken some interest in emotional aspects of teacher’s
identity, specifically emotions concerned with learning to teach (Bullough, 2005).
Bullough (2008) further argues that emotions are not merely reactions to social contexts
rather they also help in interpreting the world. Teacher share various stories of their life
with colleagues and other members of social capital, which embody teacher’s emotions
and provide interpretation of teacher’s emotional aspect of personality. Therefore,
emotions are discursive in nature. Zembylas (2003a) writes that engagement in social
interactions through discourse and stories provide the channel for creating and describing
our realities and experiences. We assign certain roles, emotions and feelings to ourselves
in these discourses and stories, which attribute to creating a unified self. There is a close
relationship between identity formation and emotion as they inform each other and redefine interpretations of each other. Connection between emotions and self-knowledge is
essential for identity (Zembylas, 2003b). Identity construction is meaningless if divorced
from experience, including emotions, argues Zembylas (2003b).
Language is the means of establishing and expressing emotions in social life.
Power relations are inherent in language fraught with emotions, which shapes our
expression of emotions and plays an important role adopting or discarding certain
emotion. Similarly, emotions also drive our resistance toward certain social and political
matters. In same manner, emotions form part of our cognition, which in turn impact
decision-making in our life. Emotions are also presupposed by reasons; emotional
preferences determine rationality of matters while our emotions are in turn interpreted by
rationality. Therefore, our thinking is significantly impacted by our emotions (Zembylas,
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2003b). As emotions are engendered in our cognition, therefore, our emotions cannot be
divorced from perceptions (Kelchterman, 2005).
Every school possesses a certain climate of emotion, which in turn affects
teachers’ emotions. Love, care, satisfaction with job, excitement, joy and pride are
emotion that a teacher experiences in school context (Flores & Day, 2006). Certain
challenges from parents, perception of vulnerability and one’s response to certain
unrealistic expectations under tough circumstances may also cause negative emotions.
Teaching requires a good level of investment of one’s emotional self but that can also
cause a sense of frustration, stress, fatigue, anger and blaming. One self is a fabric and
emotions are an important part of it. Social conventions, and norms and values of a
community socially manage and organize emotions. Therefore, identity is informed and
defined by one’s emotions (Zembylas, 2003b).
2.23

Verbal Communication and Teacher Identities
Verbal communication is the channel for transferring of one’s feelings, emotions

and experiences. Therefore, researches show that social interactions, discussions,
discourses and self-narratives play a vital role in teaching identities. Emotions are
determined and expressed by verbal communication. Verbal communication creates
teacher’s knowledge and verbal communication possesses central place in teacher’s
reflexive and reflective thinking.

Interaction and talk significantly impact teaching

context and the teaching context in turn establish the interaction in which the teachers are
engaged. This relationship between talk and context consequently influence identity.
Interaction and discussion act as mean of constructing the identities. Moreover,
Danielewicz (2001) writes that it is known to all the teachers that talk is the significant
thing that happens in educational setup. For Danielewicz, talk is central to teaching
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practices because talk helps teachers to make their students learn about the evolution of
their own teaching identities. Furthermore, Cohen (2010) uses the word “talk” as a
specific term while describing the way teachers discuss their teaching identities through
talk. Cohen described teachers’ talk as an effort, which help them in negotiating their
identities in terms of the significances of the local teaching context. Similarly, Cohen had
a firsthand data about the role of talk in identity development since he had observed
teachers for over a year as participant during the time of their interaction with each other
in various activities like, planning session, teaching workshops and conversation in
staffroom etc. Cohen (2010) continues describing talk as a mean that helps teachers in
establishing their understanding of teaching practices. Teaching practice involves many
challenges and matters related to curriculum. Therefore, mutual talk among teachers help
them wrestle with those challenges and matters related to curriculum. Teachers’
professional identity is constructed, negotiated and contextualized through their
discursive site; talk (Cohen, 2010). The author interprets talk as an essential element for
constructing one’s learning of the community that provides grounding for developing
social relationships. Teachers, through talk, create knowledge, make reflection on their
teaching-learning practices and ultimately establish their identities. Therefore, Cohen
concludes that an in-depth understanding of the ways in which teachers talk is essential
for understanding all these phenomena. The use of language engages us in ‘recognition
work’ through interactions. Similarly, Cohen (2010) uses the term “identity bids,” to refer
to the give-and-take process of conversation, which forms much of the recognition of us
and of others.
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“Discursive meaning-making” is the term used for providing logical and
emotionally gratifying for the process of talk; talk with others as well as with one’s self
(Geijsel & Meijers, 2005). An individual enters into a discourse when talking with others
takes place. Teaching identity demands engagement in various discourses and genres.
Therefore, those teachers who engage in multiple discourses before their service are
likely to develop more holistic teaching identity, which consequently help them in
adjusting in the one of the difficult professions (teaching) of present times. Participation
in different kinds of talk within schools’ contexts and engaging with various other
educators provides exposure to various perspectives and more opportunities for
transforming a teacher’s identity (Alsup, 2006).
2.24

Obstacles in Constructing Teacher Identities
“Being a teacher” is distinct from “becoming a teacher”, because the former

means remaining static and suiting one’s self to the model of teacher while in contrast to
it, the latter refers to recognizing teaching identities as open to transformation (Britzman,
2003). Becoming a teacher means that teachers actively shape and are shaped by various
social practices, social structures, culture and history. Being a teacher is a result of an
“assembly-line” path to teaching and is a result of repressive models of teaching that
offer little chance of engaging in interactions that make possible changes in identity.
Teachers perform their duties in an environment of discrepancy because there are two
groups of people with contradictory views: one believes that education is an instrument
that can be and should be used for serving democratic interests and social justice while
the other group associates the business interest and social conformity with education. The
group that associates education with the promotion of democracy and social justice
emphasizes talk or dialogue in educational set up which invites the evolution of identities.
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Britzman (2003) argues that those teachers who in their pre-service period are exposed to
a capital and engage in various realities and discourses experience more moments of
conflicts and social tension and therefore, are likely to change their identities or in other
words, they are placed in “teacher’s becoming”.
There is a prevalent view that identities are not created but they already exist “out
there” poses a barrier to “becoming” and promulgate the idea that identity is
predetermined (Britzman, 2003).
Clarke (2008) suggests various factors, which hinder construction of identities.
The first thing that Clarke writes about is that teachers must realize the continuous
developing and transforming nature of identity and discard the notion that identity is predetermined. He argues that identity is consistently negotiated and transformed through
encountering various teaching experiences. Secondly, teachers develop their identities
through solving matters of dissonance and disparity because identity is put into action
when one’s thinking and beliefs are challenged. Thirdly, projecting self-narratives
through stories is the foundation of teachers’ identities. Therefore, restricting projection
of one’s self-narratives is also an important factor that hinders development of identity.
Those influences that play a role in the building of teachers’ identities also result
in the hindrance of the development of one's own identity. Access to supportive dialogues
put restrictions on the identity process in the institutional context. Beliefs and perceptions
of the experience can put restrictions on identities in any given time and place. Through
prior beliefs the possibilities of identity transformation may be controlled that limit the
possibilities of discourse, which could lead to change. While reflecting on her own
classroom teaching experience, Gratch (2001) remembers her isolation and thought her
feelings of isolation an obstacle to become a teacher. She expresses that an important
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aspect of her teaching practice was a result of her conversation with others. She believes
that the discourse which helped her in new understanding of herself was not available to
her in elementary school situation. Self-narratives are the stories of the foundation of
teacher's identities and restriction on these self-narratives hinder identity development.
As a graduate student and being a supervisor, Gratch observed that the teachers and
students that she supervised adopted habits and attitude of their teachers whom they
observed. She further argues that when an environment for critical and reflective thinking
is restricted, a teacher's opportunity to restructure and examine herself is also restricted.
At a time, teachers are not given vocational training that led to burden and then it
calls for professionalism and caliber. In addition, Teacher inquired to pounder over their
methods and resources available to them. Even when they are directed to be independent,
they experience pressure to follow the devised path for their practice (Sachs, 2001).
Furthermore, the author comments that those who are commissioned to judge and create
teachers' identities are not interested in engaging teachers in identities building dialogues.
Similarly, those who work on the standardization of teaching practice and teachers’
performance are also interested the least in engaging teachers in identity-constructing
dialogues. Technology is engaged in teaching-learning process. When teaching involves
more use of technology and lesser investment of teachers’ own selves, the identities are
less likely to develop.

The desired results of teaching oppose commitment to subjects

involved as teacher turns to trainer and managers (Bullough, 2008).
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CHAPTER 03
RESEARCH DESIGN
The aim of this study was to investigate the impact of teachers’ social capital on
their professional performance. An in-depth study of this problem was needed where
research was developed in the context of teachers’ lived experiences (Horvat, 2013). A
narrative inquiry research method was used to investigate deeply the understanding of
impact of ten teachers’ social capital on their professional performance.
The present study addressed four related questions involved in this study.
1. How does social capital impact teachers’ professional performance?
2. How does teachers’ social capital impact school culture?
3. How is students’ educational aspiration affected by teachers’ social capital?
4. How teachers' identity construction is revealed, through their narratives, by the
social capital?
This chapter describes, design of the study, sampling strategy, and participants’
selection, data collection procedure, data analysis and interpretation of the data.
3.1

Research Design
A narrative inquiry paradigm is used in this study to evaluate the impact of

teachers’ social capital on their professional performance. Narrative investigation as a
method entails a look at the phenomenon; the use of narrative research methodology is
adopting a particular viewpoint of experience as a phenomenon under study (Connelly &
Clandinin, 2006). It gives researchers insights into a phenomenon (Creswell, 2012). The
general assumption about the narrative study was that the researcher studies the stories of
individual lives and retells them through the lens of the researcher's own experiences
(Creswell, 2003). Conducting qualitative research offers participants the flexibility to tell
stories in a meaningful way rather than in numbers, thus allowing freedom to be used in a
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systematic way to gather empirical evidence (Denzin & Lincoln, 2008).
Clandinin (2013) included the idea of experience being relational, continuous and
social in the basic principles of narrative investigation. Similarly, Pinnegar and Daynes
(2007) identified four fundamentals that came into existence when researchers moved
toward the idea of narrative investigation. These four fundamentals were the relationship
between the researcher and the participants, a shift from numerical data to words, a move
from general to particular, and the idea of "blurring knowing".
In an academic research endeavor, a narrative study is used to explore an
individual's experiences. Narrative design was appropriate for this study as it allowed the
researcher to explore the effects of teachers' social capital on their professional
performance as Moen (2006) argued for the use of narrative in the field of education. As
a narrative researcher, it is important to remember that stories shared by participants are
stories of their actual lived experiences (Clandinin & Rosiek, 2007). Further, narrative
research involves many procedures; including collecting data through a collection of
individuals' stories, reporting on their experiences, and chronologically interpreting those
experiences (Creswell, 2013).
Although there are many narrative approaches, their various elements can be
combined (Creswell, 2013). Since a researcher is a basic data collector, developing a
bond with the participant becomes an indispensable task.
For this study, the researcher possessed an established close relationship with the
participants (Creswell, 2012). With the researcher’s background in education and
experiences of professional role as subject specialist for eleven years in various higher
secondary schools, the researcher related to the participants’ stories, established
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credibility with participants, and understood the context when interpreting data. The
researcher related to the participants' stories, built trust with the participants, and
understood the context when interpreting the data. Narratives provided the means to
understand these complexities. As both a researcher and a teacher, teacher educators and
academic researchers tell stories to learners, peers, colleagues, and other researchers
(Gough & Mertova, 2007). Moreover, people living in the world have experiences,
knowledge and information regarding their profession and activities. Therefore, their
stories can be very helpful because that is ready to use easily and beneficial in the world
(Webster & Mertova, 2007).
The purpose of this study was to investigate teachers' narratives using narrative
investigative approach. A narrative investigation was needed to provide in-depth
information on the impact of teachers' social capital on their professional performance. In
this study, the participants possessed years of teaching experience, which gave them a
useful forum to narrate their experiences, which allowed the researcher to recount the
participants' stories through a shared experience of making meaning. The basis of this
research was revealed through the stories of the lived experiences told by teachers.
Teachers stories provide perceptions of how does social capital impact on teachers’
professional performance, school culture, how students’ educational aspiration is affected
by teachers’ social capital and how teachers' identity construction is revealed, through
their narratives, by the social capital.
3.2

Participants Selection
Social scientists have introduced procedures of participants’ selection (Creswell,

2013; Marshall & Rossman, 2011; Maxwell, 2013; Merriam, 2009 & Patton, 2015).
Several scholars have addressed the number of participants directly as Creswell (2013)
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suggested collecting extensive details about a few sites or individuals. He provides
observations and some recommendations of

participants; for the five qualitative

approaches; for case study - no more than four to five cases, for ethnography - a single
culture sharing group; for grounded - twenty to thirty cases; for narrative research design
- three to ten cases observed unless developing a collective story; and for phenomenology
- one to three hundred twenty five.
There are no specific rules when determining appropriate number of participants
in qualitative research. The purpose of qualitative research is not to generalize the results.
Therefore, the number of participants is usually much lesser than for quantitate studies
(Ritchie, Lewis, Elam, 2003). The number of participants for qualitative studies is usually
much lower than for quantitative studies because the qualification research is not
intended to generalize the results. Qualitative research characteristically studies few
individuals or a few cases to get an in-depth picture of each site or individuals. Therefore,
in qualitative research, collecting and analyzing qualified data is a hard and laborintensive task. Therefore, a researcher must keep it in consideration, when selecting the
number of participants (Creswell, 2012). The intentions of this were not generalize to a
population, but to develop an in-depth exploration of central phenomenon (Creswell,
2012). Similarly, Creswell (2013) suggests three to ten cases unless to create a collective
participant story, for narrative research design. Further, Boyd (2001) considered two to
ten participants or research subjects sufficient to reach saturation. Moreover, Morillo
(2017) took eight participants in his narrative inquiry for the Degree of Doctor of
Education. Likewise, Reid (2017) determined four participants in his Doctoral Studies.
Creswell (2013) recommends that a researcher needs one or more
individuals who are accessible, willing to provide information, specific to their
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accomplishments and ordinariness, or who highlight a specific event, problem,
phenomenon being explored. It is a matter of deciding who should be included to listen
and what needs to be heard in order to successfully answer the research questions and
willing to devote ample time to provide information to enhance the study (Marshall &
Rossman, 2011).
Accordingly, the researcher selected participants who were willing to share their
lived experiences in the field of teaching to gain insight into the ongoing phenomenon
under investigation. For the present study, the researcher selected ten male subject
specialists who were teaching in government higher secondary schools named Kot, Ghani
Dheri, Sakhakot, Khar Batkhela, and Dheri Julagram of District Malakand, Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan, and the method of data collection used one-on-one in person
in-depth interview.
3.3

Data Collection
Data obtained through interviews and observations, as well as documents, can be

used in qualitative research. An interview is a popular method for gathering information.
Because the data collecting process is about asking, viewing, and reviewing, almost all
qualitative research studies acquire data through interviews. However, a study can also
gather data through observations and/or documents. (Merriam, 2009). The collection of
data can be considered as a series of activities of researchers during this phase of their
study.
As a subject specialist in higher secondary school for more than a decade, the
researcher had access to many subject specialists in higher secondary schools. With the
researcher's background and experiences in education as a subject specialist, professional
role as a subject specialist in many educational institutions, the researcher could relate to
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the participants’ stories, built credibility with participants, and understand the context
when interpreting data. Since a researcher is a primary data collector, developing a bond
with the participant becomes an inevitable task.
Narrative design was suited for this study as it allowed the researcher to collect
personal reflections of impact of teachers’ social capital on their professional
performance. With this in mind, the interview method was used to collect narrative data.
Since an interview may contain sensitive questions about the impact of teachers' social
capital on their teaching performance, statistics may be distorted when participants fear to
tell a true story (Creswell, 2012). To help eliminate this problem, only one personal a
lengthy interview was used in this study.
3.4

Pilot Test
An important aspect of interview preparation is the pilot test (Turner, 2010). One

of the goals of pilot studies is to improve research quality, which can be accomplished in
various stages of the research process (Gudmundsdottir & Brook-Utne, 2010; Teijlingen
& Hundley, 2001). Gudmundsdottir and Brock-Utne (2010) stress the importance of this
when it comes to improving study reliability and validity. As a result, a pilot study
should be considered an essential component of research planning (Kim, 2010; Teijlingen
& Hundley, 2001). This process can increase the effectiveness of the interview questions
and ensure its importance in achieving the purpose of the study (Castillo-Montoya, 2016).
t's critical to double-check that the researcher has included all of the relevant questions to
assess the notion (Dikko, 2016). To get more in-depth knowledge, the researcher asks
probing questions. That is to say, each interview may include a unique method of
probing, allowing the researcher to enhance interviewing skills and do further probing in
key areas. The interview protocol was conducted in the same way as the actual study
interviews.
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The pilot interview assisted the researcher in determining the amount of time each
participant would require, as well as the repeating of interview questions and the testing
of interview questions, the testing of the recording device, helped in the preparation of
actual interview of the researcher and verified the accuracy and clarity of the interview
questions. The researcher reviewed, improved and refined the interview questions after
the pilot test.
3.5

Individual Interview (Procedures of data collection)
Although various types of research methodologies exist, the researcher picks the

qualitative interview as a data-gathering instrument because of the study's goal. It is
likely to assist the researcher in gathering in-depth analysis that will result in a better and
more complete picture of the research findings. The qualitative technique is used to study
participants' experiences, attitudes, and beliefs, while also allowing the researcher to
acquire additional explanations that the quantitative technique cannot provide (Percy,
Kostere, & Kostere, 2015). Furthermore, because various participants have various
viewpoints, ideas, and beliefs, this qualitative method can study a diversity of
experiences from the participants' viewpoints. The researcher selected to utilise the
qualitative approach in this study because it is the most appropriate research design for
answering and exploring the research questions of 'what', 'why' and 'how' of the impact of
teachers’ social capital on their professional performance from teachers working as
subject specialists in government higher secondary schools. Research design is
considered as the blueprint that may answer research questions and research objectives
Continuity (Cooper & Schindler, 2014). In addition, using the qualitative method, it is
easy to control the speed of the interview session, such as asking specific questions to get
in-depth information from the participants. The interview procedure does not only
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include the design of the interview questions. This includes a number of procedures, from
identifying the interviewers who can answer the questions best, to determining how the
interview is practical (telephone, focus group, or one-on-one interview), to recording and,
designing procedures, and designing the interview protocols (Creswell, 2013).
Depending on the availability and preference of the participants, the researcher
conducted one-on-one interviews in person. Prior to the interview, the researcher
reminded the participants of the statement to record the interview in a voluntary form and
asked the individual for permission to digitally record the interview through a request on
the researcher's cell phone with the addition of taking notes in hard. Researcher also
reminded the participants that they could request to stop the interview at any time.
As per the demand of the research ethics, the researcher obtained formal consent
from the participants for interviewing them (Consent letter is attached in Appendix-C).
Moreover, the identity of the participants was kept confidential by using pseudonyms
instead of using their personal names in the study.
The below table 3.1 shows sequential order of the interviewees.

S. NO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Table 3.1. List of Interviewees
PSEUDONYM
INTERVIEW FORMAT
Anwar
One-on-one in person
Umar
One-on-one in person
Iftikhar
One-on-one in person
Ayaz
One-on-one in person
Nasir
One-on-one in person
Mubashir
One-on-one in person
Naveed
One-on-one in person
Zamin
One-on-one in person
Farman
One-on-one in person
Sajjad
One-on-one in person
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The researcher scheduled a time with each interviewee through personal
cellphone few days earlier and further confirmed the arranged schedule one day before
with the interviewees. The researcher himself provided pick and drop services to the
participants. As the interview was lengthy and time consuming, each participant was
taken to a pleasant place in the valley of Jabban and Malakand Hydro Power - 3 of
District Malakand in isolation for interview and all the interviewees were entertained
with cold drinks, tea and lunch as a token of hospitality. Before conducting the interview,
the researcher reminded the participants about its statement on recording the interview in
consent and asking for permission from the individual to digitally record an interview
through an application on the researcher's cell phone and by taking notes.
Interview questions can be structured and unstructured (Merriam, 2009). The
interview questions in this study were unstructured. The interview questions aimed to
answer the main research question: How does social capital impact on teachers’
professional performance? When the interviews were completed, the researcher thanked
the interviewees for giving a lot of time from their scheduled daily life activities. Almost
all the interviews took two months February and March of the year 2020. The interviews
were transcribed which took a month. When the transcription process completed, the
researcher handed over the transcripts to the participants to give them an opportunity to
check the accuracy of the content.
3.6

Data Analysis
Narrative analysis was used to develop an in-depth perspective of participants'

experiences in relation to a particular phenomenon (Reismann, 2002). Historically,
narrative analysis has been used as a powerful tool to affect changes for underrepresented
populations they represent. Reismann (2002) states that narratives provide windows in
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life that confront the limitations of situations. Participants' narratives were also analyzed
to find different stories concerning their education stories.
Before collecting and analyzing the data, it was difficult to predict how these
narratives in advance would be formed. Mostly, the researcher was able to anticipate a
given structure based on the guidelines presented in the narrative analysis. The researcher
worked with participants to re-story their lives using a narrative framework where there is
an initial introduction, exposition, rising action, climax, falling action, and resolution.
Careful attention was paid to the representation of what was heard and
communicated with participants, and strengthened the boundary between speech and
writing. The researcher carefully reviewed the audio and written files and created the
transcripts with great care not just what was being said, but how it was being said.
Transcription included participants’ pauses, facial expression, and body language and
these aspects of the interview added dimension to the spoken words based on lived
experiences.
3.7

Coding
The coding process was used to tell a story with a beginning, middle, and end, in

which the individuality of the participants' stories determines the plot, structure, and
theme (Glesne, 2011). Coding reduces data by assigning a short word or phrase to capture
or symbolize a portion of data (Saldana, 2009). Similarly, Saldana (2009) stated that just
as a title represents and captures the basic content and essence of a book or film or poem,
so the code represents the basic content and essence of a datum. Furthermore, Saldana
(2009) claims that developing codes help in reducing data into a more manageable form
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that is suitable for seeking patterns. In general, coding is a process that goes through
several cycles to fully identify common patterns in the data (Saldana, 2009).
Initially, descriptive coding was performed to obtain general information and
understanding about the data. Moreover, Saldana (2009) emphasized that explanatory
coding is summarized in a word or short sentence. Often the same as noun is the main
subject of transfer of qualitative data. The use of descriptive coding provided an
opportunity to examine the data and assign the code to be viewed as a meaningful unit
generated by the coding process, which leaded to research objectives and questions.
Using this coding format, data can be reduced to manageable sections for in-depth
analysis and scrutiny. After coding all the interviews and essays using descriptive coding
techniques, the researcher then started assembling similar codes to create a master list of
descriptive codes that included. I did both descriptive and in-vivo coding during the
earlier part of the data management and mitigation. According to Saldana (2009), in-vivo
coding refers to a word or phrase in the original language found in the qualitative data
record. Thus, the specific words or phrases used by the participants became their own
semantic unit without the use of descriptive labels assigned to researchers. Conducting
in-vivo coding allowed the researcher to tie participants' language into descriptive codes
(Saldana, 2009). In addition, in-vivo coding provided an opportunity to stay close to the
data because the codes contained participants' words and phrases.
3.8

Authenticity
To collect the actual and authentic stories social phenomena from the participants

in natural setting, it becomes necessary that the participants are willingly take part and
freely offer data (Shenton, 2004). The researcher informed all the participants that they
are free to withdraw from the study at any time as the collection process consists only the
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participants who are willing to participate. The researcher asked various questions from
the participants to get data from their viewpoints relevant to the study. Additionally, to
ensure the authenticity of the data, the researcher asked probing questions to uncover the
story (Shenton, 2004). This helped the researcher in findings of the research study
(Lincoln et al., 2011).
3.9

Member Checking
Member checking is an essential method and a central technique for achieving

credibility (Culver et al., 2012). It is a means of controlling or correcting the subjective
bias from the researcher and a beneficial means of checking the truth of any knowledge
(Birt et al., 2016; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Establishing the technique of credibility,
member check that is also known as participants’ verification was also used in this study
with the addition of feedback received from peers and supervisor (Rager, 2005). Before
conducting the interview, the researcher reminded the participants about its statement on
recording the interview in consent and asking for permission from the individual to
record digitally the interview through an application on the researcher's cell phone and by
taking notes. When the interviews were completed, the researcher thanked the
interviewees for giving a lot of time from their scheduled daily life activities. When the
transcription process completed, the researcher handed over the transcripts to the
participants to give them an opportunity to check the accuracy of the content, which
insured their agreement that the researcher has captured the actual life experiences
narrated. As an audit trail the researcher examined the inquiry process and product to
validate the data as the researcher was responsible for all the research activities i.e.
collection, recording, interpreting and analyzing the data. The analyzed and interpreted
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data was sent back to the participants to evaluate the interpretation made by the
researcher and to suggest changes if there is any disagreement or misinterpretation.
The researcher shared the transcript of each interview relevant with the particular
interviewee to validate the accuracy of the transcript that allowed the participants an
independent audit of the collected data and analysis (Birt et al., 2016; Lincoln & Guba,
1985). The findings reported in this research study also confirmed from the participants
for auditing. The participants audited the findings and found transparent having no
personal interest, biasness, motivation or perspectives of the researcher in the findings
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
3.10

Transferability
The researcher intended to report the information of the context in which the

study was conducted to provide a better understanding of the findings. As there were ten
participants, the data collected in a short period in the specific context, it seems improper
to whether the results of the study applied to other contexts. Though the results of this
study may not be proved transferable, however, this does not imply that the study is
inappropriate. This research study reflects multiple realities that are transferable and
applicable to other contexts (Shenton, 2004).
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CHAPTER 04
PARTICIPANTS STORIES
The participants for this research study were all teachers working as Subject
Specialists in government higher secondary schools of District Malakand, Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan. All the teachers’ age ranged from 38 to 51, three teachers belong
to GHSS Ghani Dheri, one teacher to GHSS Sakhakot, one to GHSS Kot, three to GHSS
Khar Batkhela, and two to GHSS Dheri Julagram. Two teachers possess PhD as highest
academic qualification; three teachers are MPhil while the remaining five teachers are
master degree holders, which is the basic requirement for their recruitment. Seven
teachers did their highest academic qualification as a regular student while three teachers
did as a private candidate. Four teachers belong to the subject of English, one Chemistry,
one History Cum Civics, one Mathematics, two Physics and one Islamiat. All teachers
possess M. Ed degree as highest professional qualification among which five teachers did
as a regular and five teachers as a private candidate. All teachers possess minimum nine
years of total teaching experience while one teacher possesses two years, one possesses
three years and the remaining eight teachers possess more than eight years of teaching
experience against the post of subject specialist. Eight teachers are selectee of PSC and
two teachers are promotees of DPC to the post of subject specialist. All teachers belong
to middle class. Almost all the interviews took two months, February and March of the
year 2020. As the interview was lengthy and time consuming, each participant was taken
to a pleasant place in the valley of Jabban of District Malakand in isolation for interview
and all the interviewees were entertained with cold drinks, tea and lunch as a token of
hospitality.
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The influence of these interviews cannot ever be measured, but context of the
current environment added depth and meaning to the questions asked from Anwar, Umar,
Iftikhar, Ayaz, Nasir, Mubashir, Naveed, Zamin, Farman and Sajjad. All these
abovementioned names are government higher secondary school teachers. The
uncertainty of the unknown impact of teachers’ social capital on their professional
performance can be seen in various places through the interviews.
4.1

Background Data
The background data was collected through implementing section A of the

research tool included in the Appendix. The background data revealed general
demographic information of the teachers working as Subject Specialists in government
higher secondary schools in terms of their personal backgrounds name, age, name of the
school, highest academic and professional qualification, appointed subject specialist in
subject, whether regular or as a private candidate, total teaching experience, total
experience against the post as subject specialist, whether selectee of PSC or promoted
through DPC to SS or Contract Based Regularized and economic condition.
As per the demand of the research ethics, the researcher obtained formal consent
from the participants for interviewing them (Consent letters are attached in Appendix-C).
Moreover, the identity of the participants was kept confidential by using pseudonyms
instead of using their personal names in the study.
Details of the background data (see table 4.1) were obtained from 10 teachers.
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Table 4.1 Demographic Information of the Participants
Characteristics

S.No

Items

1

Gender

2

Age

3

Name of the
School

Respondents (Ten numbers)
Male
R–1

R-2

R- 3

R- 4

R- 5

R- 6

R- 7

R -8

R-9

R - 10

39

51

45

39

42

49

40

41

38

39

Ghani
Dheri

Khar
Batkhela

Dheri
Julagram

Khar
Batkhela

Khar
Batkhela

Ghani
Dheri

Dheri
Julagram

Kot

Sakhakot

Ghani
Dheri

M.A
English

4

Highest
Academic
Qualification

MPhil Edu.
& M.A
English

PhD Edu.
& MSc
Chemistry

M.A His &
Political
Science

M.A
English

MPhil
Math

PhD Edu.
& MSc
Physics

MPhil
Physics

M.A
Islamiat

M.A
English &
M.A His
&
Political
Science

5

Appointed
SS in Subject

English

Chemistry

History
Cum
Civics

English

Math

Physics

Physics

Islamiat

English

English

6

Regular or
Private

Regular

Regular

Private

Private

Regular

Regular

Regular

Private

Regular

Regular

7

Name of
University

AWKUM/
GPGC
Mardan

AWKUM/
UOP

UOP

UOM

UOM

UOP/
KUST

AIOU
Islamabad

UOP

UOP

UOP

M. Ed

M. Ed

M. Ed

M. Ed

M. Ed

M. Ed

M. Ed

M. Ed

M. Ed

M. Ed

Private

Regular

Regular

Regular

Regular

Private

Private

Private

Regular

Regular

8
10

Professional
Qualification
:
Regular or
Private

11

Name of
University:

AIOU
Islamabad

AWKUM

UOM

UOM

AWKUM

AIOU
Islamabad

AIOU
Islamabad

AIOU
Islamabad

UOM

SUIT

12

Total
Experience:

12 Years

26 Years

24 Years

18 Years

10 Years

22 Years

12 Years

09 Years

15 Years

11 Years

13

Experience
Against SS

09 Years

05 Years

09 Years

02 Years

10 Years

12 Years

09 Years

09 Years

08 Years

03 Years

14

Selectee of
PSC or DPC
to SS or CBR

DPC

DPC

PSC

PSC

PSC

PSC

PSC

PSC

PSC

DPC

15

Economic
Condition

Middle
Class

Middle
Class

Middle
Class

Middle
Class

Middle
Class

Middle
Class

Middle
Class

Middle
Class

Middle
Class

Middle
Class

Table 4.1 shows that all the teachers’ age ranged from 38 to 51, three teachers
belong to GHSS Ghani Dheri, one teacher to GHSS Sakhakot, one to GHSS Kot, three to
GHSS Khar Batkhela, and two to GHSS Dheri Julagram. Two teachers possess PhD as
highest academic qualification; three teachers are MPhil while the remaining five
teachers are master degree holders, which is the basic requirement for their recruitment.
Seven teachers did their highest academic qualification as regular student while three
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teachers did as a private candidate. Four teachers belong to the subject of English, one
Chemistry, one History Cum Civics, one Mathematics, two Physics and one Islamiat. All
teachers possess M. Ed degree as highest professional qualification among which five
teachers did as regular and five teachers as private candidate. All teachers possess
minimum nine years of total teaching experience while one teacher possesses two years,
one possesses three years and the remaining eight teachers possess more than eight years
of teaching experience against the post of subject specialist. Eight teachers are selectee of
PSC and two teachers are promotes of DPC to the post of subject specialist. All teachers
belong to middle class.
4.2
1.

Individual Profile
Anwar: Anwar is 39 years old. He is an educator who has been teaching for twelve
years and in current position for nine years. He has been promoted to the current
post through DPC. He did MPhil in education from AWKUM and M.A in English
from UOP. He did MEd as a private candidate from AIOU Islamabad. He belongs
to a middle class family. He started his first job as a teacher against the post of SST
in government high school for three years and for the last nine years, when he
promoted to the post of SS in English in government higher secondary school
through DPC, he is teaching to grade 11th and 12th.

2.

Umar: Umar is fifty-one years old. He has been in his current position since the last
five years. After twenty-one years of teaching against the post of SST
(Biology/Chemistry), he promoted to the post of SS in Chemistry through DPC. He
did MSc in Chemistry and MEd from UOP. He possesses PhD degree in Education
from AWKUM. He has published nine papers in various journals. His area of
research is related to teaching of Chemistry and Science education and Education in
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general.

He has attended various conferences and seminars at national and

international level. He has been working as expert in BISE Malakand and Peshawar.
He is also a member of joint academic committee in the government of Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa. He has also been a member of Educational Reforms Committee of
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. He belongs to middle class family.
3.

Iftikhar: Iftikhar is forty-five years old. He has been possessed total teaching
experience of twenty years. He has been in his current position for nine years. After
sixteen years as a CT teacher, he promoted to the post of SS in History cum Civics
through PSC. He did M. A History & M. A Political Science as a private candidate
from UOP and professional degree in M. Ed as a private candidate from UOM.
Besides other good characteristics, he has been considered and respected as the best
teacher. He belongs to middle class family.

4.

Ayaz: Ayaz is thirty-nine years old. He did MA in English as a private candidate
and MEd from UOM as a regular candidate. He has been possessing total teaching
experience of eighteen years in which he worked sixteen years as a SST (General).
He has been teaching in his current position in the subject of English for two years..
He has been promoted through DPC to the current post of SS in English. He belongs
to middle class family.

5.

Nasir: Nasir an educator and Mathematician of forty-two years’ old who has been
teaching for ten years against the post of SS in Mathematics. He has been directly
selected for this post through PSC. He has not been worked as a teacher at any other
post. He did MPhil in Mathematics from UOM. He did M. Ed as a regular candidate
from AWKUM. He belonged to a middle class family. He is a sensible teacher and
always concentrate over his profession. He has the ability to face problems and
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challenges in his job. He has been a very bad experience of unfavorable relationship
with principal of the school. He has good friendly and fair relationships with
students. He uses all the available sources to facilitate his students.
6.

Mubashir: Mubashir is an educator and a teacher of Physics. He has been possesses
twenty two years of teaching experience in which he worked twelve years against
SST (Science) and ten years against the post of SS. He promoted to the post of SS
through DPC. He did M. Sc Physics from UOP and PhD in Education from KUST.
He has been member of the school’s proctorial board and has been considered as a
man of principle and a hard working teacher in the community of teachers and
students. He strongly favors discipline and wants to see its reflection in his students.
He says that he has been collaborated in planning of co-operative activities but the
collaboration was not appreciable one from principal of the school. He has been
personally worked and performed in a number of refresher courses and trainings in
physics and mathematics specifically under the umbrella of science education
projects regarding activity based teaching use and development of low cost material.
His eleven papers have been published in which eight papers in Y category while
three X category journals. His area of research is related to teaching of physics and
science education and education in general. He has been also worked as tutor and
resource person along with AIOU for 17 years. All these were made possible on his
social and personal relations.

7.

Naveed: Naveed is a teacher of Physics forty years old. He did M. Sc Physics from
UOB and MPhil Physics and MEd from AIOU Islamabad. He has been teaching for
twelve years in which he worked three years against SST (Mathematics/Physics) and
for last nine years working SS. He has been promoted to the post of SS through PSC.
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He is a well-disciplined teacher and follows discipline in every walk of life. He is
not satisfied from the behavior of the principal of his school for keeping distance
with teaching staff and unfriendly behavior. As a result, his relationship with
principal is only hierarchical and formal and not friendly and not feel relaxed in such
a tensed environment. He feels boredom under the supervision of principal of the
school.
8.

Zamin: Zamin is a teacher in the subject of Islamiat. He did M.A Islamiat & M. A
Pashto from UOP and M. Ed as a private candidate from AIOU Islamabad. He
possesses nine years of total teaching experience. He has been selected as SS in
Islamiat through PSC. Although he did his academic and professional degree as a
private candidate, yet he has command over his subject and pedagogy. He is fully a
sincere, interested, devoted and dedicated teacher to find the best ways to teach,
guide, facilitate and help his students. He possesses a stronger social capital, which
helps him to make him a successful teacher. He has been known as an ideal teacher
among the students. He enjoys full respect from principal, colleagues, students and
parents. He belongs to middle class.

9.

Farman: Farman is a young and energetic English teacher. He is thirty-eight years
old. He did M.A in English from UOP and MEd from UOM as a regular candidate.
He has been teaching for fifteen years in which he worked seven years in private
sector as an English teacher and for the last eight years working against the post of
SS. He has been promoted to the post of SS through PSC. He keeps good
relationship with principal and friendly relationship with colleagues and students. He
is also a sportsman, a player of Cricket and Badminton and an embodiment of
sportsman spirt. He has been an active staff member and plays active role in decision
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making. He is the Chief Procter and therefore, principal of the school honors his
suggestions. He has been a good initiator and himself encourages initiative step
takers. He has been taking initiative steps towards plantation in the school and raises
funds for needy students of the school to meet their admission fee, uniform, medical
and examination fee. He has been considered as an ideal teacher of the school.
10. Sajjad: Coming from a family of teachers, Sajjad wanted to become a teacher. He is
an energetic teacher of English and is thirty-nine years old. He did M.A English
from UOP and MEd from SUIT as a regular candidate. He has been teaching for
eleven years in which he worked eight years against the post of SST as an English
teacher and for last the eight years working against the post of SS. He has been
promoted to the post of SS through DPC. He has been believing in the concept that if
the relations between principal, teachers, students and parents are good, it paves a
way for a pleasant and conductive environment. School’s various matters can be
discussed freely. No personal grudges are then involved, and one feels relaxed. It
improved professional performance of teachers by sharing and assisting different
school matters. He has been the concept that teachers’ social capital is more
dominant that will predict students’ educational aspirations and social capital of
students’ family. He has been attended training as a master trainer from British
Council, Induction Program and Continuing Professional Development (CPD),
which enhanced his skills of teaching and changed his attitude towards teaching and
students.
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4.3

One-on-One in Person In-depth Interviews

1.

Anwar

A.

Relationship with Principal
Anwar: Anwar constructs his relationship with the principal around the idea that

only a formal relationship and not more than formal should be there between principal
and teacher. When asked, why? He narrated,
“I consider it essential for my duty. I am in favor of keeping balance in
relationship with the principal regarding his dignity and authority”. When
asked why?

He described, “Such kind of relationship never creates

problems and hurdles. Whatever I need regarding my subject and teaching, I
contact with the principal for assistance.” When asked, how far do your
principal favors and encourages you? Anwar described, “The principal
encourages me whenever I discuss relevant matters regarding the needs and
requirements of my subject and teaching.”
Anwar says that he communicates need based on students’ classroom and students’
problems with the principal. When the researcher asked Anwar, do you feel hesitation in
communication with principal? He described, “I feel no hesitation and freely share
classroom and students’ problems with the principal.” For Anwar, “Principal of the
school encourages and facilitates me, and honors my opinions in this connection.” When
asked, would you like to give an example, he narrated his two students who have been
communicated to the principal.
“At the start of the academic session, two students’ named Farooq
Ullah and Salman, students of the Part – 1st, had rude and awkward
behavior. I tried to guide them, but fruitless. I referred them to the
principal. He guided them and provided good counselling with the
addition of warning. After that, I observed a great change in their
behavior. Now, they are the obedient and active participants of the
class.”
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B.

Relationship with Colleagues
Anwar believes in collaboration with colleagues that enhances his teaching

learning process. When asked from Anwar, how the support of your colleagues impacts
your teaching practices? He narrated,
“I feel no hesitation in sharing problems with them. I openly share and
get proper guidance, help and support. I share subject, classroom and
students’ individual problems with colleagues. I improve my knowledge
of subject through the sharing of problem regarding my subject and
discussion with colleagues. I get many help in pronunciation and
improving vocabulary. My colleagues are my seniors, and I get many
materials from them.”

When asked, how much support do you get from your colleagues to make the
classroom environment and climate conducive for teaching learning process? Anwar
narrated, about the solution of school’s problems and his role in the solution of those
problems that they have a committee of three members. He says that when he faces any
sort of problem, he shares it with the committee, which helps him to overcome the
problem in an excellent way that makes the classroom environment and climate
conducive for teaching and learning”. When asked, how do you play your role as an
active and efficient staff member for making group decisions to solve problems? Anwar
narrated the kind of role that he plays in school.
“I play an active and efficient role as mediator. I reconcile differences in
disputes. I mediate, especially among teachers, students, and between
teachers and principle. My role in making group decisions among school
teachers to solve the students’ problem is negligible.” Why? He
described, “I take part only to discuss the problem as only the authorized
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committees and persons have the right to take the decision. There are also
nominated committees for various co-curricular activities. I extend my
cooperation to these committees.” How? “I give need-based time to
collaborate in planning with colleagues in co-curricular activities
specifically literary activities, e.g. essay writing competition etc. My
student, Wajid, from Part – 11, topped in an essay writing competition at
the district level. I cooperate and give my expert opinion in the selection
of students for co-curricular activities.”
C.

Relationship with Parents
Anwar says that he gets minimum support from parents. When asked why, he

described, “I feel that they do not take interest in the education of their children.” He
describes various reasons for this. He is of the view that parents do not provide their
support, as many of the parents are illiterate and do not pay much attention towards the
education of their children. Anwar narrates,
“Parents are poor and having no time for educating their children. There
is a lack of awareness about the fruits of education among the parents.
They just fulfill their duty by admitting and sending their children to
school” When asked, whether all parents do so? He said,
“Approximately, all the parents do the same. The negligible ratio of the
parents or guardians support is contributing to the success of their
children.”
Furthermore, when asked, how you encourage parents’ involvement? Anwar
described his endeavors that he guides and encourages those parents who contribute to
the success of their children.
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“I make my efforts by convincing parents and discussion on the
awareness regarding the fruits of education. I have applied various
techniques to get support from parents but results are not promising. I
inform parents regarding irregularity in attendance, absenteeism and
monthly tests result.

I provide information to parents about their

children by cell phone contacts and through neighboring students. The
results are not fruitful, as I do not observe any positive change. The
parents almost ignore the information provided and do not cooperate in
remedy to the problem.”

Anwar gives no time to school related activities outside the regular school
working hours in meetings with parents. For this he argues, “I am a non-local teacher and
after closing school, I have to go home.” Besides, Anwar says, “I feel no need to do so. I
can handle such kind of requirements in school working time.”
D.

Relationship with Students
Narrating to the question that how much you know your students personally,

Anwar accepts that he knows little about the family background of his students. When
asked why, he said, “Because I am a non-local teacher.” Although, he knows the various
levels of his students. Anwar narrates,
“I know the mental level of my students. I know mischievous,
hardworking, intelligent, sharp, and dull minded students. I know almost
half of the names of students. I also accept that I do not know the names
of all students as it is my weakness to remember the names of all the
students or perhaps I do not have tenacious memory.”
Anwar says that he provides a relaxed environment in the class for establishing
familiarity and friendly relationships with students. He helps the poor students in the
school admission and the examination fee. He says,
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“When I feel problem of any student, I give instructional time to meet the
needs of students. I really favor friendly relationships with students. I
face my students with a smiling face. My behavior is always friendly and
positive with them. I teach with an alert eye, added sincerity and
devotion. I provide them opportunity for asking questions, appreciate,
and encourage asking whenever needed. If I feel that they need special
attention, I provide them with that. The students pay respect as a reward.
They pay attention to my lecture. They share their problems with me
without hesitation. They help me in the maintenance of conducive
environment in the classroom.”
For Anwar, he favors formal gap. When asked why? He says, “I want to be
friendly, but not frank.” He keeps a distance that is the requirement of relationship
between a teacher and a student.
E.

Impact of Teachers’ Social Capital on School Culture
For Anwar, he says that there is an atmosphere of promising trust in our school.

How? He narrated, that there is an atmosphere of trust among teachers and among
teachers and students. Although principal of the school does not show much interest to
teachers. He says, “He is just like a Napoleon Bonaparte. He keeps all the secrets and
information regarding school with himself. He does not share information with teachers.”
Anwar claims that obviously, he takes initiatives to make classroom environment
conducive for learning and improvement of the students. The behavior of his colleagues
towards his initiatives is plausible. They extend their support regarding all his initiatives.
“Our school is situated in the bazaar. The vehicles disturbed the entire
environment of the classrooms. This problem continued for years. I
instructed the watchman not to allow the vehicles as well as the
encroachments to make noise near the boundary walls of the classrooms.
I campaigned for awareness to stop noise. My colleagues also extended
their full support in this regard. Now, there is no noise of vehicles and
encroachment in the classrooms.”
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Anwar feels that he has no opportunities in the school for his professional
development. When asked why? He said, “There is another teacher in the subject of
English. He is senior to me. He always avails the opportunities of professional
development”. Besides, Anwar says, “he is a local teacher who lives in the community
where the school is situated. Principal of the school also belongs to the locality of the
school”. Therefore, Anwar says, “He has more social relationships with the principal.”
He has no opportunity of professional development.
“I avail no opportunity for professional development from my social
relationships. I feel the need for professional development, but the
principal of the school has no interest in such kind of activities. Besides,
the Department of Elementary and E&SE has no program for the
professional development of all teachers and the principal of my school
follows the hierarchy.”
F.

Students’ Educational Aspirations
Anwar feels and argues that many of his students show average results in his

subject in the examination due to low education background, lack of interest, negligence
of study at home and part time engagements after school working hours to earn
livelihood. He says, “I check their homework on regular basis but students are careless to
do homework regularly.” He also says, “They are very frightened from the subject of
English and they take it as a nightmare.” He describes that their education background is
very weak. They feel hesitation and shyness towards the subject of English. They ignore
the importance of the subject.
“I stress on the importance of the subject but it shows no result. I tell
them all the times, the importance of English in every walk of life.
English is an international language and all competitive examinations are
in English. I give them my own example. As my economic and social
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background is very low and my subject enabled me to stand before them.
I was quickly promoted to the post of SS from SST through DPC
comparing the teachers of other subjects. Those teachers, whose subject
was not English and were senior to me, remained in the race to be
promoted.”
He insists on students’ regularity and punctuality and sometimes, imposes fines
just to ensure their regularity and punctuality in the class. For Anwar, “I don’t award any
reward as I think it useless at this level because they are mature students”.
Anwar believes in teaching his students about the world, not just about the content
of English.
“I convince and guide my students to get higher education in spite of
hurdles in getting higher education. I tell them that education is the sole
source of their uplifting and uprising in the society. I predict them about
their bright future by selecting an appropriate field of education.”
G.

Teacher Identities
Anwar identity is of the SS in English and he constructs his identity around the

idea that his subject of teaching matches with his natural interest and inclination. When
asked how? He said, “I love my subject.” Anwar overcomes struggle and adversity as a
teacher by being confident in his abilities as a teacher. He narrates,
“I am fully satisfied from my teaching. I teach according to my
capabilities and abilities with full devotion and sincerity. I prepare myself
to meet the challenges of changes in the textbooks. I face such kind of
changes to consult various reference books, dictionaries, media and
internet to prepare the topic and get command over the subject.”
Anwar relates that as a teacher, he gets feedback from students and students’
parents about his teaching.
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“They show their consent and satisfaction with my teaching method and
efforts. Principal of the school is also thoroughly satisfied from my
teaching and performance. I confess my abilities and skills even my
colleagues are also satisfied from my teaching and make good remarks
regarding my teaching method, teaching techniques, efforts, regularity
and punctuality.”
For Anwar, he uses lecture, direct method of teaching as this is the beneficial and
applicable method of teaching at this level, and the available sources that help to cover
the subject matter included in the syllabus.
“I feel intensive need of resources to improve my

teaching. I feel the

need of AV Aids relevant to my subject, charts, multimedia especially for
the teaching of “Dramas” included in his subject, projector and sound
system. It will not only ease my job and facilitate my teaching, but my
students will take interest in the subject of English, and will also make
the concepts clearer about the subject and students will show interest and
good results. There are no relevant audio visual aids except writing
board, erasable marker and an eraser.”
As for Anwar, he feels tremendous and abrupt changes in an educational
environment but many vacancies have been created in the schools.
“A large number of unskilled and non-professional young generation
have been recruited through testing services. Although, they are qualified,
possessing higher education, but unaware of teaching methods. Subject
matters change rapidly, while refresher courses are not arranged to cope
with these changes. A biometric system of attendance has been
introduced to ensure the regularity and punctuality of teaching staff in the
school, but transport and residence or hostile facility is not provided. For
Umar, it is not a good practice.”
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2.

Umar

A.

Relationship with Principal
For Umar, he says that he keeps good relationship with the principal, which

always helps him to develop professionalism.
“We discuss various issues regarding teaching learning process and
action research in the favor of students. Principal always encourages me
and never creates obstacles in this regard. He always listens to me and try
to share his views. As a result, I show respect for the principal's time and
ask from his assistant for a good time to talk. I cooperate the principal to
prepare for the meeting, ask for input, and keep a good attitude. Principal
is confident and trusted over me, always listens to me, and shares views.”
B.

Relationship with Colleagues
For Umar, up to high extent, he gets support from his colleagues to make the

classroom environment and climate conducive to teaching learning process. He says, “I
discuss various methods with them and get help how to teach in a better way”. He
describes that they make all difficulties clear, whenever there is a problem to discuss
various new emerged topics in detail.
“Every teacher has his own responsibility to facilitate and help the
students. Therefore, I have my responsibility as well. However, we help
each other whenever, there is need. Being a PhD, I always help my
colleagues to the best of my abilities, knowledge, information and
experiences. I work in collaboration with my colleagues.”

C.

Relationship with parents
For Umar, he says that they have parents’ teachers counseling (PTC) in the

institution.
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“They call meetings of PTC members whenever needed and they attend
the meeting regularly. They contact the parents and discuss the problems
with them regarding their children. They discuss everything regarding
student’s improvement i.e., absenteeism. They get its fruitful results to
get improvement from sharing of these information. Sometimes, Umar
says, unfortunately they need financial support. When they ask for such
support, they refuse. Besides, PTC members, parents do not extend their
cooperation.”
D.

Relationship with Students
In Umar’s story of relationship with students, he says that there are

reasonable number of students in his subject. He says, “I always engage them in
various curricular activities which help me to get familiarity with the students.”
He delivers his lecture in free environment and gives chance to students to
discuss their views in free environment.
“I call them by names. I fully understand the personality of my students
and have the required instructional time to meet the needs of all students.
I always favor and support friendly relationship between teachers and
students. I observe the advantage of those students ask their questions
without hesitation when having no gaps. Its limitation that has been
observed is that students try to avoid participating in activities. The other
limitation, which I observe, is that science students always prefer science
students and arts students prefer arts students. This is very bad option.”
E.

Impact of Teachers’ Social Capital on School Culture
Umar creates an environment and climate in his classroom that is conducive to

teaching and learning by making clear concepts and new vocabulary used in the topic
before formally beginning his class, formulating objectives, taking into account the
mental level of the students, and using a questioning technique based on introductory,
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developing and evaluaton questions, the use of relevant audio visual questions and
involvement of the students in the teaching learning process.
“I possess the quality of taking initiative steps by giving necessary
information and advices to my colleagues and students as well.
Colleagues listen to me keenly and follow what I do myself in this
regards. Moreover, they discuss with me for more initiative steps. Trust is
always there among the teachers, students and among the teachers and
teachers.”
He encourages his students to ask questions, take part in the teaching learning
process, and work hard and to become shining stars of the school and community as well
as the country.
“I extend my cooperation to colleagues on the basis to give and take,
planning the lesson collaboratively, start a blog, build your own social
network, building a teamwork, monthly schedule of curricular and cocurricular activities, collective work for the solution to the problems, and
creation of team work to enhance quality.”
F.

Students’ Educational Aspirations
Umar believes that aspiration and achievement of learning goes side by side

which means aspiration is the fundamental instrument for learning. He argues, “Both
aspiration and learning are interdependent.” However, Umar says, level of aspiration
should be based on the learner’s abilities.
“Students take interest in my subject. Almost all my students show good
result for the last five years when I stepped in the current position of SS. I
aspire my students by giving them various motivations for a bright future
and to serve their country. I ask them to write notes and assignments on
regular basis and make corrections in their homework. A family has an
influence on students’ education. Those students who have support from
their family always played better role in their academic achievement.
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Teachers and parents’ social capital equally predict educational
aspirations of students.”
G.

Teacher Identities
Umar identity is of the SS in chemistry and he constructs his identity around the

idea that he is highly satisfied from his teaching. He relates, “I love my subject Chemistry
as it matches with my natural interest.” Umar further adds, “I have command over my
subject and I also get proper assistance from institution.” He says that Chemistry is an
activity based approach and he teaches his subject through activities. For Umar, there are
various methods of teaching, and each subject should be taught according to its nature.
“My subject Chemistry demands activity based approach. It requires
proper place, relevant and accurate A V Aids and a right time. I follow
mostly Activity and Demonstration approaches in teaching of Chemistry.
With the help of these methods, I make clear many concepts easily
related to the teaching of chemistry.”
A key component to Umar’s identity is that being a teacher, he does research
action to know his weaknesses in his teaching. He says, “My students always contact me
and use favorable words for me.” His students talk about his teaching methods and
express their opinions of satisfaction.
No doubt, my students are satisfied from my command over subject and
teaching methods.
Umar feels the need for refresher courses and training to meet the needs and
demands of subject and students. He argues that Chemistry is a dynamic subject and
innovation always take place in it. For Umar, when I asked, “What are the opinions of
your principal about your teaching and job performance?” he smiled and said nothing to
express himself. I noticed that he became sensible in this regard. He feels sorry for the
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policy makers and highest authorities to put the system, curriculum and students always
in test. For Umar, it is not a good practice.
3.

Iftikhar:

A.

Relationship with Principal
For Iftikhar, he constructs his relationship with the principal that his principal has

deep impact on his professional performance. For Iftikhar’s philosophy, “When the
relationship is positive and encouraging, encouraging behavior and appreciative response,
it enhances my professional performance. If negative situation prevails, it discourages me
and all my interest ends.” He added, “Then the connection between mind and words ends,
which impact my professional performance.” He says, if his relationships with his
principal are based on mutual understanding and cooperation, he performs in a better way
but many times these done in a stressed and over strict environment.
“I consider this relationship as the central/core/nucleus part of teaching
learning process (TLP). The behavior of the principal of my school is
favorable. The principal of the school encourages and favors one. If I face
any problem of myself/personal or relevant to students, I discuss it with
him. He facilitates me in that regards. If there is any issue or problem
between my students, and me I do not discuss it with him. I handle it
myself because his behavior in this regard is suspected. He considers it
the limitations or drawbacks of the teacher instead of finding out the
collective solution to the problem. Similarly, unfortunately, in such case,
our school administration is one sided and based on autocracy.”
Iftikhar says that he communicates the classrooms problems with the principal of
his school only in time of extreme/severe cases. Otherwise, Iftikhar says, “My principal
minds it.” He says that if a teacher discusses a problem with him, he considers the
concerned teacher responsible for all kinds of problems.
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“I have a right to express my opinions in staff meeting and I freely
express my opinions. Sometimes, my opinions are honored and,
sometimes ignored. In a staff meeting, different types of opinions come
from the participants, so it is possible that my opinion is weak as
compared to the principal or other staff members. If my opinion is not
honored, I am democratizing minded person. I have not the concept to
impose my idea in every condition/situation. I warmly welcome the best
ideas of everyone. Besides, the principal has the authority to take the
decision. I have no power to take decision.”
B.

Relationship with Colleagues
For Iftikhar, he enhances his teaching learning process with the collaboration of

his colleagues.
“I get useful tips and techniques from them. If I face some sort of
problems, I discusses it with my colleagues. They provide me the
guidance to solve the problem. It has shown me fruitful results in my
teaching career. It improves my knowledge of subject with the
collaboration of my colleagues. I take help from them in those
topics/contents and matters which are not clear to me. Sometimes, topics
are related to other subjects in which I take details from the teachers in
those topics.”
“I get a lot of support from my colleagues to make the classroom
environment and climate conducive for teaching learning process. I get
techniques from my colleagues and especially from my seniors about
classroom management. I get some important techniques about how to
deal some of my students. I get information about the socio-economic
and background of my students from the local teachers. I discuss different
problems such as absentee, late coming, mischievous students etc. to
handle and deal the students considering their background and problems.
I collaborate in planning with colleagues in co-curricular activities. They
also give their useful suggestions about different kind of activities such as
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sports, school discipline, classroom management, and cooperation with
principal.”
For Iftikhar, “I play an active role in making group decisions to solve problems.”
He describes that some students are not concentrated and they do not show motivation
neither give attention. He discusses these students with colleagues and collective efforts
are performed to make such students concentrated and motivated.
“I play my role for making group decisions among my school teachers to
solve students’ problems such as coming late to school/classroom or
when classrooms are changed in elective subjects e.g. Civics, Pashto,
Chemistry, Biology and Mathematics, mischievous students, use of
narcotics, mobile phones, and snupp, discipline problems e.g. uniform,
misbehavior with teachers and among the students, neglecting homework,
and loss of attention in their subjects. The classes are overcrowded /
loaded and very often, there is a noise in the classes of compulsory
subjects e.g. Urdu, English and Pak Study. The strength of students is
more than 150 in the class. I discuss these problems and play my
effective role in discussion and in-group decisions.”
C.

Relationship with Parents
Iftikhar says that he gets support from the parents or guardians for the success of

his students.
“I get their support when the student’s attendance is low and in the issue
of misbehavior of the students. I inform and guide the parents to focus on
their children. However, in doing homework and assignments, parents
usually fail to extend their cooperation, because many of my students
remain busy in helping their parents in working in fields/agriculture or in
shops. I became happy and encourage parents they contact me regarding
the study of their children. I contact with parents. In case of my contact if
they come to school, I encourage and realize them that they should
contact institution regarding their children. If parents come, I offer
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hospitality from my own pocket. It is responsibility of the school to
inform parents in case of serious problems such as loss to school
property, quarreling of students with each other’s. I contact parents
through my cell phone, formal letter, and or through neighboring
students. It helps in improving daily school attendance.”
Iftikhar feels that parents’ contact, interest and response is negligible as many of
the parents are poor having no time for such contacts.
“They are far away from home in the country or in foreign countries
mostly in KSA and UAE. Many of the students belong to labor class.
They are busy in laboring.”
Similarly, Iftikhar says that unfortunately, “I have no opportunity to arrange
meeting with parents because our school administration is one sided and based on
autocracy who is not interested in it and on the other hand parents never give us time for
doing so.”
D.

Relationship with Students
Iftikhar accepts that he does not know all the students personally, as they come

from different communities. Furthermore, Iftikhar adds that besides, “I am a non-local
teacher and it is not an easy task for me to know all the students personally.” He says that
he tries his best to know all the students personally and to get information about his
students’ family background, economic condition, meetings with students or through
their colleagues and from his colleagues who belong to locality of the school. He says
that he keeps friendly relationships with his students.
“I give them due respect, call them by name and, son and nephew. As a
result, they pay respect, show obedience and good results in my subject.
I tell them that you are very important in school. I am appointed for
you. All my efforts are for you.”
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As a reward of friendly relationships, Iftikhar argues, students feel easy,
loss their fear, ensure their participation and involvement, ask and put question
without hesitation, give answers to his questions, express their opinions, their
hidden potentials and creativity is developed. It develops self-confidence, pay
respect, remain attentive to class, and focus totally on teaching.
Iftikhar dislikes gap because it keeps distance, which creates problems of teaching
learning.
“I am in favor of fair and friendly relationships not frankly. When the
relationships become frank, it destroys the environment of teaching
learning and students do not pay respect to the teacher. Then, there will
be a disturbance in the classes, class control becomes weak, develops
irrelevant gossiping and discussion in the class and wastes time. While, in
keeping too much gap, students feel fear. They do not ask question, nor
express their opinions. Therefore, self-confidence is not developed.”

E.

Impact of Teachers’ Social Capital on School Culture
For Iftikhar, he states that he makes his classroom environment conducive for

teaching learning process through proper time management, positive work environment,
addressing student’s needs, creating a sense of order and keeping the students
busy/involve in activities.
Iftikhar observes the atmosphere of trust in his school through teachers helping
each other’s.
“We help each other’s when there are difficulties in subject matters or
techniques. We respect each other’s point of views and respect the
guidance of our senior colleagues. Iftikhar says that I always try to initiate
good steps for the improvement of teaching learning process but feels sorry
that when I take such steps, unfortunately, I receive no encouragement
from my colleague’s side. Sometimes they even criticize me and they
discourage by saying that all these steps are for showmen.”
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Iftikhar also feels that unfortunately, there are very little opportunities for his
professional development in the school. Mostly, traditional methods and traditional
approaches are going on in his institution.
F.

Students’ Educational Aspirations
Iftikhar describes that his students take interest in his class when he teaches

through activities.
“I keep involve and encourage them to take interest. I influence the
student’s aspiration of attendance regularly by presenting them myself as a
role model and doing their homework by sharing with them my own study
time at home. I tell them how much time successful people to homework
give. I appreciate those, whose attendance is regular. I influence their
aspiration of attending higher education by encouraging them that you have
potentials and telling them the importance of higher education.”
He says that his students show satisfactory results in the examination but he is not
satisfied with the examination system as cramming and cheating has made it doubtful.
G.

Teacher Identities
Iftikhar is deeply interested in his subject.
“I love teaching it. I use different methods when and where they are
required but mostly, I use lecture method for the teaching of my subject
because of the fact that the course is lengthy and time is short. I am
satisfied from my teaching as a subject specialist. I get satisfactory
feedback from my students. They are satisfied from my teaching. Recently,
many of my students told me that they wished that if I was their teacher in
class 9th and 10th, they had clear concept and idea in the beginning level.”
Iftikhar feels the need for modern A.V aids, managed classroom and student’s

strength not more than forty to improve his teaching. He describes that today’s classes are
making challenges for teachers.
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“There is no limit for student’s strength in the class. There is no criteria
for

getting

enrollment,

which

creates

problems

for

teachers.

Unfortunately, Iftikhar says, he never found an opportunity of refresher
courses in his subject. He thinks there should be training for teachers at
least for a week per year.”
5.

Ayaz

A.

Relationship with Principal
In Ayaz’s story, he has very a cordial relationship with my school’s head.
“My school’s principal not only always encourages me, but he always
have a warm welcome for any of my suggestions and opinions for the
betterment of the institute. He always applauses my innovate ideas. I
always take due interest in students’ problems. I try to solve them by own
or with the help of other colleagues (teachers). If the problem is the
domain of the staff room, I forward such issues to the principal of the
school. If the problem is general or of a trivial nature, I discuss it with
him, but if the problem is grieve of deep rooted then I forward it to him in
written. Most of the time my school’s head resolves the problem and
issues on the spot. However, sometimes when it needs some details or
involves a higher finance, the matter is resolved in some time. I never
faced a situation when my school’s head did not honor my issues or
problems highlighted by me.”
For Ayaz, as his school’s head always give due importance to his viewpoint and

suggestions, it has been boasting his professional performance. He says, “I always feel
fresh blooded in my school. I never feel any physical or mental tiredness in his school. It
also encourages me to take extra classes with my students.”
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B.

Relationship with Colleagues
Ayaz always tries to keep very cordial relations with his colleagues. For Ayaz’s

philosophy, as an educational institution is like a second home, so he considers all his
colleagues as his family members.
“I try my best to serve them. Besides, I try to work as a medium of
communication among my colleagues. I openly discuss every issue that I
encounter during my teaching, with all colleagues and give due attention to
their responses. I consider all of the colleagues as scholarly persons and
thus their suggestions are of high value for me.”
As for Ayaz, in his institute, they work as a team, so the support and cooperation
of all colleagues is helpful in maintaining a very friendly atmosphere. Thus, Ayaz says, it
results in keeping the teaching and learning process very smooth. He describes, “My
colleagues always take due interest in students’ problems.” So, Ayaz argues, “Due to one
team efforts, it results in providing quality education to the students of the institute and
thus, it has a higher share in students’ success.” He further adds, “Due to collaboration
and teamwork among the teachers, they are always in a position to achieve their
curricular and co-curricular objectives within the stipulated time.”
Indeed, Ayaz says, he always prefers decision based on the opinion of the majority.
Besides, Ayaz stresses, “Everyone’s opinion should be given due weightage and in case
for differing of respect should be there, and the reply should be on solid grounds stating
the reasons of differing.”
“I always try to accommodate the ideas of my staff members in ever
decision. In most of the situation, I even take a back step on my stance to
keep peace among the staff members. I always try to shoulder their burdens
and even sometime take the responsibility of certain mistakes though I have
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would never committed such mistake. Many times, I bear extra burden on
my pocket to keep my fellows happy.”
Ayaz emphasizes that the first and the foremost is making the teachers understand
the real situation, and not to judge the things on the surface. Even in certain situation, he
takes their viewpoint in the individual and not in groups as in many of decision taking
situations, one teacher cannot face another.
C.

Relationship with Parents
For Ayaz, he feels that with extreme bad luck, many of the parents are illiterate

and they know nothing about their children’s education.
“Many of the parents even did listen to us. Even some time they favor
their children baseless stance. At most, they do not extend any
cooperation. It takes many efforts to make them understand the
importance of education for their children. They have to adopt more a
number of strategies to convince them to send their children for
schooling.”
For Ayaz, he provides a number of information to the parents of the students. He
says, “At most it is about the long absentees of their children.” Mostly, Ayaz uses their
contact number through cell phone, sometime letters, and a good number of times
through the fellows of their children.
“With extreme bad luck, their responses in most cases is very negative
and slang language is even used. The reason behind is the poverty and
illiteracy of the parents as most of the parents are very poor, relying on
daily wages and are peasants. Almost, parents take no interest in their
children’s learning as most of the parents are from lower economic
background and they do not take any interest in such issues. Once in
2016, after an extensive search, I got the cell number of the father of one
of my students who was, absent from school for ten days. When I asked
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the father of the student that his son was not coming to school for many
days. The father replied, “Go to hell with you and your school, I have
bought a Reksha (a local transport) for my son to earn livelihood for the
family.”
D.

Relationship with Students
For Ayaz, he always concerns with his duties. He tries his best to polish his

students academically. However, Ayaz never becomes so friendly with them because
sometimes too much friendly behavior results in crossing the limits of respect as the
students are immature.
“I am friendly up to the point that I give individual attention to all the
students. I adopt some psychological way to know about the problems of
the students and try my best to redress them. A gap of respect must be there
between my student and me, besides I consider them the important figure
of the process of education. I consider students as human beings who need
to be given due attention to make them quality human beings.”
Ayaz distinguishes between friendliness, gap and limitation that regarding
relationship with students, “Friendliness means providing them opportunities of
expression, gap means to make responsible and sensible, and the obeying of laws, and
limitations means not to spoil their future by killing the time of schooling.” Ayaz
describes his experiences, “Once the students who are immature, got an edge over the
teacher, then it is impossible for teachers to retain their position.”
E.

Impact of Teachers’ Social Capital on School Culture
In Ayaz’s story, he realizes that he never keeps his classroom too much

authoritative and strict nor too much loose that the discipline is maintained. He says,
“There should be no compromise on the discipline and the boundaries of respect must be
there between the teacher and learner.” He describes, “Their school environment is really
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based on trust, and mutual respect. Everyone is ready to shoulder the work burden and
such other.”
Ayaz realizes that honestly say that as SS are the higher secondary level teachers,
both in terms of qualification and grades, so as compared to other teachers, they have a
higher level of respect and trust among themselves.
“Besides, there is a very less workload as the SS have to teach to two
classes (the subject of their own in Grade-11 and Grade-12). They do not
have to teach multiple subjects or have heavier workload as compared to
middle and secondary level teachers. Therefore, mental and physical less
burden make them relaxed and more social in keeping good relations
with fellow teachers.”
Ayaz narrates that, as the job nature of the SS is relaxed and limited to their own
subject, so they have more free time to develop friendly relations with the head of the
institution. Besides, Ayaz says, “As SS never do any negligence in teaching in their
respective classes so there never take place any grudges among them and the head of the
institution so definitely the trust level always remains high.”
Ayaz describes that it is usual here in our part of the area that many of the parents
are from very poor families and mostly illiterate, so the parents do not take any interest in
their children’s schooling.
“If we take it by percentage, in my opinion, less than 03 percent of
parents might keep contacting their children’s teacher about the
schooling. In terms of SS contacting the parents is concerned, many of
the subject specialist do their best to contact the parents about the
schooling of the students.”
Furthermore, Ayaz states, as the students of Intermediate level are mature up to an
approximate level, so usually there are cordial, trusty and up to an extent, friendly
relations between the SS and their students. Due to their separate nature of SS teaching as
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compare to school level teachers, shows more cordial relations with students and thus,
there is a good trust level among the students and SS.
Ayaz always believes in teamwork, collaboration and timely task completion. He
says, “I try to explore the positive sides of every individual and assign him the task
related to me.” He ever keeps the strengths of his fellows in mind.
In reality honestly, Ayaz feels, “sorry to say that there are very less opportunities
for his professional development.” He further says, “The ones available are also not of
the mark.” Even in the rarely available, Ayaz says “I try my best to take advantage of it
and utilize my full potential.”
F.

Students’ Educational Aspirations
For Ayaz, he says that as he is teaching English to intermediate level and

normally English is considered a tough subject. However, he still tries his level best to
utilize all his potentials in the teaching learning process.
“I always encourage my students. I always ask them to ask questions about
the issues they encounter during the teaching learning process. I provide
them conducive environment and use all the available resources to make
the teaching learning process very attractive, so they come to class
regularly. I always assign practical work to my students which is based on
creativity and exploration so that the students do the homework with
interest and do not get bored. I thank Almighty Allah that “Alhamdulillah
(All praises to Allah)”, in the last two exams, my students have shown very
good result in the subject that I teach (English) is hundred percent. I always
encourage them that if they want to achieve a higher position is the society
that must give due attention to their studies. Even I try to provide the
roadmap to the profession of their choice.”
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Ayaz places importance on the role of parents in the education of their children
and explains that family plays a key role in the education of an individual. He says, “Only
educated parents can better understand the importance of education of their children.” He
describes, “Although the role of both has an importance of its own, but in his view,
family social capital has a far higher impact of students’ learning and achievements.”
G.

Teacher Identities
Ayaz identity is of the SS in English and clearly states that he has an inborn and

natural inclination towards his subject. Ayaz has high expectations for himself and he
tries to adopt each and every method in his teaching, but subject to the availability
situation, time and resources. Keeping in consideration the ground realities and available
sources, he prefers the grammar translation method because of the low academic base of
students.
“Almost all the students are from Urdu medium schools, and have very low
academic base and background, so I am restricted to use this method most
of the time. However, sometimes, I apply other methods as well. Besides,
the understanding through direct method of teaching English is still above
the level of the learners. One other reason of the grammar- translation
method is that there is not any facility of using AV Aids or other modern
gadgets in the teaching of English. I consider teaching profession above
all, and I have a mental solace and satisfaction in this profession. The
availability of modern tools and technology will make my teaching more
interesting, goal oriented and productive. I am ever ready to equip myself
with new learning through any refresher courses.”
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When the researcher asked that what is the opinion of your students about your
teaching? Ayaz smiled and said, “Although it is very difficult to answer the question”,
yet he described. He said, “I always ask my students to judge my teaching and teaching
methodologies and they give me feedback”. For Ayaz, it’s more important that the
students get what a teacher is teaching. Teaching without understanding of the students
is equal to nothing. The way that the feedback came to him was probably the best. He
said, “It signaled to me that it’s obvious that I am doing things well.”
“Indeed, students are the best judge of a teacher’s teaching style and
methodology. It is one of the real situation, which I am going to describe
here. In the year 2006-07, when I was teaching in private school, there
was a group of students who were being failed in the subject of English
at BA Level for quite a number of times. They came to me and sought
my help. I taught and guided them in a way that all of them, (Total 08 in
numbers), passed both the BA part-I and part-II paper and even some of
them obtained very good marks. Besides this, I have a number of
students who have got a position in board both at secondary and higher
secondary level.”
For Ayaz, changes are inevitable. Now, Ayaz says, the main thing is that one must
be ready to cope and adopt such changes. To him, “Continuous research, exploration and
extensive studies can help one to overcome the issue that arises with the emerging of new
trends and pattern in teaching.”
Ayaz says that Alhamdulillah (All praises to Allah), his colleagues always
appreciate him. Principal of the school is satisfied with his teaching and job
performance. In every key decision, he says, “Principal gives high value to my
recommendation and my suggestions are given due part. Even, Ayaz says, “Principal
asks me to guide other teachers in the teaching of English and make them familiar with
using modern gadgets in Teaching of English.”
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5.

Nasir

A.

Relationship with Principal
In Nasir’s story, he has served in three schools during his job named GHSS Palai,

GHSS Tawda China and GHSS Khar. At GHSS Khar, the first tenure was that of a
principal named Humayun Khan and after his retirement, another principal named Noor
Hayat took over the charge of his duties as a principal.
“My relationship with principals in all the three schools was good except
the period of three years with Mr. Humayun Khan at GHSS Khar. This
was the worst experience of my profession. He did not honor my opinions.
I communicated him classroom problems, but was not cooperative. He did
not take action to resolve my classroom problems. His behavior was
authoritative. He always imposed his own decisions ignoring ground
realities and without the consultation of teachers. There was no
collaboration between teachers and the principal. He was in favor of solo
flight. He has no interest in the solution of classroom problems. He always
tried to create problems for me. He under reported me to the authorities
variously. He sent more than dozen of reports to the highest authorities
against me, but they were found baseless and biased when inquired by the
authorities. They did not take any disciplinary action against me. They
also warned him variously to change his behavior, avoid “Khanism (code
of conduct based on autocracy and Monarchianism headed by local
chieftain)” and sending baseless and biased reporting against teachers to
office. Non-cooperation, taking no interest in the solution of classroom
problems and facilitation, bad relationship, tensed environment, creation
of problems, biased and authoritative behavior of the principal badly
impacted my professional performance. I tried my best and extended
variously my cooperation, but he did not show positive response. He
belonged to the family of elite class, which is called “Khan” in our local
terminology. He also considered and treated his staff members as inferiors,
farmers and personal servants. He was in the favor of philosophy of
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“Khanism”. For the establishment of a good relationship, I told him that if
you do not show cooperation, I would transfer to another school. I gave
him two times application to sign and forward for transfer, but he also did
not sign to forward it. I did it to establish a good relationship, but it also
did not change his behavior.”
For Nasir, he kept a good relationship with the principals before Mr. Humayun
Khan of GHSS Khar and keeps a good relationship with the principal at current principal.
“Whenever, principal requests me for some official work, he facilitates
him. I pay respect, show obedience, follow instructions with spirit and
devotion to the principal. He also pays respect to me as a reward. He favors
me. His behavior encourages me and motivates me. I communicate
students’ classroom problems with my principal of the school. I have full
right to express my opinion with the principal. He honors my opinions. I
communicate students’ problems such as students who do not come to
school and remain absent, students who come to school but remain absent
in my class, students who possess weak knowledge and background in my
subject and do not show progress or improvement, and students who are
mischievous, truant, and indiscipline.”
In rare cases, Nasir describes, some students do not take interest. He himself
guides and facilitates them. He involves them in his teaching learning process. He applies
all the techniques to ensure their interest in his subject. When he observes no change or
progress in their behavior, he reports them to the principal.
Principal guides and warns them. After guidance and warning, he allows
the communicated students to sit in the class.
Later on, Nasir claims, variously results showed that the communicated
students fail because they possessed weak knowledge and background in his
subject. They get admission on the criteria of only passing SSC examination.
There is no merit or testing policy for getting admission.
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B.

Relationship with Colleagues
Nasir places value to collaboration for the provision of conducive teaching and

learning environment is very essential. For Nasir, there is collaboration with colleagues in
teaching methods discussion, students’ psychology discussion, students’ problems
solution discussion, and to make indiscipline students disciplined. It enhances my
teaching learning process.
“I have no other colleague of my subject in the school. Therefore, my
knowledge of the subject is not improved. I get the collaboration through
my social capital from my subject teachers who teach in other schools and
universities, which improve my knowledge of the subject.”
Nasir does not need the support of his colleagues to make the classroom
environment and climate conducive for teaching and learning.
“The strength of students in my class is very limited. Besides, classroom
control demands command over the subject, and effective teaching
method and I have these two fundamentals. I also provide a friendly
environment for my students in the class, which make a classroom
environment and climate conducive for teaching and learning.”
Nasir gives required time to collaborate in planning with colleagues in cocurricular activities. For Nasir, “As his subject is mathematics, yet he himself
collaborates in literary activities because, he loves literature and likes literary activities.”
Nasir plays as an active and efficient staff member for making group decisions to
solve problems. He believes in the concept of reconciliation, discussion, teamwork,
guidance and counseling to solve problems. Wherever, he is needed, he ensures his
presence.
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“Once, I noticed that our students use cell phones in the school. I brought
the issue to the table of teachers. After discussion, a collective decision
took to solve the problem. Similarly, one of my students named Irfan
Khan, student of class Part-1, resident of Bajaware, misbehaved with his
classmate. When a staff member named Muhammad Zahid, SS in Physics,
inquired and warned him, he also misbehaved with that teacher. After that,
the student was with drawled from the school. When I came to know the
issue, I brought it on the table of the colleagues for discussion. After
discussion, a unified decision came and the student was re-admitted to the
school. I consulted and guided him. Now, he is the obedient student of the
class.”
C.

Relationship with Parents
For Nasir, he says that there is no support from parents or guardians in

contributing the success of my students. He states that parents of the students are poor
and laboring away from home, locality or in foreign countries.
“They have no time to concentrate over the study of their children, the
illiteracy of the parents, ignoring behavior of the parents, and lack of
coordination and information gap of father and mother. If father is away
from home and mother informed, she does not communicate the message to
father. While, according to the tradition, children do not feel fear from
mothers. If father asks from the mother about the academic position of his
children, she does not provide the exact information to him.
I encourage parents’ involvement. I contact parents on cell phone about
their children, but they have no time for us. When they contact, I pay
respect to them and listen them carefully. During the time of admitting their
children, I guide the parents about their children’s education. I inform
parents about their children regarding irregularity, absentees, discipline,
and best performance in the monthly tests and examination.
I use a cell phone to contact parents. Cell phone is the direct, quick, easy
and reliable source of communication. Formal letters are wasted, or
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received by others, or parents are illiterate and do not understand.
Sometimes, students themselves signed the letter give fake intimation that
their parents are informed.”
Nasir describes that he informs parents and they satisfy him and thank him but
they do not follow the provided information. He argues that contact to parents, give one
fruit that students feel fear that their parents are provided information about them. They
became sensible regarding their behavior and performance.
“One of the students named Shahab Khan, student of class Part-1, resident
of Piran Malakand was not taking interest in the class. When I inquired the
reason from him, he told me that my father is serving in the Forest
Department. I have a quota for service and I will be appointed at my
father’s seat. Therefore, I need no study as my job is confirmed. I guided
the student that why not you think of getting higher education and to
become an officer instead of serving at a low grade. I motivated him for
higher education. I also called his father and consulted about his child’s
education. After that, he became serious in his study.”
Nasir feels that he is a non-local teacher and there is no residence or hostile
facility at his school and he comes back home after closing the school. Therefore, he
says, “I have no time to spend school related activities outside the school working hours.”
D.

Relationship with Students
For Nasir, he knows his students personally. He says, “I collect bio-data of my

students through asking questions from them.” He provides relaxed classroom
environment, establish friendly relationship with my students and show sympathy for
them.
“If I feel that, a student has no notebook or he needs other things relevant
to school requirements, I try my best to meet the needs of my students from
my own pocket and sources. If they need things which are expensive and
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on a large scale, I get help from my colleagues to meet the needs of
students. If I feel that a student needs special instructional time, I give that
time to him. I give extra time to him outside the classroom.”
Nasir absolutely favors friendly relationships with his students. He argues
that it is the fundamental requirement of learning environment that makes the
classroom environment favorable and conducive for learning. He also favors gap.
He says that as for the teaching and learning, there should be no gap between
teachers and students so that their interest and creativity may not be disturbed and
affected.
“Besides, the gap is essential. It helps in maintaining the dignity of the
teacher and student relationship. Too much closeness also affects teaching
and learning environment. It creates various problems, as the mental level
of the students is very low. They behave informally in the class, while it
also affects proper training. It is the need and demand of teaching and
learning environment. If there is no gap, then the classroom environment
of the school converts into a private gathering. It affects classroom
control. It provides conducive teaching and learning environment to those
students who are serious in their study. When the classroom environment
is not serious, students make disturbance and waste their precious time in
the irrelevant discussion. Students ask, share and irrelevant questions and
discussion, which lost precious classroom, time of the students.”
E.

Impact of Teachers’ Social Capital on School Culture
For Nasir, he narrates that he makes the classroom environment and climate

conducive for teaching learning process through follow friendly relationship with
students, pay due respect and never disgrace or insult the students, provide warm up
opportunities to get attention of the students, revise his previous topic briefly and ask few
questions to get attention and connect the students with the new topic and, tries to teach
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through equipment especially scientific calculator. He says, “When I feel that the students
are bored, I intentionally start gossiping for a while then come back to my topic.” He
realizes, “Due to these reasons, students want and like to take class with me.”
“Nasir describes that there is an atmosphere of trust among colleagues.
We work as a team and collectively. We trust each other in paper setting
and in financial matters. We do not feel fear that our internal discussion
will be leaked out from table talks. We are confident with each other.
Every one among us is working in the best of their efforts.”
Nasir argues that he observes PSC recommended teachers are more trusted as
compared to teachers who promoted through DPC to SS or regularized departmentally.
“They are not confident and lack command over their subject. They
remained for many years out of touch from their subjects. Mere seniority
and master in a subject may not be criteria for availing the post of SS.
There should be proper test and interview. Besides, refresher courses and
proper training regarding teaching methods should be given to them.”
There is an atmosphere of trust between teachers and the principal. He says that
when the principal assigns a task or an activity, they do it in an efficient way on top
priority.
“Once an assignment or an activity is assigned, he does not interfere or
inquire in the procedures. He trusts that we are working according to the
best of our efforts in the best way. In financial matters, he trusts us. When
we give him a bill by buying necessary articles of the school, he pays us.
In case of leave, the principal trusts that they remain to leave due to
unavoidable circumstances and allows us to leave without hesitation. I
am far away from my school. He accepts my request for leave on my call
or text message. If I come little later than my timing schedule due to
transportation problem, he accepts the reason of coming late and do not
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create problems. In the sense to perform duty, the principal trusts that
they perform their duty with sincerity, devotion and dedication.”
Nasir feels that there is lack of trust of teachers in students.
They tell lies and make excuses to teachers. They cheat in the
examination. If we assign a task, an assignment or an activity, they do not
show the required or expected results.
He narrates that majority of the students belong to poor families. They engage in
part time jobs, farming, or help father or guardians in earning livelihood. Some of the
students search little jobs for themselves.
“One of the students was gifted, but he was uninterested in learning. When
I inquired, he told me that although I have enrolled in school, but my
mentality does not match with to get educated. I want to become “Alim”
(a religious scholar).”
Nasir describes that students and parents trust teachers blindly.
“When a teacher does some sort of mistake in a topic in the class and
then students come to know about the mistake, they avoid it and follow
and trust their teachers. Parents trust teachers so that they admit their
children in school. They have made teachers responsible for the
education of their children and feel exempted themselves from this
responsibility. When a child fails, they make teachers responsible for his
failure.”
Nasir realizes his quality of possessing initiative steps to improve instruction and
make the school environment conducive for teaching learning. For Nasir, when he
observes any deficiency or need for improvement, he takes an initiative step and do not
show compromise.
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“There was no tradition about the use of student card in our school. I
facilitated the students to prepare a student card and declared its use
compulsory in the school. Similarly, some of our students come late to
school. I bought a register and give it to watchman. He noted the late
comers in that register. I called the late comers on daily basis, asked from
them the reason for coming late, guided them; warn them that if
necessary, disciplinary action will take be taken. This made all our
students punctual.”
Nasir states that colleagues encourage him and he encourages his colleagues to
take initiative steps in the interest of students and school. He extends his full support and
cooperation considering it his national responsibility.
Nasir feels that he has no opportunity for professional development.
“I have provided a single opportunity of induction program during the
10th years of my services against the post of SS. Teaching kids are
provided to schools but do not handed over to concerned subject teachers.
These kits are locked in the cupboards of school. Besides, teachers are
not given training to the utilization of these kids.”
Nasir says that when he feels a need to make clear his concept regarding a topic
which is conceptual and does not understand, he discusses and makes clear it through his
social capital i.e. subject colleagues, experts, and professionals.
F.

Students’ Educational Aspirations
For Nasir, he describes that at the start of the new session, students do not take

interest. He argues that they possess weak knowledge and background in his subject.
Therefore, they do not understand it. They do not give importance to his subject.
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“I guide them and show them the importance, use and application, and
give examples from practical life of my subject, e.g. business, banking,
marketing, finance, ACCA, CA etc. I tell them that my subject provides
you vast opportunities in career. Then, I notice happiness, charming and
satisfaction on their faces. I establish friendly relationship with them. I
teach according to the mental level of the students. I involve them in the
teaching and learning process. I pay respect to them. I give attention to
them individually. I take remedial classes with them. After that, they take
interest in my subject.”
Nasir says that his behavior and attitude, teaching method and techniques
influence the students’ aspirations of attending the classes regularly. When, they feel
happy, charming and satisfaction, they come regularly to attend the class.
“When, I feel that the punishment is essential, I also award them
punishment. There is sympathy in my punishment and no feelings of
revenge or hate. I try to make the students on apologizing. I do not
disturb the self-respect of the students at any cost. I criticize their bad
action, not the personality of the students.”
When asked what strategy do you follow to aspire your students about homework?
He described,
“I assign little homework to students. They feel happiness in doing
homework, as they do not feel burdened. I provide a brief guidance
regarding the homework. The students then feel eagerness at home to do
their homework. I regularly check the homework and appreciate the
students for doing their homework. My students show good results in my
subject in the examination. My sincere efforts make it possible.”
Nasir tells them the importance of higher education. He tells them that many of
them belong to poor families and only getting higher education is the sole source of
occupying a status in the society.
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G.

Teacher Identities
Nasir’s identity is of the SS in Mathematics and absolutely his subject matches

with his natural interest.
“When, I was the student of SSC, I was more interested and understood
better in Mathematics as compared to other subjects. I very often told
my colleagues that I would do a master in Mathematics. I use Inductive
Method, Deductive Method and Lecture Demonstration Method for the
teaching of Mathematics. All these methods are very effective and
beneficial for the students. These methods are according to our resources
and students can easily understand through these methods.”
For Nasir, he says that a teacher gets satisfaction from the results. When the
results come better, teacher gets satisfaction. Besides, during the classes, students take
interest in my subject. He says, “I get feedback from students. They tell me that they are
satisfied. As my result comes good and students are satisfied, so, I am satisfied from my
teaching as a SS.”
Nasir feels much need for resources for improving his teaching. He needs audio
visual aids, Multimedia and Tools for Area Calculation that will not improve my
teaching, but students’ interest and will also improve and motivate. It will also help in the
solution of classroom problems.
Nasir feels that he needs refresher courses and training in his subject for
conceptual and in-depth learning, teaching method development of creative ability and
social capital. Here, Nasir says, “our tragedy is that department of education has no such
activities and programs for teachers on regular or casual basis.”
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Nasir gets feedback from students. They tell him that they are satisfied from him.
He says, “My students tell me that compared to our other friends enrolled in other
colleges, they are more satisfied.”
Nasir feels less satisfaction in today’s school environment where many
educational changes are currently taking place rapidly. These changes take place abruptly
avoiding ground realities.
“Contents change yearly and the newly included materials include
beyond the level of our students. The subject matters are bulky, which is
very hard to cover in the academic session. We are responsible to cover
the courses, but it is difficult for my students to learn and understand.
There are many printing mistakes in the textbook. There is a lack of
vertical and horizontal coordination in the textbook materials. Teachers’
views, expertise and experiences are not considered in policy makings
and changes which creates problems for teachers and students. Residence
or hostile facility, increase in salaries, according to inflation, less pay
salary for teachers compared to other departments, i.e. Judiciary, FBR,
and Health Department etc., deduction of from salary and issue a show
cause notice on the IMU report without the right of explanation, demand
to show hundred percent result and declare only teachers responsible for
low results and award punishment of deduction of annual increments
without explanation for low results are the various problems that teachers
face. Although, new subject matters include but do not give teachers
refresher courses or training. I feel difficulties to teach the newly
included materials. I manage these difficulties from various search
engines and my social capital. I cope myself with these changes and
problems with pressure and burden.”
For Nasir, he does not arrange formal or informal meetings with students’ parents
for getting their feedback about my teaching because parents do not cooperate in
contributing to the education of their children. Besides, many of the parents are illiterate
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and laboring far away from their homes. They have no time to know and improve the
education level of their children.
Nasir feels that parents are satisfied from his teaching because parents have
submitted no complaint against me till date. Principal of the school also satisfies from his
teaching and job performance. Nasir says.” He inquires informally from students about
my teaching and also evaluate the students formally.”
Generally
In the last, the researcher thanked the interviewee for all that valuable information
and asked from him to say anything else like to add before we end. Nasir added that, “I
have my own social capital. My department plays no role in contributing to establish my
social capital. My department has limited me only to school and the subject for which I
am appointed and do not arrange courses, seminars, workshops etc. on casual or on
regular basis.”
6.

Mubashir

A.

Relationship with Principal
Mubashir says, “I have good relationship with the principal. The principal always

favored me in professional matters. I communicate student’s problem in straight way. I
had much right to express my opinions. The relationship positively improves my
professional performance.”
B.

Relationship with Colleagues
For Mubashir, he says that his colleagues are cooperative and positively impact

his teaching practices.
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“At higher secondary level, it is very difficult to help other teacher in his
subject. Anyhow, some other subject teachers in mathematics, chemistry
and biology helps me, whenever, I ask about some topic or problem. I
discuss students discipline related issues on table in tea break daily. My
colleagues are very co-operative. They help me almost in conduct of test.
My colleague in chemistry was taking my class for teaching chemistry,
when I was on official leave. He gave me his class on next day. In this
way, students did not suffer. We almost collaborate in planning of cooperative activities. The collaboration is not appreciable one. We always
worked actively to solve problems of absenteeism and discipline through
our proctorial board and counseling with the addition of contact with
parents and PTC. We use tea break as meeting on daily basis for group
discussion over student’s problems. Sometimes, we have social session
and meeting in this regard. We also display on notice board and have
written communication with students and their parents.”
C.

Relationship with Parents
For Mubashir, he says that parents support is not good and satisfactory regarding

the success of students because, the parents almost belong to low income class and are
illiterate or less educated.
“I communicate the discipline and academic related information to the
parents through letters, phone and messengers and direct meeting.
Results vary but sometimes they are fruitful. I thoroughly communicate
the poor results of students with their parents, particularly the results of
pre-board examination. I occasionally engage in some constitution related
issues of PTC and other matters after the school duty hours.”
D.

Relationship with Students
Mubashir says, he keeps good and friendly relationship with my students.
“I am not from the local community where the school is sighted and
many of the students are not known to me personally. Yet, I try to know
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my students personally. I almost participate in the funeral, prayers and
condolence without any invitation and in ease of invitation; I participate
in the Waleema (local tradition of hospitality during wedding
ceremony) and wedding ceremonies of my students and their first blood
relatives.”
E.

Impact of Teachers’ Social Capital on School Culture
Mubashir uses group discussion, development of concept making and low cost

material, overhead projectors, display of charts and models and experimental work. He
also had student’s presentations specifically problems solving white board by the
students. The students also supervise by his school principal. The staff members had a
good term of mutual trust and respect.
For Mubashir, he is keenly interested to take initiatives and says that for the first
time he has started a system for academic tutorial and counseling in the school.
“I provide the students opportunity to prepare a school magazine on
rough pages about different sections, science, literature and other
subjects. This magazine included general issues, creative writing and
academics. He says that also arranges Mushairas (verses competition in
poetry), quizzes, Monthly Bazm-e Adab (literary program) and other
celebrations.
Anyhow, in my school system, there is no proper courage for seminars
and workshops of guest speakers. Besides, teacher community in general
do not give worth value to their professional development.”
Mubashir says that he has personally worked and participated in a number of
refresher courses and trainings in physics and math specifically under the umbrella of
science education projects regarding activity based teaching use and development of low
cost material. He says, “I have also worked as tutor and resource person along with
AIOU Islamabad for 17 years. All these were made possible through my social and
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personal relations”. He claims that these experiences help him to improve his teaching
methodology and to make the classroom environment conducive for teaching learning.
F.

Students’ Educational Aspirations
Mubashir says that his students have a moderate interest in his subject physics.
“I make my subject fascinating by incorporating practical exercises and
connecting it to the students' daily lives. The students are lazy by nature
and I make them regular by awarding certificates, medals or cash prizes
on good attendance. I also make them regular by keeping a close contact
with their parents.”
For Mubashir’s philosophy, he says that the students will do homework regular, if

their homework is regularly given, asked and checked. He argues, “The nature of the
homework shall not be boring, lengthy and unattractive. It must be creative and
innovative. I follow this path way to aspire my students to do homework regularly.”
My students always show excellent results in my subject.
“A number of students got handsome marks and were awarded by
scholarships by the govt. of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa of about 1.5 Crore
Rupees. First, I myself teach the subject for conceptual understanding of
students and hence, I attract them towards higher education in my
subject. A number of my students got higher education in my subject
physics/medical and engineering. I also tell them the success stories of
my colleagues and classmates. I also do the carrier counselling of my
students and tell them to continue their education at up to higher level
and, I always encourage them.”
Mubashir states that the students of his school are mostly belong to low socioeconomic status, low income, and they generally suffer by their family general attitude
towards higher education. This is a quite dim aspect of his students. Anyhow, he says, “I
motivate them to avail some scholarships.”
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Mubashir describes that there is close relationship/co-relation between family’s
social capitals and student’s educational aspirations. Both the capitals have a impact on
the student’s aspirations.
G.

Teacher Identities
Mubashir’s identity is of the SS in physics and that his subject matches to his

natural interest. He describes various methods of teaching of his subject and the methods
that uses frequently.
“There are two major approaches of teaching deductive and inductive
approach. Physics is a conceptual subject; it needs to be taught by both
approaches. All the methods can be used in the teaching of physics like
lecture, demonstration, CAI, constructivist approach, problem solving,
project method, enquiry method, lab method, discussion, co-operative
learning, assignment, interactive lecturing, and book reading. I always
apply the student interact method along with lecture, demonstration,
group discussion, ci-operative learning, interactive lecturing, activity
based teaching. I use lecture, demonstration, questioning, interactive
lecturing, group discussion, lab method, co-operative method. Frequently
these methods provide opportunity for students to become owner and
constructor of their knowledge and learning and hence, best for
conceptual understanding.”
Mubashir is very much satisfied from my teaching as SS. He says, “I need a lot of
resources like computer, internet, references books, funds for development of lesson
activities and low cost material. These things will improve my teaching for conceptual
understanding of students. As a teacher, I need refresher course in the use of student
method of teaching and in the complicated practical work.”
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For Mubashir, he says that the students had positive views about his teaching.
“They feel it a little difficult when they are in the school due to the nature
of the subject and their involvement. However, after completing and
learning the school, they admire my teaching publically in very good
words and remarks. My attitude with the students remains firm but not
strict. They are satisfied from m command over the subject, as I have
always satisfied from my method of teaching which I did through concept
mapping. At use of overhead projector, I always try to know the opinions
of the students about methods of teaching. However, students almost
show interest in Notes writing on the board and I am not in favor of just
notes writing. I explain them all the things in detail given in the textbook.
Best example of my professional life is that I divide the words/numerical
problems among the students in group and they present it in board before
the students and the other students question them. Similarly, they are
given the tasks to be completed in the limited time. In case of not doing
the task, I contact their parents many times.”
Mubashir says that the parents he arranges meeting with parents by the
permission of the principal. He says, “I communicate and share the academic status of the
students face to face. I also use phone, letters, and messengers.” He claims that the
parents are entirely satisfied from his work. The principal is also satisfied from his job
performance. The opinions of his colleagues are always positive and encouraging about
his teaching.
7.

Naveed

A.

Relationship with Principal
Naveed feels that principal of the school keeps distance with the teaching staff.
“His behavior is harsh and unfriendly. He considers himself superior
over the teaching staff. He considers himself and his family as landlord
high class/ elite class. His behavior is not friendly. He does according
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to his own mind set up. His encouragement is negligible. I have studied
him and I know that efforts to establish good and friendly relationship
with the principal is fruitless. Besides, my ego and self-respect also
does not permit me to do so. This is why my relationship with the
principal is only hierarchical and formal and not friendly. There is lack
of establishment of good relationship and coordination.”
Naveed directly communicates on students’ classroom problems verbally with the
principal.
“I only communicate and do not discuss because the problem is discussed
to sort out a collective solution to the problem and our principal do not
discuss the problem with teaching staff. He listens and then takes action
as he wish according to his own mind set up. The environment is not
favorable for teamwork. Due to lack of encouragement and friendly
relationship, my relations with the principal does not improve my
professional performance. I do not feel relaxed in such a tensed
environment. I feel boredom.”

B.

Relationship with Colleagues
Naveed is enhancing his teaching learning process to get collaboration with

colleagues.
“If I am not clear on any concept relevant to my subject, I share it with
my subject friends without any kind of hesitation. It enhances my
teaching learning process. I also share classroom problems with my
colleagues and after discussion, and I practically work on it. It also
enhances my teaching learning process.”
Naveed argues that teacher and students are the two important elements of a
classroom. Therefore, classroom environment also depends on the behavior of both the
elements.
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“However, our classes are overcrowded, therefore, our classroom
environment, mainly depends on the behavior of the students. If there are
mischievous students, I note them and discuss with my colleagues. After
discussion and conclusion, I apply the techniques in my classroom.
Through getting support from colleagues, I make the classroom
environment and climate conducive to teaching learning process. It gives
me fruitful results.”
Naveed has the responsibility to take two periods on a daily basis. After taking
classes, Naveed says, “I have much time to collaborate in planning with colleagues in cocurricular activities. I collaborate especially in CBS (Character Building Society), school
annual student admissions, Moral Activities (Akhlaqiyat) arranged every morning in the
school etc.”
Naveed narrates that he and his colleagues may face many problems for each
other regarding their duty and classroom.
“When a teacher is on leave, I take his period to control the class. When a
guest of any colleague comes or any kind of problem may face, I control
his class or change my period with him to control the class that
management problem may not arouse. Some subjects are compulsory and
all students are responsible to take these subjects. However, some
subjects are elective which are based on the choices of the students.
When classes of elective subjects starts, students change their
classrooms. During changes of science and humanities groups, students
waste their time and make a disturbance. I ensure that I am present at this
time and that the pupils are seated without wasting time or causing a
disruption. When there is any problem between a teacher and students, in
case of such situation, I ensure my presence and handle the situation. I
guide the student and to take apologizing from his teacher. I convince my
colleague also to cool and friendly.”
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For Naveed’s philosophy. some problems are not solved individually, e.g. late
comer students, truant students, students who make excuses all the times for leave or
short leave, students who neglect homework or assigned activities, uniform, cleanliness,
bring cell phones to school, use of cell phone in school, use of Naswar (quid/snuff),
quarrelling of students in the school/class etc.
“I note these students and then discuss in teachers’ meeting. If a student is
facing some problem and it comes in my notice, I investigate the problem.
After investigating the problem, I bring it to the table of my colleagues and
is discussed in the group and a possible solution is sort out. If a student is
Yateem (orphan) or helpless and has no guardian and source of income. I
help such students in the admission fee, examination fee, uniform and
transport charges from my own pocket, as my pocket permits. I also help
such students’ in treatment, if they fell ill. I also get financial help from my
colleagues to support them.”
C.

Relationship with Parents
Naveed narrates that parents or guardians support in contributing the success of

my students is negligible.
“Lack of awareness, jobless white collars in their surroundings, laboring
and earning livelihood far away from home are the reasons that they take
negligible interest in contributing to the success of their children. Parents
feel satisfaction and happiness mere that their children are enrolled in the
school. They afford the expenses of education of their children that is
why they send their children to school. Furthermore, they take no interest
in their children’s education.”
Naveed describes that if parents come to school, he warmly welcomes them.
“I receive them with honor and pay respect them. I hear them attentively.
I stress them to come to school again and again and share the problems of
their children.”
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Naveed follows a door-to-door campaign to get their support. He says, “I also
arrange meetings with parents in their homes.” Although, Naveed says, cell phone’s
contact is an easy way of contact with parents, but if an earlier relationship has
established between teachers and parents, then the cell phone is beneficial and plays a
role, otherwise its role is useless. He feels, “I tried too much to use a cell phone, but
failed to get parents involvement and cooperation.”
Naveed states that he provides two kinds of information on top priority basis to
parents about students.
“If there is a serious problem regarding a student, I inform parents. If I
have an outstanding or excellent student, I inform parents to be serious
for more care, improvement and concentration over the study of their
children. Besides these two cases, I inform the principal of the school and
he informs parents about students. He uses formal letters, cell phone or
inform parents through neighboring students. There is no culture of
information by email in our surroundings. Almost none of the parents use
email.”
If students continue to be missing, Naveed says he has made them regular. If
students have no notebooks, notebooks are provided to them by informing parents. If a
student is undisciplined and his behavior is not good, students’ behavior changed after
informing parents.
“One of my student named Shabli Ahmad, a student of class Part-1 was
using cell phone very frequently. He used to play Pub-G game, YouTube,
Facebook, etc. I guided and consulted that student. After my guidance and
counseling, he gave up the use of cell phone and concentrated over his
study. I observed quite an improvement in him. He took interest in his
study and classes. He, then, actively participated in classroom activities.”
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He says that his time is not fixed to spend in school related activities outside the
regular school working hours in meetings with parents. It depends on his needs and
availability. However, Naveed says, “I spend almost two hours in school related
activities.”

D.

Relationship with Students
Naveed accepts, “I am weak in getting familiarity with students and this comes in

my deficiency. I try, but cannot overcome. I know the names of my students. Besides, I
am familiar only with talented students.”
Naveed narrates that if a student needs special concentration or remedial work, he
gives a short time to that student.
“I tell the students, if they have any problem with my subject or
classroom problem, they may come in free period and share with me to
make clear themselves. Students come to me without hesitation and I give
them time as they needed.”
Naveed favors friendly relationship limited to ask their subject and classroom
problems frequently.
“Not more than that, I do not favor relationship with students. This
differentiates teacher student relationship from friendship. My behavior
and relationship with students is friendly. They feel sincerity and
devotion in my behavior for themselves.”
Naveed favors gap in the sense that not more than teaching, learning and
classroom problems may be discussed and shared because, students have many social,
moral, cultural and economic problems.
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“I keep gap not to share and discuss these problems. It diverts my
concentration from my main goals and objectives. Besides, my job is not
to know and solve these problems. To some extent, I allow the students to
share, but not at all. Gap make students obedient and reasonable. When
there is a gap, then students ask and share only subject and classroom
problems and do not waste time in irrelevant discussion and matters.
They concentrate over their content and subject matter. They remain in
the circle of respect.”
Naveed also observes the limitations of gap that students do not feel confident
and feel hesitation in subject and classroom problems.
They avoid and ignore their teachers. If a task is assigned and give to
them, they do not show interest. They consider teaching as a load over
themselves. They feel boredom and tiredness in the class.
E.

Impact of Teachers’ Social Capital on School Culture
Naveed says that there is atmosphere of trust between principal and teachers

regarding students’ problems. Besides students’ problems, Naveed says, “there is a lack
of trust between principal and teachers.”
“Principal do not trust teachers as principal is suspected over teachers. He
does not take an interest in the solution of teachers’ problems. Teachers
also do not trust over students because they do not follow instructions of
teachers, e.g. negligence of homework, doing assignments, participation
in activities, showing the expected outcomes. Students are trusted over
teachers. They come regular and punctual, take classes, ask questions,
take part in discussion and share their classroom problems.”
Naveed describes that parents trust teachers because parents admit their children
with us. He says, “We do not trust parents because they do not cooperate us after getting
admission for their children. They do not keep in touch with teachers regarding their
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children’s education.” He states, “Teaching staff trust over each other. They discuss
matters and problems with each other which they face.” If needs, Naveed says, “Staff
receive guidance and consultation from each other.”
Naveed recognizes to possess the quality of initiative steps to improve instruction
and make the school environment conducive for teaching learning, students’ problem’s
solution, discipline, and to solve difficulties of students regarding subject, teaching and
learning. He describes, “In our school environment, there was no tradition on
presentation by students. I took imitative in this regard.” Now, Naveed says, “it is a
compulsory part of our teaching and learning processes.”
Naveed describes that his colleagues encourages him to take initiative steps and
follow him. He also extends his cooperation and encourages his colleagues, if they took
initiatives, which help in the provision of quality education.
Naveed feels that he has no opportunities for his professional development. He
says, I deprived until now to provide any opportunity for professional development.
There is no program from the department or school.”
Naveed gets help in professional development from his social capital informally.
He also does not invite experts to school from his social capital to get help in professional
development.
“Because such kind of activities demand many things, e.g. principal does
not allow or permit to invite expert. It requires time from the routine
regular school timetable while principal does not allow during school
hours. He tries to convince principal to do so but he strongly opposes it.”
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F.

Students’ Educational Aspirations
Naveed feels that students do not take interest in the subject of Physics and

consider it very much difficult.
“I try to make it easier for them, but the result is not satisfactory. The
main reason of this is that there is no merit policy for admission. All
those who mere pass SSC (Secondary School Certificate) examination,
are allowed to take admission. The background of the admitted students
is very low and do not know the fundamentals of my subject. My subject
demands practical work and there is no equipped laboratory for practical
work. I teach only through the lecture method, which does not match the
nature of my subject. Students take admission in science group through
their own choice and stress of parents without considering their
intelligence quotient, educational background and consultation with
experts. Besides, my subject is in English and they are very weak in
English listening, reading, writing and speaking. I make clear the
concepts of my subject in mother language, but the students have to read
and write in English and they are unable to do so.”
Naveed influences the students’ aspirations of attending the classes regularly. He
advises the students to attend the classes regularly.
“I take students’ attendance on a daily basis in my class. My behavior
with them is friendly. I involve them in teaching and learning process. I
assign presentations to them and they prepare the assigned topic and
present with interest. If a student remains absent, I inquire him, contact
him and sometimes report him to the principal and necessary disciplinary
action is taken against him. I also inform parents about their absentees.”
Naveed also influences the students’ aspirations of doing homework regularly. He
says, “I insist on doing homework and check regularly. I appreciate students for doing
homework and award them rewards for regularity in doing homework.”
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Naveed feels that almost majority of the students fail in the monthly tests, while
they show good results in the home examination.
“They take a monthly test light, less important and consider it mere
formalities. In monthly tests, no student is allowed to cheat. At home and
external examination, they feel responsible for their promotion, while
they also avail the opportunity of cheating in the home examination
conducted by the school and external examinations conducted by Board
of Intermediate and Secondary Education.”
Naveed narrates that he influences the students’ aspirations of attending higher
education.
“When a new session starts, from the first day I stress them to work hard
and continue their education. I explain them importance of education.
They realize the importance of education and influence aspirations of
attending higher education.”
G.

Teacher Identities
Naveed recognizes that his subject physics does not match with his natural

interest. He says, “I selected it with my own choice without proper guidance, counselling
and consultation with experts. Later on, I felt that it does not match with my natural
interest.”
Naveed also recognizes that he is not satisfied with his teaching as SS.
“There are various reasons responsible for my dissatisfaction such as
non-availability of equipped laboratory, audio visual aids, no merit policy
for admission, low and weak educational background of students, and
lack of students’ interest and non-cooperation of parents.”
Naveed feels that he is intensively needed for resources for improvement, which
are the fundamental requirement of his subject.
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“It will not only facilitate and improve my teaching towards achievement
of the desired goals and objectives, but students will also take interest and
will motivate them. With the changeable circumstances, new contents
and subject matters are included in my subject to meet the needs and
demands of changeable circumstance. I am intensively need refresher
courses, seminars, workshops and training regarding newly included
materials in the subject.”
Naveed often gets feedback from students about his teaching. Whenever, Naveed
says, he inquired, students are satisfied and having no observation over his teaching.
“I ask from students to give me suggestion to improve my teaching. They
tell me that they are satisfied. One of my students named Wasifullah s/o
Wali Rahman, student of Part-11, R/O Dheri, told me that I understand
and like your teaching more than my father teaches, as he is also a
teacher.”
Naveed does not feel well in today’s school environment where many
educational changes are currently taking place rapidly ignoring the ground
realities.
“These changes are taking place abruptly and not research based without
proper planning by the authorities. Problems are created for teachers and
not facilitated. These changes create tension and boredom. Biometric
attendance is declared compulsory while transport and residence facilities
are not provided, monitoring system is established and too much
authority is given. It works only to pa surprise visits and deduct salary
from teachers on unauthorized leave. Its establishment is not only extra
burden on the national budget, but also a parallel system to the hierarchy.
The practice of many deductions from salary in the name of collecting
funds without permission of teachers created economic problems.
Number of casual leaves are decreased from three days to one day in a
month, etc. I am always ready to cope with these changes because; I am
bound to follow orders and notification issued from time to time.”
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Naveed narrates that he does not arrange formal or informal meetings with
students’ parents for getting their feedback about his teaching. He says, “As I am a nonlocal teacher. I hardly reach school on time and after closing school, I leave the school
and come back to home.”
Naveed realizes that principal of the school is satisfied from his teaching and job
performance. He is satisfied from is regularity and punctuality in attending school,
teaching with sincerity and devotion, showing good results and obedience.
Naveed also realizes that colleagues say that students are satisfy from you. They
also say. “Before you, students were not satisfied from the subject teacher who has been
transferred. He possessed the command over his subject, but might not proper teaching
method.”
8.

Zamin

A.

Relationship with Principal
Zamin has a good relationship with the principal of my school. He coordinates

and supports the principal in all the school matters. He says that due to his coordinating
and supporting behavior, principal of the school pays positive response to him. He
encourages his support extended to him and supports him as a reward.
Zamin communicates students’ classroom problems with principal of the school.
“Those students who do not take interest in my lecture during my subject
period. There is pressure of accommodation of the students in the
classrooms. Too many students are given admission due to local pressure
and policy of the Government of KP. Besides, there is no merit policy for
admission. All those students who qualify SSC Examination is given
admission. I communicate the absent students to make the students
regular. I sometimes call the principal to the class and point out the
absent students to him. I also sometimes take the absent students through
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class monitor or I myself present them before the principal. When I
observe any deficiency in the school, I bring it in the notice of the
principal.”
Zamin plays a bonding role among his colleagues and a bridging role between his
colleagues and principal of the school. He says, “Principal of the school gives weightage
and honors my opinions. I feel no hesitation to express my opinion regarding any
classroom problems, my colleagues or any school matters. Principal of the school takes
actions after expression of my opinion.”
Zamin narrates that behavior of the principal is friendly which motivates and
encourages him.
“Due to motivation and encouragement, I take interest in my teaching. I
feel an environment of satisfaction and favorable. Due to which it makes
me regular and punctual in my duty. My attendance is almost 100%. My
subject result always comes 100% until date.”
B.

Relationship with Colleagues
Zamin narrates that his relationship with colleagues is always friendly. He says, “I

always collaborate with my colleagues. When I feel any problem, I discuss it with my
colleagues. I get need base counseling from them.”
Zamin improves his knowledge of subject through collaboration with colleagues.
“Of course, collaboration with my colleagues improve and enhances my
teaching learning process. When, I feel any problem regarding my subject
and classroom, I discuss it with my colleagues and solve with
collaboration of my colleagues.
I am in favor of teamwork. I get too much support from my colleagues to
make the classroom environment and climate conducive for teaching
learning process. I get the collaboration of my colleagues for the success
of students. Due to our collective efforts, every year our students get
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scholarship named “Storey Da Pakhtunkhwa Program” stipend rupees
15000 per month for two years. Our student named Faiz Muhammad s/o
Saud Muhammad R/O village Kot got 1st position among humanities
group in 2013 BISE Malakand. One of our student named Fazal Ghaffar
s/o Fazal Ahad R/O village Kot got 3rd position among humanities group
in 2015 BISE Malakand. Most of the students get good marks in in the
internal and annual examinations conducted by BISE Malakand. All these
are the result and output of our collaboration and teamwork.”
Zamin says that he gives too much time in planning with colleagues in curricular
activities. After his subject classes, Zamin gives all time in school for curricular
activities. I set in school library in the vacant classes. However, he does not collaborate in
planning with colleagues in co-curricular activities.
“In our school, each teacher has assigned various responsibilities and
duties for co-curricular activities. For example, a teacher named Said
Mahmood is the in charge for Volley Ball, Sayed Mohsin Shah and Mr.
Ghani Ur Rahman is for literary activities and IPE for Physical activities.
The selected committees do not feel my need and I do not feel
participation in such activities. Yet, I have interest in co-curricular
activities. I take part in Gardening of the school. It matches with my
natural interest and inclination. I feel too much satisfaction in gardening.”
For Zamin, he plays an active and efficient role as a staff member for making
group decisions to solve problems.
“I discuss the problems with principal in isolation. If possible, I arrange a
meeting of teachers and principal. If there is any miss understanding
between teachers and principal, I discuss it with teachers’ principal and
solve it. In case of latecomer’s students, I inquire from the students for
coming late. I find out the reasons, counsel with the students and then I
discuss it with my colleagues. During admission of the students and
examination fee, I pay the needy and poor students admission and
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examination fee from my own pocket. I personally support few students
on regular basis. I also collect fund from my colleagues and support the
needy students from such fund. I do not get support in such case from the
principal of the school principal of the school is not interested in this
regard. Government of the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa provide free textbooks.
Sometimes, some of our students’ loss their books. I with the
collaboration of my colleagues made strict rules and guide the students to
take care of their books. Our classes are too much congested which create
seating and management problems. I solve such problems with the
coordination of my colleagues.”
C.

Relationship with Parents
Zamin describes that this is our tragedy that many of the parents do not

take interest and give attention in their children’s academic success.
“Their role is negligible in this regard. Parents have no time for their
children’s regarding academic success of their children. Educational ratio
of parents is very low. Many of the parents, after passing their children
SSC examination, they try their best to recruit their children in security
forces or send them abroad especially to UAE or KSA for earning
livelihood. Even I write letters to the Imams (Religious Scholars who
leads prayers in mosques) and meet with them to announce in the Jumma
Khutba (Speech during the Friday Prayer) to advice the parents of the
children to send their children to school regularly and contact the school
regarding their children success and problems. I myself meet with parents
in this regard but response of the parents in this connection is almost
negligible. I do efforts to get support from parents or guardians in
contributing the success of my students but all my efforts in vain. I
arrange various functions such as celebrating national days i.e. 6
September as Defense day, 14 August as Independence, Parents Day, and
Annual Result Day etc. I invite parents to school to these functions.
Students show their performance before their parents but the ratio of
parents’ attendance is negligible.”
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Zamin states that he provides information to parents about students’ who do not
come to school regularly, students’ absenteeism, subject knowledge information, lack of
interest in the teaching learning, position of students in the monthly tests, best
performance, betterment and improvement suggestions regarding students, character and
behavior.
“I send school class – 4, as a special messenger to inform parents
regarding

their

children,

information

letters

and

to

receive

acknowledgement and cellphone calls. Besides, I am a local teacher and
many of the parents are my villagers and relatives. I know them
personally. I meet with parents in “Ghami Khoshi (Events of sorrow and
happiness) and in the Jumma (Friday) prayer.”
Zamin narrates that he also contacts parents through neighboring students. These
contacts and information give fruitful results. He says, “It controls students’ absentees,
improves academic successes, and result of my subject in the examination comes
excellent. It also improves the moral and character of my students”. Here, he describes
one of his students from personal teaching life experience.
“One of my students was very expert in lame excuses. He remained absent
from school and almost made excuses for short leave. The excuse was
“irrigating fields and farming”. I called his elder brother and discussed the
excuses of his brother. He told me that we have no irrigated land. After
that, the student exposed and then never remain absent and demanded for
short leave. He became regular.”
He states that at least three hours, he spends school related activities outside the
regular school’s working hours in meeting with parents.
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D.

Relationship with Students
Zamin narrates that as he serving in his village, therefore, he knows almost all his

students personally. He knows the names of all his students. He knows their families,
fathers’ professions and socio - economic background.
“I always keep my students in observation both formally and informally.
I note their actions and reactions, behavior, interests, mind set up and
capability of learning. I keep in touch to the needs of my students, solve
their problems and meet their needs and demands.”
Zamin favors friendly relationships with students.
“I keep my behavior, relationships with students so friendly and reliable
based on trust that they share their problems with me without any fear or
hesitation. Many of the mothers of the students keep no “Purdah” due to
my reliable and trustworthy relationships. If any of my students became
ill, I go to his home for his Bemarpursi (ask after). I also help them from
my own pocket sources. Students and their parents consider me as their
family member. They invite me and consider my presence as a proud in
celebrating their any kind of gatherings, events and functions.”
Zamin also favors gap but only to a level so that teacher and students may be
differentiated.
“Not more than that, I do not favor gap. Keeping such gap forbids
students not to do mischievous actions. It keeps the students disciplined
and differentiates among teacher and students from friends. While
keeping too much gap, students will not share and discuss their problems.
They will feel fear and hesitation.”
E.

Impact of Teachers’ Social Capital on School Culture
Zamin says that he does many efforts to make the classroom environment and

climate conducive for teaching learning process.
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“I dictate a Hadith with brief background and explanation. I use “Qissa
Goyee (Story Telling)” method of teaching which is very effective for the
teaching of my subject and students take keen interest. When I feel that
the students are tired or bored, I intentionally share anecdotes and joke
relevant to the situation and my topic. I establish and keep friendly
relationships with my students. My behavior with the students is
friendly.”
Zamin states that there is atmosphere of trust in his school.
“The students trust their teachers. They express freely their classroom
problems with their teachers. They consider their teachers as their friends.
There is atmosphere of trust among colleagues. If a teacher remains on
leave or even a teacher is present in school and he has some problem,
another teacher takes his class and facilitates him. If a teacher faces some
problem during his class, my colleagues and I ensure our presence,
handle the situation, and solve the problem. We freely share classroom
problems regarding classroom discipline, subject etc. with each other.”
Zamin describes that there is lack of trust between principal and teachers.
“Sometimes, if a teacher gives suggestion or express his opinion to
principal regarding classroom problem or school matters, he remains
doubtful and do not trust. If we need financial aid to meet the need of
classroom and teaching learning, he does not extend his cooperation. If
we send the names of poor students to help them from school’s poor fund
or from supporting any financial organization, he does not trust and
considers it with doubtful thinking. He thinks that either nepotism will be
involved or personal interest. Besides, he is a shaky mood person.”
Zamin, states that parents trust the school and this is the reason that they admit
their children in our school but they do not inquire their children or contact the school
after getting admissions for their children. However, there is lack of trust in the sense that
they do not cooperate in the academic success of their children. He says, “They have put
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all the responsibility on the shoulder of school. If their children fails, only then they come
to school and ask for the failure of their children. They make responsible school for the
failure of their children.”
Zamin claims to possess the quality of initiative steps to improve instruction and
make the school environment conducive for teaching learning. Observing any deficiency,
Zamin says, “I immediately notice it and take initiative step for removing the observed
deficiency. I also bring the deficiency in the notice of my colleagues and a collective
decision and efforts are taken. I solve it myself and if needed, take help from my
colleagues. If I feel that it will not solve without help of the principal, then I bring it in
the notice of the principal.” He describes one of his students from his personal
experience.
“A student named Ibrar s/o Gul Rose, student of class First Year, often
jumped over the boundary wall of the school. He was a habitual truant. I
noticed him. Next day, I called the student to staffroom and guided him.
He followed my instructions and guidance and after that, he never act this
action again. Besides, I took coaching classes with that student not to do
so. When I inquired from the student why he was doing so. He told me
that I have appointments with my friends and therefore, I do truancy.”
Zamin feels that there are no opportunities for his professional
development.
“During the nine years of services, I have been provided no single
opportunity for my professional development. Department of E&SE,
govt. of KP, has no program for the professional development of SS. I
feel

intensive

need

for

professional

methodologies and educational technology.”
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development

in

teaching

F.

Students’ Educational Aspirations
Zamin narrates that students take much interest in his subject.
“As my subject is Islamiat which belongs to the religion of Islam. All my
students are Muslims, and being a Muslim, students take interest in my
subject. Besides, my teaching methodology, command over my subject,
preparation for class and my friendly relationships with students make
my subject interesting for them.”
Zamin motivates motivate the students to attend the classes regularly. He says, “I

give them examples of the previous shining students of this school that how they become
shining stars. I also give them examples of the locality who are on charming positions
and their contributions to develop the nation.”
Zamin influences the students’ aspirations of doing homework regularly tell them
to do their homework regularly with spirit and interest.
“I tell them that it is essential for a great man to be a great reader. I
motivate them that those students who do their homework, they get good
marks and show good results. I check their homework on daily basis
before starting new topic. I also assign home activities to develop their
creative abilities and check the assigned activities regularly. I give them
examples give them examples from the locality who were hard workers
and did homework and now are on charming positions.”
Zamin also proudly says that no single student failed in his subject in the
examination throughout his total teaching experience of nine years. All his students pass
his subject in the examinations. He says, “School record shows my performance in this
regard.”
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Zamin influences the students’ aspirations of attending higher education to tell
and advise them to continue their academic career as education is the sole source of your
uprising. He tells them not to leave their education.
G.

Teacher Identities
Zamin’s identity is of the SS in Islamiat. For Zamin, Definitely, his subject

matches too much with his natural interest. He narrates, “My subject belongs to the
religion Islam and Almighty Allah says in the Holy Quran that Religion Islam is the
Religion of Nature.”
Zamin uses Lecture Method and Story Telling for the teaching of his subject.
“I use Lecture Method very frequently because Lecture Method is the
suitable method for the teaching of my subject. There is no practical work
in my subject and demands an oral explanation and description.”
Zamin is too much satisfied from his teaching as a SS. He feels need for resources
for improving himself.
“Being an SS, I feel the need of improvement in “Modern Jurisprudence
Problems”. Opportunities may give of taking sessions with experts to
improve my knowledge. I may provide opportunities of Higher Education
i.e. MPhil and PhD in my subject.”
Zamin gets feedback from his students about his teaching.
“They satisfy from my command over subject, teaching method, body
language, friendly relationships, behavior and attitude. Students tell me
that my teaching is according their mental level, easier and
understandable. When, I take monthly tests or pre-board exam, many of
my students write the words and examples that I describe in the class
during my lecture.”
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Zamin does not feel easy and satisfaction in today’s school environment where
many educational changes are taking place rapidly. He states, “Department of E&SE,
govt. of KP, brings changes avoid ground realities and are not research based. These
changes have disturbed the environment in which I feel dissatisfaction and disturbance”.
However, Zamin claims that he adjusts himself as he has the ability of adaptability and
adjustment with the changeable circumstances.
Formal meetings with parents of the students are fruitfulness, as the majority of
the parents do not come to school.
“Informally, I am a local teacher and he meets with parents. Parents are
satisfied from me and tell me that our children satisfy from you and
appreciates me that I take steps for the betterment of the school.
Zamin Principal of the school is satisfied with my performance. My
colleagues also satisfy from my work.”
As for Zamin, he does not feel easy and satisfaction in today’s school
environment where many educational changes are taking place rapidly.
“Department of E&SE, govt. of KP, brings changes avoid ground
realities and are not research based. These changes have disturbed the
environment in which he feels dissatisfaction and disturbance.”
He maintains, however, that he has the ability to adapt and adjust to
changing situations, and thus he modifies himself.
9.

Farman

A.

Relationship with Principal
Farman narrates that his relationship with the principal is good.
“He fully encourages me and favors my suggestions and me. On regular
basis, I have full right to express my opinion. My principal honors my
opinion fully and give them high marks. Good and friendly relations with
the boss creates conducive environment for learning and teaching
process. Thus, it helps, encourages and improves my professional
performance.”
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B.

Relationship with Colleagues
Farman narrates that teamwork collaboration enhances his teaching learning

process.
“Nearly all my colleagues have different subject but I often get
suggestions from them being experienced teacher and thus, help improve
my subject. My colleagues fully support me to make the classroom
environment conducive for teaching learning process. Each member of
my staff strive hard for students’ success and thus, help each other. We
give enough time to discuss co-curricular activities from the start of the
session at the end of each month.”
He states that he is an active staff member and play active role in decisionmaking. He is the Chief Procter and therefore, his decision is honored.
C.

Relationship with Parents
Farman says that parents do not support him. They do not pay need based visits,

encourages his decisions and thus do not extend their support. He informs parents’
regarding students’ attendance record of their children and inform them of their kids’
behavior.
“I inform them through mobile phone. By sharing this information, I get
fruitful results in the academic as well as behavior of the students. My
student named Afrasiab of class 1st year was a habitual late comer and
paid less attention in the class. I called his father, discussed this issues
with him and after that I witnessed a havoc change in the behavior of that
student.”
Farman accepts that he has not scheduled meetings with parents this time rather it is
always need based setting.
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D.

Relationship with Students
Farman states that he tries his level the best to know most about his students.
“Through introductory questions and discussion, I try to get familiar with
them. Friendly relations are essential. I try my level the best to meet the
needs of all my students.”

For Farman’s philosophy, gap creates hatred, so, “I discourage gap with students”.
E.

Impact of Teachers’ Social Capital on School Culture
Farman argues that without conducive environment, “I think teaching is

impossible.” He describes that there is atmosphere of trust in his school.
“Staff members pay respect and homage to each other. Students trust the
teachers; share their problems with the teachers. Similarly, there is a tie
of trust among teachers, principal and parents.”
Farman describes recognizes that he is a good initiator. He says, “My colleagues
encourage my steps”. He says, “I myself encourage initiative step takers.”
“I took initiative steps towards plantation in the school. I also raised
funds for needy students of the school. The teachers in this regard also
co-operated. Social relationship helps improve my professional field.
Although, there is not any formal coaching yet, social dealings do
improve my professional skills.”
F.

Students’ Educational Aspirations
Farman states that students take good interest in his subject (English). He

describes that being a rising international language students tries much to learn his
subject.
“I encourage and praise regular students. I often give rewards to those
students who do their homework on time. I praise them in front of other
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students. So far, my students have shown an excellent result in their
examinations.”
By setting high standards of life, Farman encourages his students for higher
education. He states that family background and family support and encouragement very
much affect education approach. He says, “I think family social capital has more impact
on students’ educational aspiration.”
G.

Teacher Identities
Farman identity is of the SS in English and his subject and interest are cent

percent matching. He describes that there are different methods as grammar translational
method, direct method, lecture method etc.
“I prefer direct method as it makes the process easy for the student. My
satisfaction depends upon my students’ interest, when they take interest, I
feel satisfaction. There is always a room for improvement. Refresher
courses taking and workshops can improve my subject, which is not
available to me.”
Farman recognizes that his students are very much impressed and satisfied from
my teaching and methodology.
“I very often ask their opinion about my teaching and myself. Their
respect and love with me shows their interest. They talk about me, and
my subject in the public and thus, show their interest.”
Farman asks parents in face to face meetings, through cell phone and informal
interactions about their kids, their interest in the subject and their opinion about himself.
He says, “My principal and colleagues are satisfied from my teaching.”
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10.

Sajjad

A.

Relationship with Principal
Sajjad narrates that his ties with the principal are good.
“My principal favors and encourages me in all positive works. My
principal appreciates all activities and steps, which are for the betterment
and welfare of students, whenever there is need, or a problem arises, I
communicate with principal usually in monthly staff meeting in which
issues are discussed. I have full right to express my opinion. The
principal hears my opinion and discuss it.”
The one thing, which is beyond Sajjad’s understanding that his boss says “Say

Yes to whatever I say. Then it is up to you, you do that or not. But in my front don’t say
“No”, I mind it.” He says that there is revenge (policy) in his school.
B.

Relationship with Colleagues
Sajjad gets no support from his colleagues to make the classroom environment

and climate conducive for teaching learning process because he faces and handle all kind
of environment himself. Similarly, Sajjad says, “I do not collaborate in planning with
colleagues in co-curricular activities because I do not feel their need.”
Sajjad describes that at the start of session, he spends much time on curricular and
co-curricular activities.
“As I am assistant in Bazm-e-Adab. Therefore, I spend much time on
planning for it. I play active role whenever a committee is formed for the
solution of a problem. Whatever decision is taken; I do my level best to
execute that plan. I perform the duty of Day Master and help Chief
Proctor and principal to curb the problematic students.”
Sajjad says that school management and running is not an individual task.
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“It demands a group and teamwork. Effective process for decisionmaking requires the unity of teachers. They should not think individually
or not work for individual interest. Their aim should be student and
effective teaching learning in the interest of student for the sake of
learning and problem solution. To concentrate on student, solve many
problems, we work collaboratively.”
Sajjad narrates that majority of the staff members trust in each other but only two
teachers are not trusted.
“They are in search of opportunity to disgrace their colleagues, share the
staffroom talks and gossip with authorities. If one is doing any positive
activity in school, they oppose him. They play the role of dog in the
mongrel. They do not agree with others and thus, the whole plan is
destroyed, but as a whole, there is found an environment of mutual trust.”
C.

Relationship with Parents
Sajjad feels that parents or guardians support is negligible.
“Majority of the parents are illiterate and are laborer. They are out of
home to earn livelihood abroad in Abu-Dhabi, KSA etc. or far away from
home like in Rawalpindi, Lahore and Karachi etc. Often students bring a
shopkeeper as a guardian. I encourage parents’ involvement. When
parent comes, I give him respect, appreciate, and encourage visiting the
school every month. I show him his son’s attendance, test results etc.
Getting their support, we try not to give admission without
parents/guardian. I share with them their sons’ academic and behavior. If
there is a system of sending regular messages of student’s attendance, test
result, behavior and guardians play their role then, the system can
improve a lot.”
Sajjad

provides

information

to

parents

about

students’

achievement,

improvement, monthly test result, attendance and behavior through cell phone and
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neighboring students. He argues its result is fruitful and such students never misbehave,
comes to school on time and participate actively. Besides, Sajjad says, some students
become obedient.
“I personally restricted few students. When their guardian came, they
were in aggressive mood but when I related the whole story and showed
the student’s record, attendance, and other teacher remarks, then their
eyes opened and started beating the students. From that day students are
obedient, never make mistake and are regular.”
On regular basis, Sajjad says, “I check student’s attendance and maintain register.
I call parents of individual students.” However, almost, he says, “sorry to say that there is
no proper mechanism in which teachers, parents and students are meet.”
D.

Relationship with Students
Very little, Sajjad says, “I know about students personally.” He says that they

come from far and wide and he is also a non-local local teacher. Frankly speaking, Sajjad
recognizes that it is his weakness to remember the name of all students.
“Sometimes, I remember their Roll Numbers. For this, I adopt a strategy.
Daily I ask four or five students name and their area, father occupation
etc. I remember the names of mischievous students and talented easily.
Whenever, a student make disturbance in the class I ask his name and
father name, village etc. and thus, I remember their names. However, to
get familiarity with students, I ask them their names, village name, father
name, father occupation, their marks and relations.”
Sajjad narrates that his class duration is forty minutes and there are more than one
hundred students in my class. He says, “All in my class out of forty minutes, 10-15
minutes is spending on students’ attendance, seating arrangement etc. besides, the 2nd
year English course content, exercise, grammar, and essay writing require more time.”
Sajjad is in favor of friendly relationship with students.
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“I always try to build rapport with students. It is the best way and strategy
to set familiarity. I share relevant jokes with them. I also encourage
students to participate and share opinions and thoughts as they are mature
especially in a language class the teacher is not so strict and literary
person do have a sense of humor. In a friendly relation, students become
more obedient, do not get bored, come happily to school, and enjoy the
class. Keeping gap has no advantages and benefits. It deprives students
from many opportunities. But this relationship should not cross the
boundary of morality and ethics. Students should not be given too much
freedom. It should not cross teacher’s honesty, fairness and integrity.”
Sajjad always encourages those who tries new things and work for the school
welfare. He says, “I fully extend my cooperation and always available and ready to help
them.”
E.

Impact of Teachers’ Social Capital on School Culture
Sajjad makes the classroom environment and climate conducive for teaching

learning problem.
“I check students’ uniform, books, seating arrangement. Solve the
problems of students before starting the activities. I do not criticize my
students partially. I give examples from day to day life (importance of
education) to make them inspire. I make the lesson easy for them and
teach the topic according to their mental level keeping in mind the
individual differences.”
Sajjad describes that majority of the staff members trust in each of them but some
members are doubtful.
“They are in search of opportunities to disgrace colleagues. They have
the habit of backbiting. Often on school issues, they have differences. As
a whole, the atmosphere is good. There is lack of trust between principal
and few teachers. These few members do not want the end of
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problems/issues from school because they think that its credit goes to the
principal.”
Sajjad has the quality of initiative steps. He feels, “I have observed that some of
my colleagues discourage me, when I do something positive or took imitative step”. He
says, “As I am in charge of school cleanliness and social work. When I take help from
students and involve them, they discourage me. Their relationship with the principal is
not good.”
In Sajjad’s class, he has more than 100 students, time duration is only 40 minutes
and more than 10 minutes are spent on roll call (attendance) of students. That is why,
Sajjad says, “I frequently use lecture, demonstration and grammar translation methods
but I follow active lecture method. I keep them active by asking concept clarity
questions.”
Sajjad realizes that he is fully satisfied from his teaching but he faces

lack of

sources and resources like multimedia, library, separate office, audio visual aids and
separate class for grammar, 40 students in a class, then further improvement is possible.
He says that his students love his teaching and takes interest.
“They are fully satisfied. After a week, I ask them at the end of lecture in
class that if you are not satisfied or feel anything difficult and unclear,
you can ask and tell me so that I make clear to you. They show their
satisfaction.”
Sajjad says that in today’s school environment, “I want to keep myself updated,
know the psychology of student and try to reach the level of student. I fill the gap and
arrange activities according to their interest, needs and abilities.”
Based on monthly meeting and other meetings, Sajjad gets feedback from
teachers about his teaching.
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“They appreciate my teaching. My principal is quite satisfied from my
teaching and job performance and so are my colleagues. I never received
any sort of observation or complaint from them.”
F.

Students Educational Aspirations
Sajjad describes that English is a compulsory but tough subject for students. That

is why all students do not take interest in this subject.
“Students with C and D grade are also in my class. They even do not
know the a, b, c of English language especially the humanities group
students. I adopt different methods, strategies to mature them and make
them learn. I try to develop competition among them. I share proverb
with them with Urdu meaning and compares Pashto and English language
meaning. I give them such vocabulary, which is useful in daily life. I
stress in notes taking meaning and vocabulary. To make their hand
writing well, I myself write words and sentences, in their calligraphy
notebooks. I gave them example of successful people. I often tell them
that nothing is impossible but believe in yourself, maintain diary, speak,
write and read English.”
Sajjad gives students the examples of successful and popular personalities, share
experiences of university life, B.S and M.A, M.Sc. program in the university. I often tell
students that it is an age of competition, and without higher education, the achievement of
no good job is possible.
Sajjad recognizes that family affects an individual’s education aspiration.
“Family is the background, if parent invest more on their children. They
are aware of their children's needs and provide resources and support.
Uneducated parents cannot provide such facilities as compare to educated
parents. However, if parents extend their cooperation, students show
good results and perform well. Whichever social capital is more
dominant that will predict educational aspiration of students. Family’s
social capital is more likely to predict educational aspiration.”
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G.

Teacher Identities
In Sajjad’s storey, his identity is of the SS in English and his subject English is

according to his natural disposition.
“It absolutely matches with my natural interest. Different methods and
techniques are used for the teaching of my subject e.g. lecture method,
direct/indirect method, grammar translation method, participative
method, demonstration method, inductive-deductive method, especially
for grammar. Besides, group and pair work method, collaborative enquiry
and task based. Besides, different techniques and strategies can also be
used e.g. Role-Play, Brainstorming, Task-Based Learning, Inductive and
Deductive method especially in grammar, etc. I adopt different methods
and strategies for their motivation. I encourage them to speak and write
English, maintain diary and read more and more. Due to my sincere
efforts, my students show excellent results.”
Sajjad says that principal of the school is satisfied from his job performance. He
says. “My principal often observes my class/teaching from start to end, but didn’t tell me
anything that how it was. He seems that he is satisfied with my performance.” Sajjad
says, but “I never tried to know the opinion of parents about my subject and teaching
methodology.” He says that his colleagues are also satisfied from his teaching.
He says, “My students love my teaching, take interest and are fully satisfied.”
“After a week, I ask at the end of lecture in class that if they feel anything
to make clear, are not satisfied, they can tell him so that he may change
his methodology. I often ask them if you do not know or have any
problem with my teaching and teaching methodology you can tell me or
yet they had any problem, they can shift to another section as we have
two sections and two SS in English in our school. In response, they say
all right and that they understand easily.”
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Sajjad feels that the course changes frequently. He says, “Training should be
given that how and what method should be used for teaching especially to overcrowded
classes. Those who write or compile the textbook should deliver that training.”
4.4 Cross-Case Analysis to Reveal Key Commonalities and Differences amongst the
Teachers Emerged from the Participants’ Stories
Following are the cross-case analysis to reveal key commonalities and differences
amongst the teachers emerged from the participants’ stories.
Research Question – 1
How does social capital impact teachers’ professional performance?
Table No. 4.2 Commonalities and Differences among the Respondents Regarding
Social Capital Impact on Teachers’ Professional Performance
Commonalities
1

Commonalities and Differences among the Respondents Regarding Relationship with Principal
All the respondents favor relationship with the
principal for the enhancement of professional
performance

2

1. Seven of the respondents have good relationship with their principals.
They communicate and share classroom problems and sort out solution to
the problems in collaboration.
2. Three of the respondents narrated lack of good relationship due to the
authoritative and harsh behavior of their schools’ principals. Adversely,
there is communication gap and lack of collaboration between them.

Commonalities and Differences among the Respondents Regarding Relationship with Colleagues
Nine of the respondents are agreed on the
collaboration with colleagues for the
enhancement of professional performance

3

Differences

Only one respondent says that one’s own competencies are sufficient for
professional enhancement. Colleagues have no role in professional
performance

Commonalities and Differences Among the Respondents Regarding Relationship with Parents
All of the respondents consider good
relationship with parents for their professional
performance but the parents do not keep their
relationship with teacher, which badly impact
their professional performance.

4

Commonalities and Differences among the Respondents Regarding Relationship with Students
Eight of the respondents consider friendly
relationship with students for professional
performance.

Two respondents are opposed due to immaturity of students who may
become free and disturb the class environment. When there is a gap, then
students ask and share only subject and classroom problems and do not waste
time in irrelevant discussion and matters. They concentrate over their content
and subject matter. They remain in the circle of respect.
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The above summary in the Table No. 4.2 shows that all the teachers favor
relationship with principal for the enhancement of professional performance. Seven of the
respondents have good relationship with their principals. They communicate and share
classroom problems and sort out solution to the problems in collaboration. Three of the
respondents narrated lack of good relationship due to the authoritative and harsh behavior
of their schools’ principals. Adversely, there is communication gap and lack of
collaboration between them. Nine of the teachers are agreed on the collaboration with
colleagues for the enhancement of professional performance. However, only one teacher
did not favor collaboration with colleagues for professional performance and reported
that one’s personal competency is sufficient. On the question regarding relationship with
parents, all teachers consider good relationship with parents for their professional
performance but contrary to it, the parents do not keep their relationship with teachers,
which badly impact their professional performance. Similarly, eight of the teachers
consider friendly relationship with students for professional performance whereas only
two teachers opposed the notion of friendly relationship with students due to their
immaturity who may become free and disturb the class environment.
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Research Question – 2
How does teachers’ social capital impact school culture?
Table No. 4.3 Commonalities and Differences among the Respondents Regarding
Teachers’ Social Capital Impact on School Culture
Dimension

Commonalities

Differences

All the respondents narrated that they
do their efforts to make the class
environment conducive for teaching
and learning by following various
strategies and techniques.

Classroom
Environment

1.

2.

3.

4.

Mutual Trust
1. Mutual Trust
among
Teachers
2. Mutual Trust
between
Teachers and
Principal
3. Mutual trust
Between
Teachers &
Students
4. Mutual Trust
between
Teachers and
Parents
Initiatives for
Improvement

Opportunities for
Professional
Development

1. All the respondents narrated that
mutual trust among the teachers
enhances
their
professional
performance.
They
receive
guidance,
consultation
and
counselling from each other.
2. All respondents narrated that there is
lack of trust of teachers over
parents, as they do not extend their
cooperation towards the school in
the education of their children.

1

2

3
4

Two teachers claim that they use
questioning technique and AV aids in
their class.
Two teachers stress on time
management and students’ involvement
and not to be authoritative.
Four teachers follow friendly
relationship with students and involve
them
One teacher believes in inspiration of
students and connection of learning to
daily life.
Six of the respondents narrated that
there is lack of mutual trust between
teachers and principal, which badly
impact their professional performance.
Four respondents narrated that there is
mutual trust between teachers and
principal.
Eight of the respondents narrated that
student trust their teachers.
Two of the respondents narrated that
they have no trust on their students.
Teachers also do not trust students
because they do not follow instructions
of teachers, e.g. negligence of
homework,
doing
assignments,
participation in activities, showing the
expected outcomes.

All the respondents take initiatives to
make
classroom
environment
conducive for learning and get support
from colleagues.
All of the respondents narrated that
there are no opportunities for their
professional development.

The above table no. 4.3 summarizes teachers’ narratives regarding social
capital and classroom environment. They claim to do so by using a variety of teaching
methods in the class. However, some of them reported that lack of mutual trust impacts
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their professional performance which consequently have implications for classroom
environment. They also narrate about taking initiatives for better environment but
complains about lack of opportunities for professional development.
Research Question – 3
How is students’ educational aspiration affected by teachers’ social capital?
Table No. 4.4 Commonalities and Differences among the Respondents Regarding
Students’ Educational Aspiration Affected by Teachers’ Social Capital
Dimensions
Students’ Interest

Importance of
Subject
Students’ Home
Work
Students’ Result in
Subject
Motivation of
Students to
Attending Higher
Education

Commonalities

Differences

Nine respondents that had healthy Only one respondent with
social
capital
narrated
that low social capital narrate
student’s take interest in their interest in his subject.
subjects.
All respondent narrated that
students give importance to their
subject.
All the respondents narrated that
their students do homework in time
and regularly.
Nine respondents narrated that Only one respondent with
students show result in their low social capital reported
subjects.
poor result.
All the respondents narrated that
they motivate their students
towards higher education.

The above table no. 4.4 shows that those teachers that had healthy social capital
have positive impact on students’ interest in the subject and consequently showing good
results in those subjects. On the other hand, the teacher that had poor social capital,
complained lack of interest from the students in the subject and poor result.
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Research Question – 4
How teachers' identity construction is revealed, through their narratives, by the social
capital?
Table No. 4.5 Commonalities and Differences among the Respondents Regarding
How Teachers' Identity Construction is Revealed, Through Their Narratives, by the
Social Capital
Dimensions
Commonalities
Differences
Teachers’ Natural
Interest and Inclination
with Subject

Nine of the respondents narrated that
their subject is according to their
natural disposition and matches with
their natural interest and inclination.

One of the respondents says that his
subject does not match with his
natural interest.
All the participants use various
methods regarding the nature of their
subject, mental level of the students
and available resources.

Frequently Use Methods
of Teaching in Subject

Satisfaction from
Teaching

Nine of the participants are satisfied
with their teaching.

Need for
Resources

The entire participants feel need for
resources and AV Aids to improve
their teaching.

Refresher Courses
and Training

All of the respondents feel the need for
professional development.

Students’ Feedback

All of the respondents get satisfactory
feedback from their students.

Strategies to meet
today’s school
environment
Opinion of Principal’
about Job Performance

No respondents are satisfied with
today’s school environment.

Opinion of Colleagues’
about Job Performance

All of the respondents narrated that
their colleagues are satisfied with their
teaching and job performance.

One of the respondents is not satisfied
with his teaching.

All of the respondents narrated that
their school principals are satisfied
with their job performance.

The above summary in table no. 4.5 shows that mostly teachers had interest
in their own subject except one who said that lack of guidance led him to study this
subject therefore; he has less interest in this subject. All the teachers narrated that they
use a variety of subjects. All of the teachers stress the need of teaching resources and
professional training for effective teaching. All of the teachers are satisfied with positive
feedback from students and principals. However, they were not satisfied with school
environment.
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CHAPTER 05
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter presents a summary of overall study and conclusions,
Recommendations, suggestions for further research and limitations of the study are also
part of this chapter.
5.1

Summary
The purpose of this study was to explore the impact of teachers’ social capital on

their professional performance. The present study addressed four related questions.
1. How does social capital impact teachers’ professional performance?
2. How does teachers’ social capital impact school culture?
3. How is students’ educational aspiration affected by teachers’ social capital?
4. How teachers' identity construction is revealed, through their narratives, by the
social capital?
To answer the above research questions, a narrative design was adopted for this
research study. The participants for this research study were all teachers working as
Subject Specialist in government higher secondary schools of District Malakand, Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan.
Main conclusions drawn are teachers who have stronger social capital perform
better than their others do. Schools are more than learning factories where inputs are used
to generate outputs; they are fundamentally social environments. The narrated
experiences impacted social capital to higher student and school performance. Teachers
possessing high social capital are more willing to initiate and participate in curricular and
co-curricular activities. Finally, conclusions were drawn and recommendations were
given.
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5.2

Conclusions

1.

Conclusions in Relation with Research Question - 1

Research question 1: How does social capital impact teachers’ professional
performance?
To answer this question, teachers’ social capital that comes from teachers’ social
relationships with principal, colleagues, parents and students were explored.
Experiences narrated by all the ten participants reveal that each participant had
differential social capital.
A. Relationship with Principal
For Anwar, Umar, Ayaz, Nasir, Mubashir, Zamin, Farman, they consider only
formal relationship with the principal essential for their job. They are in favor to keep
balance in relationship with the principal regarding his dignity and authority because such
kind of relationship never creates problems and hurdles. They communicate need-bases
on classroom and students’ problems with the principal. This relationship is the
central/nucleus part of teaching learning process (TLP) that helps in the solution of
students’ classroom problems; develop professionalism and boasting their professional
performance. Due to motivation and encouragement, they take interest in their teaching.
They always feel fresh blooded in their school and never feel any physical or mental
tiredness in school.
On the other hand, for Iftekhar and Naveed, the activities are done in a stressed
and over strict environment. If there is any issue or problem between them and their
students, they do not discuss it with the principal. Principal of their school consider it the
limitation or drawbacks of the teacher instead of finding out a collective solution to the
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problem. Their school administration is one sided and based on autocracy. It badly
impacted their professional performance.
For Nasir, he has served in three schools during his job career. His relationship
with principals in all the three schools was good except the period of three years at GHSS
Khar. He demonstrated this the worst experience of his profession. He communicated
him classroom problems, but the principal did not take action to resolve his classroom
problems.

His behavior was authoritative. He always imposed his own decisions

ignoring ground realities and without the consultation of teachers. There was no
collaboration between teachers and the principal. The principal was in favor of solo
flight. He always tried to create problems for Mr. Nasir and under reported him to the
authorities various times. He sent more than dozens of reports to the highest authorities
against him, but they were found baseless and biased when inquired by the authorities
and did not take any disciplinary action against him. Authorities also warned that
principal variously to change his behavior, avoid “Khanism (code of conduct based on
autocracy and Monarchianism headed by local chieftain)” and sending baseless and
biased reporting against teachers to office. Non-cooperation, taking no interest in the
solution of classroom problems and facilitation, bad relationship, tense environment,
creation of problems, biased and authoritative behavior of the principal badly impacted
his professional performance. He presented his application for transfer to the principal
twice but he refused to sign it.
For Naveed, principal of the school keeps distance with the teaching staff. His
behavior is harsh and unfriendly. He considers himself superior over the teaching staff.
He considers himself and his family as landlord high class/ elite class. His behavior is not
friendly. He does according to his own mind setup. His encouragement is negligible.
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Naveed further says that he has studied the principal and he knows that efforts to
establish good and friendly relationship with him is fruitless. Besides, his ego and selfrespect also does not permit him to do so. This is why his relationship with the principal
is only hierarchical and formal and not friendly. There is lack of establishment of good
relationship and coordination. The environment is not favorable for teamwork. Due to
lack of encouragement and friendly relationship, his relations with the principal does not
improve his professional performance. He does not feel relaxed in such a tense
environment and feels boredom.
B. Relationship with Colleagues
All of the nine participants except Sajjad keep cordial relations with each other
and consider each other as their family members. When they face any sort of problem,
they share it with each other, which help them overcome the problem in an excellent way
that make the classroom environment and climate conducive for teaching and learning.
They share teaching techniques, classroom and students’ problems with each other. They
improve their knowledge of subject through the sharing of problem regarding their
subject and discussion with colleagues. They believe in collaboration that enhances their
teaching learning process. They discuss different problems such as absentee of students,
late coming, mischievous students, late comer students, truant students, students who
make excuses all the times for leave or short leave, students who neglect homework or
assigned activities, uniform, cleanliness, bringing cell phones to school, use of cell phone
in school, use of “Naswar” (quid/snuff), quarrelling of students in the school/class etc.
They handle and deal the students considering their backgrounds and problems. There is
collaboration with colleagues in teaching methods discussion, students’ psychology
discussion, students’ problems solution discussion, and to make indiscipline students
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disciplined. They believe in the concept of reconciliation, discussion, teamwork,
guidance and counseling to solve problems. They place value to collaboration and declare
it very essential for the provision of conducive teaching and learning environment, which
enhances their teaching learning process.
Therefore, the professional experiences of the participant show that developing
friendly relationship with colleagues establishes better social capital. Their responses
further confirm that team efforts, collaboration and coordination result in providing
quality education to the students of the school and thus, it has a higher share in students’
success. They are always in a position to achieve their curricular and co-curricular
objectives within the stipulated time.
C. Relationship with Parents
All participants did their best to get support from the parents or guardians for the
success of their students but as per the participants’ interviews, parents often do not
provide their support, as many of the parents are illiterate and do not pay much attention
towards the education of their children. Certain parents are often out of home to earn
livelihood abroad mostly in KSA, UAE, Abu-Dhabi, etc. or far away from home like in
Rawalpindi, Lahore and Karachi etc. If father is away from home and the mother
informed about her children performance at school, she does not communicate the
message to the father, while, traditionally, children are often not afraid of their mothers.
If father asks the mother about the academic position of his children, she does not provide
the exact information to him. Moreover, there is a lack of awareness about the fruits of
education among the parents. Approximately, all the parents do the same just to fulfill
their duty by admitting and sending their children to school. Lack of understanding,
illiteracy, jobless white collars in their surroundings, and laboring and earning a living far
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away from home are cited by the participants as reasons why parents have little interest in
contributing to their children's success. Teachers make their efforts by convincing parents
and hold discussion on the awareness regarding the fruits of education. If parents come to
school, they warmly welcome them and receive them with honor, pay attention, respect
and serve them from their own pocket. They stress them to come to school again and
again and share the problems of their children. They contact parents through their cell
phone, formal letter, special messenger, or through neighboring students. There is no
culture of information by email in their surroundings. They provide information to
parents regarding irregularity in attendance, absenteeism, monthly tests and examination
results, issue of misbehavior and best performance. For Zamin, even, he writes letters to
the Imams (Religious Scholars who leads prayers in mosques) and meet them to
announce in the Jumma Khutba (Speech during the Friday Prayer) to advice the parents
of the children to send their children to school regularly and contact the school regarding
their children success and problems. He himself meets with parents in this regard but
response of the parents in this connection is almost negligible. For Nasir, he follows a
door-to-door campaign to get their support. He also arranges meetings with parents in
their homes. The results are not fruitful, as they do not observe any positive change.
Parents almost ignore the provided information and do not cooperate to remedy to the
problem.
For all teachers, parents or guardians support in contributing to the success of
their students is negligible. Lack of awareness, jobless white collars in their surroundings,
laboring and earning livelihood far away from home are the reasons that they take
negligible interest in contributing to the success of their children.
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D. Relationship with Students
For Anwar, Umar, Iftikhar, Ayaz, Naveed, Mubashir, Farman, Ayaz, Zamin and
Sajjad, favor building a strong relationship with their students and provide a relaxed
environment in the class for establishing familiarity and friendly relationships with
students. Additionally, some teachers Nasir, Zamin and Farman had stronger support for
students and were helping the needy students even financially. As a reward of friendly
social relationships, students feel easy, lose their fear, ensure their participation and
involvement, ask and put question without hesitation, give answers to their questions,
express their opinions, their hidden potentials and creativity, and self-confidence are
developed, pay respect, remain attentive in class, focus totally on teaching and show good
results. Students do not get bored, come happily to school, and enjoy the class.
For Umar, Ayaz, Naveed, Farman and Zamin, are local teachers and know their
students personally and therefore, have strong social capital in terms of relationship with
students. On the other hand, teachers like Anwar, Iftikhar, Mubashir and Sajjad, were
non-local and did not know their students’ family background. They did not enjoy good
relationship with students and also were not familiar with their families due to nonlocality or other reasons and were not able to guide their students properly in educational
matters. The students also had less confidence in seeking help due to weaker relationship
that impacted professional performance. For Nasir, though he is a non-local teacher but
due to small number of students in his subject of Mathematics, he knows his students
personally and keeps strong social capital with his students.
For Anwar, Iftikhar, Nasir, Naveed and Zamin, know the mental level,
mischievous, hardworking, intelligent, sharp, and dull minded students. They take
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remedial and special classes with their students that established good relationship with
their students, which helped to overcome shortcomings of their students.
For Anwar, Iftikhar, and Nasir, and Zamin, they favor formal gap. They want to
be friendly, but not frank. They keep a distance, which is the fundamental requirement of
relationship between a teacher and a student. When the relationships become frank, it
destroys the environment of teaching learning and students do not pay respect to the
teacher and waste their precious time in irrelevant discussion, which wastes precious
classroom time of the students.
While, in keeping too much gap, students feel fear. They do not ask question, nor
express their opinions. Therefore, self-confidence is not developed. It helps in
maintaining the dignity of the teacher and student relationship. For keeping good social
capital between teachers and students, formal gap is an essential element.
On the other hand, Umar, Nasir, and Zamin, and Sajjad, they did not favor gap.
When having gap, students try to avoid participating in activities and create problems
during teaching learning, which affect teachers and students social capital. Once the
students who are immature, got an edge over the teacher, then it is impossible for
teachers to retain their position. Gap creates hatred, so, it may be discouraged with
students. Keeping gap has no advantages and benefits. It deprives students of many
opportunities.
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2

Conclusions in Relation with Research Question - 2
Research Question 2: How does teachers’ social capital impact school culture?
Shared experiences by all ten participants reveal that all participant had their own

social capital in the school dependent on context within the boundaries of trust, mutual
respect, initiatives, and professional development on school culture.
For Anwar, Umar, Iftikhar, Ayaz, Nasir. Mubashir, Naveed, Zamin, and Farman,
they have mutual respect and trust among themselves and extend their cooperation with
colleagues on the basis of give and take, receive guidance and consultation from each
other, planning the lesson collaboratively, build own social network, building a team
work, monthly schedule of curricular and co-curricular activities, and collective work for
the solution to the problems. Environment of trust, teamwork and collaboration promote
the school culture of social capital.
For Sajjad, majority of the staff members trust each of them, but some members
do not trust others. Often on school issues, they have differences and discourage those
who do something positive or took step for the school. They have bad relationship with
principal and do not want to cooperate with him, so they create problems instead of
cooperation.
For Ayaz, Umar, Iftikhar, Mubashir and Sajjad, there is an atmosphere of trust in
school between teachers and students, which makes the classroom environment, and
climate conducive for teaching learning process through follow friendly relationship with
students through their social capital.
Nasir and Naveed narrated that, there is lack of trust of teachers on students
because they tell lie and make excuses to teachers, do not follow instructions of teachers
and cheat in the examination. If they assign a task, an assignment or an activity, they do
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not show the required or expected results. When a teacher does some sort of mistake in a
topic in the class and students come to know about the mistake, they avoid it and follow
and trust their teachers. They come regularly and with punctuality, take classes, ask
questions, take part in discussion and share their classroom problems.
For Anwar, Naveed, Zamin and Sajjad, trust is lacking between principal and
teachers because relationship of teachers with the principal is not good. They do not share
information with teachers as they are suspected of teachers. They do not take interest in
the solution of teachers’ problems. If a teacher gives suggestion or expresses his opinion
to principal regarding classroom problem or school matters, they remain doubtful and do
not trust teachers. If they need financial aid to meet the needs of classroom and teaching
learning, he does not extend his cooperation. Teachers and principals social capital is
lacking which badly impact teachers’ professional performance.
For Naveed and Zamin, parents trust teachers so that they admit their children in
school but they do not inquire their children or contact the school after getting admissions
for their children. But teachers do not trust parents in the sense that they do not cooperate
in the academic success of their children.
For Anwar, Iftikhar, Ayaz, Naveed, Zamin and Sajjad, they avail no opportunity
for professional development from their social relationships. They feel the need for
professional development, but the principal of the school has no interest in such kind of
activities. Besides, Department of E&SE, Govt. of KP, has no program for the
professional development of SS. Mostly traditional methods and approaches are going on
in schools.
For Umar, Ayaz, Mubashir, Naveed and Farman, they availed opportunities for
professional development from their social relationships as they possess strong social
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capital. For Mubashir, the teacher community in general do not give worth value to their
professional development. He has personally participated in a number of refresher
courses and trainings in physics and mathematics through his social and personal
relations. For Ayaz, when he feels a need to make clear his concept regarding a topic,
which is conceptual, and he does not understand it, he discusses and makes it clear
through his social capital i.e. subject colleagues, experts, and professionals. He gets help
in professional development from his social capital informally. He says that he also does
not invite experts to school from his social capital to get help in professional
development.

For Farman, Although, there is not any formal coaching yet, social

dealings do improve his professional skills.
3.

Conclusions in Relation with Research Question - 3
Research Question 3: How is students’ educational aspiration affected by

teachers’ social capital?
For this purpose, the researcher described the experiences narrated by all the ten
participants focused on context in which teachers speak about the educational aspiration
of students affected by social capital. These stories include students’ interest in subject
and ideas of teachers to make their subject interesting for them, influence the students’
aspirations of attending the classes regularly, influence the students’ aspirations of doing
homework regularly, students’ results in their subject in the examination, and influencing
students’ aspirations of attending higher education.
For Anwar, Nasir, Umar, Iftikhar, Ayaz, Mubashir, Sajjad, at the start of the new
session, students do not take interest in their subjects. There are various reasons but the
main reason responsible for this is that there is no merit policy for admission. All those
who merely pass SSC (Secondary School Certificate) examination, are allowed to take
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admission. They often possess weak knowledge and background in their subject and do
not understand it. For Science teachers Umar, Nasir, Mubashir and Naveed, their subjects
demand practical work and there are no equipped laboratories for practical work in their
respective schools. They teach only through the lecture method, which does not match
the nature of their subject. Students take admission in science group through their own
choice and stress of parents without considering their intelligence quotient, educational
background and consultation with experts. Apart from that, their science subjects are in
English and they are very weak in English listening, reading, writing and speaking.
They make their subject interesting by linking it with the everyday life of the
students and vast opportunities in their future career. They teach according to the mental
level of students, teach through activities and involve them in the teaching-learning
process. They encourage and motivate their students to take interest in learning. They pay
respect and give attention to them individually. They take remedial classes with them.
They encourage their students to believe in themselves, maintain diary, speak, write and
read English. They establish friendly relationship with them. After their hard efforts,
students start taking interest in their subjects and notice happiness, charming, motivation,
courage and satisfaction on their faces. They show good results in the examination.
For Zamin, his students take much interest in his subject, as his subject is
Islamiat, which belongs to the religion of Islam. No single student failed in his subject in
the examination throughout his total teaching experience of nine years. All his students
are Muslims, and being a Muslim, students take interest in his subject. Beside this, his
teaching methodology, command over his subject, preparation for class and his friendly
relationships with students make his subject more interesting for them.
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For Anwar, Iftikhar, Nasir, Naveed and Zamin, insist on students’ regularity and
punctuality. They take students’ attendance on daily basis in their classes, guide, and
advise them to attend the classes regularly. If a student remains absent, they inquire about
him, contact him and sometimes report him to the principal and take necessary
disciplinary action against him. They also inform parents about their absentees. They
appreciate those, who are regular and sometimes, impose fines absentee-makers just to
ensure their regularity and punctuality in the class. If students make mistake, they try to
make them on apologize without hurting their self-respect at any cost. When, they feel
happy, charming and satisfied, they come regularly to attend the class. Zamin gives them
examples of the previous shining students of his school that how they become shining
stars, and now they are on charming positions and their contributions to develop the
nation. Their behavior and attitude, teaching method and techniques influence the
students’ aspirations of attending the classes regularly. The teachers who had good social
interaction with students had pleasant effects on students in term of students’ aspirations.
They get good marks and show good results.
For Anwar, students are careless and neglect to do homework regularly. For
Mubashir, students do homework regularly. The nature of the homework shall not be
boring, lengthy and unattractive. They regularly check the homework and appreciate the
students for doing their homework. They often give rewards to those students who do
their homework on time and praise them in front of other students. They assign practical
work to their students that is based on creativity and exploration so that the students do
their homework with interest and do not get bored. They also provide brief guidance
regarding the homework so that students get some understanding of the given topic. They
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assign little homework to students and they feel happiness in doing homework, as they do
not feel burdened. The students then feel eagerness at home to do their homework.
For Anwar, Ayaz, Nasir, Mubashir, Naveed, Zamin and Farman, the students of
their school mostly belong to low socio-economic status, low income and they generally
suffer by their family general attitude towards higher education. This is a quite dim
aspect of their students. They tell them the importance of higher education. They
convince and guide their students to get higher education in spite of hurdles in getting
higher education, as education is the sole source of their uplifting and uprising in the
society. If they want to achieve a higher position in the society that must give due
attention to their studies. They tell them the success stories of their colleagues and
classmates. They motivate them to avail some scholarships. When a new session starts,
from the first day they stress them to work hard and continue their education. They give
them examples from the locality who were hard workers, and now are on charming
positions. They influence the students’ aspirations of attending higher education to tell
and advise them to continue their academic career. They encourage their students for
higher education by setting high standards of life. They realize the importance of
education and influence aspirations of attending higher education.
4.

Conclusions in Relation with Research Question - 4
Research Question 4: How teachers' identity construction is revealed, through

their narratives, by the social capital?
Experiences narrated by all these ten participants reveal that each participant had
his own identity. This focused on a self-concept, which is the reflection of contemplative
aspect “who am I” and another person has or groups external question, “who are you”?
They reflect a general matching of subject with natural interest and inclination, command
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over the subject and teaching methodology, application of various methods of teaching
their subject, satisfaction with the teaching as an SS, need for resources for improving
teaching, need of refresher courses and training to meet the needs and demands of SS,
changes in today’s school environment where many educational changes are currently
taking place rapidly and to cope with these changes, getting feedback from students and
parents about teaching, opinions of principal about teaching and job performance and
opinions of colleagues about teaching.
For Anwar, Ayaz, Farman, and Sajjad, their identity is of the SS in English,
Iftikhar’s identity is of the SS in History cum Civics and Zamin’s identity is of the SS in
Islamiat. They constructs their identity around the idea that their subject of teaching
match with their natural interest and inclination. They love their subjects. They are
confident in their abilities as a teacher. They teach with full devotion and sincerity and
are fully satisfied with their teaching. They prepare themselves to meet the challenges of
changes in the textbooks. They face such kind of changes to consult various reference
books, dictionaries, uses media and internet to prepare the topic and get command over
the subject. They have high expectations for themselves. Keeping in consideration the
ground realities and available sources, they prefer the lecture and grammar translation
method because of the low academic base of the students. Almost all the students are
from Urdu medium schools, and have very low academic base and background, so they
are restricted to use this method many of the time. There is not any facility of using AV
Aids or other modern gadgets in their teaching of English. They consider teaching
profession above all, and has a mental solace and satisfaction in this profession.
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For Umar, his identity is of the SS in chemistry, Mubashir’s identity is of the SS in
Physics, and they construct their identity around the idea that they are satisfied from their
teaching. They relate that they love their subject as it match with their natural interest.
For Nasir, his identity is of the SS in Mathematics and absolutely matches with his
natural interest. When, he was the student of SSC, he was more interested and understood
better in Mathematics as compared to other subjects. He very often told his colleagues
that he would do a master in Mathematics. In and his subject matches to his natural
interest.
They have command over their subject. They use Inductive, Deductive and Lecture
Demonstration Method for the teaching of their subjects. All these methods are very
effective and beneficial for their students, and are according to their resources. They are
satisfied from their teaching. They use lecture method frequently as this is the beneficial
and applicable method of teaching at this level and the available sources that helps to
cover the subject matter included in the syllabus.
Teachers need AV Aids and many resources like computer, multimedia, Tools for
Area Calculation, internet facility, references books, funds for development of lesson
activities and low cost material to improve their teaching for conceptual understanding
of students. They also want managed classroom and student’s strength not more than
forty to improve their teaching and as a teacher, they need refresher courses in the use
of student method of teaching and in the complicated practical work and development
of social capital. Here, their tragedy is that department of E & SE has no such
activities and programs for teachers on regular or casual basis.
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They are intensively needed for resources for improvement, which are the
fundamental requirement of his subject. With the changeable circumstances, new
contents and subject matters are included in his subject to meet the needs and demands
of changeable circumstance. He is also intensively need refresher courses, seminars,
workshops and training regarding newly included materials in the subject. It will not
only facilitate and improve their teaching towards achievement of the desired goals
and objectives, but students will also take interest and will motivate them.
For Naveed, his identity is of the SS in physics and his subject does not match
with his natural interest. He selected it with his own choice without proper guidance,
counselling and consultation with experts. Later on, he felts that it does not match with
his natural interest. He recognizes that he is not satisfied with his teaching. He
describes various reasons responsible for his dissatisfaction such as non-availability of
equipped laboratory, audio visual aids, no merit policy for admission, low and weak
educational background of students lacks of students’ interest and non-cooperation of
parents.
As a teacher, they get satisfactory feedback from students and students’
parents about their teaching who show their consent and satisfaction with their
teaching method and efforts, because their results come good. Students wished that if
they were their teachers in grade 9th and 10th, they had clear concept and idea in the
beginning level. They admire their teaching publically in very good words and
remarks. It is obvious that they are doing things well.
Principal of the school is also thoroughly satisfied with their teaching and
performance. They inquire informally from students about their teaching and evaluate
the students formally. Even colleagues are also satisfied about their teaching and make
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good remarks regarding their teaching method, teaching techniques, efforts, regularity
and punctuality.
Formal meetings with parents of the students are fruitless, as majority of the
parents do not come to school. They ask parents through cell phone and informal
interactions about their children’s interest in their subject and opinion about
themselves. Parents show satisfaction with their teaching because they have not
submitted any complaint against them.
For Anwar and Naveed Nasir and Zamin, they do not feel well in today’s school
environment where many educational changes are currently taking place rapidly ignoring
the ground realities. These changes are taking place abruptly and not research based
without proper planning by the authorities and facilitation that create problems, tension
and boredom for teachers. Many vacancies have been created in the schools but a large
number of unskilled and non-professional young generation have been recruited through
testing services. Although, they are qualified, possessing higher education, but unaware
of teaching methods. Subject matters change rapidly, while refresher courses are not
arranged to cope with these changes. Biometric attendance is declared compulsory while
transport and residence facilities are not provided. Monitoring system is established and
too much authority is given. It works only to pay surprise visits and deduct salary from
teachers on unauthorized leave without any inquiry and explanation. Its establishment is
not only extra burden on the national budget, but also a parallel system to paralyze the
hierarchy. The practice of many deductions from salary in the name of collecting funds
without explanation and permission create economic problems for teachers. Number of
casual leaves are decreased from three days to one day in a month, etc. For Ayaz,
changes are inevitable, and the main thing is that one must be ready to cope and adopt
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such changes. To him, continuous research, exploration and extensive studies can help
one to overcome the issues that arises with the emerging of new trends and pattern in
teaching. For Nasir, the subject matters are bulky, which is very hard to cover in the
academic session and the teachers are responsible to cover the course, but it is difficult
for the students to learn and understand. Teachers’ views, expertise and experiences are
not considered in policy makings and changes which creates problems for teachers and
students. Residence or hostile facility, increase in salaries, according to inflation, less pay
salary for teachers compared to other departments, i.e. Judiciary, FBR, and Health
Department etc., deduction of from salary and issue a show cause notice on the IMU
report without the right of explanation, demand to show hundred percent result and
declare only teachers responsible for low results and award punishment of deduction of
annual increments without explanation for low results are the various problems that
teachers face.
Teachers cope themselves with these changes and problems with pressure and
burden.

They have the ability of adaptability and adjustment with the changeable

circumstances; therefore, they adjust themselves and manages these difficulties from
various search engines through their social capital.
5.3

Recommendations
The following recommendations are an attempt to enhance the social capital of

higher secondary school teachers and to reframe thinking about educational reform to be
more inclusive of the professional performance of teachers.
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1. This research study identifies that teachers’ leadership culture is an important
teacher bonding social capital factor making the connection that developing
teacher social capital in a school can support improved teachers’ professional
performance. Eight out of the ten teachers opining about bonding social capital, it
emerged from this study that principal-leadership culture, teacher expertise,
effective teaching practices, teacher expertise, effective teaching practice and
parent communication are areas to focus on developing strong teacher social
capital. Carefully constructing structures that build a school environment of
shared vision, trust, mutual respect, effective decision-making process, and
cooperative problem solving lends strength to developing teacher leadership and
strong bonding.
2. Department of E&SE, authorities and principal of the school may pay attention to
the factors that create the conditions by which teacher social capital may flourish.
Principals who foster relevant and effective teacher professional development,
engage teachers in instructional decisions, support teachers instructionally and
empower them in instruction, develop strong and supportive school environment
in which teachers flourish, students learn and school attains higher performance.
When authorities and school principal acknowledge and develop teacher expertise
and cultivate meaningful and practical professional development that specifically
supports instruction, a school’s important stake holders, the teacher and the
student, can benefit greatly.
Department of E&SE and principal of the school may pay attention to the factors
that create environment by which teacher social capital may flourish. Principal of
the school engage teachers in instructional decisions, support teachers
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instructionally, develop strong and supportive school environment in which
teachers flourish, schools accomplish goals and objectives, and students attain
high academic achievement.
3. Teachers’ views around professional development come from two fundamental
concepts. First, the concept of teaching is constantly changing and that
professional development can help in supporting what teachers do in the
classroom to keep up with the changes. Second, professional development is an
imposition. This will result in meaningful professional development that responds
to areas of refinement of newly included course contents, teaching methodologies,
and teaching techniques with real world, which the teacher may implement in his
classroom.
4. Parents or guardians support in contributing the success of their students is
negligible. There is a lack of awareness about the fruits of education among the
parents. Connections between families, communities and schools need to be built
to contribute to not only the school effectiveness, functioning and academic
success of the students but also professional performance of the teachers. This
research study identifies teachers’ leadership, teachers and parents culture as an
important teacher linking social capital factor making the connection that
developing social capital in a school can support improved teachers professional
performance.
5. As parents may not have learned how to aspire, whether they need to be informed
of how investment in education can be realistic and lucrative option for their
children. Parents may be involved in students’ educational aspirations. Higher
secondary school students may be provided with congenial and stimulating
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atmosphere at school and home for better academic performance and getting
higher education. There may be proper guidance and counselling cells in schools
so that students may get help to reduce their worries and tensions. Nurturing
healthy, professional, and relevant relationships between teachers and parents can
foster sharing that benefits teachers, students and parents as school may yield
better achievement because of the social capital developed.
6. Teachers’ narration reveals that they do not feel well in today’s school
environment where many educational changes are currently taking place rapidly
ignoring the ground realities. The subject matters are bulky, which is very hard to
cover in the academic session and the teachers are responsible to cover the course,
but it is difficult for the students to learn and understand. Teachers’ views,
expertise and experiences are not considered in policy makings and changes
which creates problems for teachers and students. Absence of residence or hostel
facility, no increase in salaries according to inflation, less salary payment to
teachers compared to other departments, i.e. Judiciary, FBR, and Health
Department, etc., deduction from salary and issuing a show cause notice on the
IMU report without the right of explanation, demand for showing hundred percent
result and declaring only teachers responsible for low results and awarding
punishment of deduction of annual increments without explanation for low results
are the various problems that teachers face. The changes in education may take
place on research basis with proper planning by the authorities and facilitation
that may not create problems, tension and boredom for teachers. Residence and
hostel with the addition of transport facility may be provided to teachers so that
they may not face residence and commuting problems. There may be no
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difference in pay system of teachers as compared to other departments of the
state. There is no need of establishing IMU in the presence of departmental
offices and authorities. Departmental authorities may be made active and more
functional instead of establishing parallel system with too much authority and
ignoring SOPs (Standard Operating Procedures) for civil servants.
5.4

Recommendations for Further Research
Based on the conceptual and practical implications of this research study, the

following are recommendations for future research.
1. Replicate this study with a different profile of teachers. Further area for future
study would be the replication of this study in other divisions across the country.
2. Similar study may also be conducted for other levels ranging from elementary
level up to university.
3. This study used a narrative design. If the other qualitative study designs are
conducted regarding this area, it may yield productive results pertaining to the
impact of teachers’ social capital on their professional performance.
4. This study was conducted on male teachers only because close relationship
between the researcher and the participants is the essential of narrative design.
The structure of our society does not allow liberty of interaction to female
teachers. Therefore, another study on female teachers would be of particular
interest and may contribute to the literature a gender perspective of the story.
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5.5

Limitations of the Study
This research study had definite geographical limitations. All of these participants

worked within the surrounding of District Malakand a rural area in nature. Urban teachers
do have an upper hand in socialization and may have different social capital.
Another limitation of this research study was the fact that three participants were
from the subject of English, two from Physics, one each from chemistry, History cum
civics, Islamiat, and Mathematics. Other subject teachers like Urdu, Biology, Computer
Science, Health & Physical Education, Pashto, and Economics were not taken for the
study to explore their impact of social capital on their professional performance.
This study was conducted on male teachers only because close relationship
between the researcher and the participants is the essential of narrative design. The
structure of our society does not allow liberty of interaction to female teachers.
Therefore, female teachers were not participated besides of particular interest.
This is a narrative study design that demands fluency and command over expression
in English language. The researcher is not a native speaker and faced problems in this
regard. Although, the researcher took help from the English teachers, yet felt lack of fluency
in expression. This factor may be kept in consideration, while viewing this research study.
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APPENDIX A
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
1. Name of the interviewee:
2. Age/ date of birth:
3. Name of the school:
4. Academic qualification:
5. Whether regular or as a private candidate:
6. Name of university:
7. Professional qualification:
8. Whether regular or as a private candidate:
9. Name of university:
10. Total teaching experience:
11. Total experience against the post as subject specialist:
12. Whether selectee of PSC or promoted through DPC to SS or Contract Based
Regularized:
13. Economic condition low, average or good etc:
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APPENDIX B
RESEARCH QUESTIONS GUIDE- INTERVIEW
Research Question – 1
How does social capital impact teachers’ professional performance?
A.

Relationship with Principal

I.

How do you have your relationship with the principal impacts your
professional performance?

a. How do you label your ties with your principal?
b. How far do your principal favors and encourages you?
c. How often do you communicate on students’ classroom problems with your
school principal?
d.

How much right you have to express your opinions?

e.

How does the principal honor your opinions?

f. Do you feel hesitation in communication with principal? Why?
g.

Would you like to give an example?

h. How do your relations with your principal improve your professional
performance?
B.

Relationship with Colleagues

II.
a.

How the support of your colleagues impacts your teaching practices?
How do you enhance your teaching learning process to get collaboration with
your colleagues?

b.

How do you feel any hesitation in sharing problems with them?

c.

How do you improve your knowledge of subject through collaboration with
colleagues?

d.

How much support do you get from your colleagues to make the classroom
environment and climate conducive for teaching learning process?

e.

How much time do you have to collaborate in planning with colleagues in cocurricular activities?

f.

In which types of activities do you collaborate in planning with colleagues?
Name, please?
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C.

Relationship with Parents

III.

How much support do you get from parents to ensure the success of
students?
a. How much support do you get from parents or guardians in contributing the
success of your students?
b. What kind of support they extend?
c. How do you encourage parents’ involvement?
d. What strategies and techniques you follow to get their support?
e. Have you applied these techniques and strategies? What results did you get?
f. What kind of information you provide to parents about students?
g. What kind of sources do you use?
h. What fruitful results have you observed from the sharing of these
information?
i. Would you like to give examples from your personal experiences?
j. How much time do you spend in in meetings with parents in school related
activities outside the regular school working hours?

D.

Relationship with Students

IV.

How much do you know your students personally?
a. What strategy and techniques do you follow to get familiar with your
students?
b. How much instructional time do you have to meet the needs of all students?
c. How much do you favor friendly relationships with your students?
d. Would you like to elaborate the ways and techniques you follow for keeping
friendly relationships with your students?
e. What advantages do you observe in keeping friendly relationships with your
students?
f.

How much do you favor gap with your students?

g. In which sense do you keep the gap?
h. What benefits (advantages) you observe while keeping the gap?
i. What limitations do you observe?
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Research Question – 2
How does teachers’ social capital impact school culture?
a. How do you make your classroom environment and climate conducive for
teaching learning process?
b. How much do you observe atmosphere of trust in your school?
c.

How much the staff members respect each other mutually?

d. How much do you possess the quality of initiative steps to improve instruction
and make the school environment conducive for teaching learning?
e.

Give an example.

f.

How much your colleagues encourage you in taking initiative steps?

g. How much do you encourage your colleagues who take initiative steps?
h. How many opportunities are there for your professional development?
i.

How much opportunities of professional development do you avail from your
social relationships?

j. How much support do you provide to your colleagues from professionals and
experts, coaches, counselor etc.?
Research Question – 3
How is students’ educational aspiration affected by teachers’ social capital?
a. How do your relations with students’ impact students’ aspirations?
b. How do students take interest in your subject?
c. Would you like to express your ideas to make your subject interesting for
them?
d. How do you show the importance of your subject to your subject?
e. How do you influence the students’ aspirations of attending the classes
regularly?
f. How do you influence the students’ aspirations of doing homework regularly?
g. What results do your students show on your subject in the examination?
h. How do you influence the students’ aspirations of attending higher education?
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Research Question – 4
How teachers' identity construction is revealed, through their narratives, by the social
capital?
a.

How much your subject match with your natural interest?

b.

How many methods of teaching your subject do you apply?

c.

Which method of teaching do you use very frequently?

d.

What are the reasons you use this method frequently, elaborate?

e. How much are you satisfied from your teaching as a subject specialist?
f.

Do you feel need for resources for improving your teaching?

g.

Point out the resources you need for improvement.

h. To what extent will these resources help in your teaching improvement?
i. How much do you feel that you need refresher courses and training to meet the
needs and demands of your subject and students?
j.

What kind of courses will help you in this connection?

k. What does the feedback do you get from your students about your teaching?
l. How much are they satisfied from your command over the subject and teaching
methodology?
m. Would you like to give an example?
n. How do you feel in today’s school environment where many educational
changes are currently taking place rapidly?
o.

How do you cope with these changes?

p.

Would you like to explain the strategies you follow?

q. How do you arrange formal or informal meetings with students’ parents for
getting their feedback about your teaching?
r. What do they say about you?
s.

What are the opinions of your principal about your teaching and job
performance?

t. What are the opinions of your colleagues about your teaching and job
performance?
General Last Question
Thank you for all that valuable information, is there anything else you would like to add
before we end?
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APPENDEX C
Informed Consent to Participate in a Research Study for Oneon-one In-depth Interview
Department of Education
Abdul Wali Khan University
Mardan, Pakistan
Respected Sir,
My name is Muhammad Rafiq, and I am currently conducting a research thesis
for my Doctor of Philosophy (Education) at the Department of Education at Abdul Wali
Khan University, Mardan, Pakistan.
Purpose of Research
I am involved in research about “A Narrative Study of the Impact of Teachers’
Social Capital on Their Professional Performance”. My research study is concerned with
the teachers’ social capital and its impact on their professional performance, school
culture, students’ educational aspirations and teachers’ identities.
Yours Role
As the study is concerned with teachers’ social capital, therefore, teachers are the
primary source of data for the study. In this regard, your cooperation is regarded in high
esteem. In order to have insight into the phenomenon under observation, I will need an
insight through one-on-one an in-depth interview into your social relationships with your
principal, colleagues, students and students’ parents. I will also require your demographic
information e.g. identity regarding your qualification and teaching experiences.
Confidentiality
The information provided by you will be kept confidential and only my supervisor
and I will have access to it.
Participation process
This letter will explain what participation in the study means, but if you have
further questions, please ask. Your participation is voluntary and you do not have to
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participate if you do not want to. After you have read this document, and made a
decision, please advise me. If you choose to participate, I will ask you to sign this
statement. I will provide you a signed copy for your records.
I am asking you to be in this study because you meet the criteria:
If you decide to take part in this study, I will ask you to participate in a lengthy
time consuming interview one-on one, conducted in person. If we are meeting face-toface, the interview will take place at any meeting location that is comfortable for you. If,
I will ask you to choose a quiet location, where you are comfortable and can speak freely
and uninterrupted during the interview. If available, it is voluntary to provide your
resume prior to the interview. The interview will be recorded. Once a text transcript is
made of the recorded interview, I will provide a copy to you so you may review and add
any additional comments.
The following actions will maintain confidentiality of your responses:
a. Pseudonyms will be used.
b. The interview recordings and transcription will be saved in a password
protected (secure) USB flash drive in locked cabinet at researcher’s home.
c. A separate, locked file cabinet (in a different location) will hold the list of
participants’ names, their pseudonyms, and their signed consent forms.
d. At the conclusion of the study, all digital recordings of the interviews will
be destroyed.
The possible risk, harm, discomfort, or inconvenience to you from participating in
this study is minimal. Personal reflection, when thinking about and answering interview
questions about the career-relevant experience, teaching experience and social capital
may cause some slight discomfort.
Your personal identity as a participant in this study protected. Your part in this
study will be confidential, and only the researcher on this study will see the information
about you. No reports or publications will use information that can identify you in any
way.
Your participation in this research is voluntary. You do not have to participate if
you do not want to. Even if you begin the study, you may quit at any time. You may
refuse to answer any question. There will be no direct benefit to you for taking part in the
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study; however, the information learned from this study may provide valuable
information the impact of teachers’ social capital on their professional performance.
Further Information
The Board of Advanced Studies and Research (BASR), Abdul Wali Khan
University Mardan, Pakistan, have approved this research. If you have questions or
problems, or you like further information about this study, please feel free to contact me
on +92 344-337944 or by e-mail rafiqjanssmkd@gmail.com. Alternatively, you can
contact my supervisor: Dr. Abdul Ghaffar via +92 333-9645156 or by e-mail
abdulghafar@awkum.edu.pk. . You may call anonymously if you wish.
Thank you very much for your considerations on taking part in this research. Your
participation is highly appreciated.

Sincerely Yours,
Muhammad Rafiq
PhD Scholar,
Department of Education
Abdul Wali Khan University Mardan.
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